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THE SWEDISH PEOPLE IN NORTHERN MAINE
I
Det Utlofvade Lande
On July 23, 1870, a band of weary settlers arrived on a hill 
overlooking their promised land. Stretching before them they saw 
the verdant hills with cedar lined valleys, almost untouched ex­
cept for a small cluster of new choppings and the beginnings of a 
half dozen new log houses here in the foreground. These block­
houses were to be their homes and these choppings their fields.
Their arrival was the result of the efforts of a small group 
of men who had been working for a decade to populate the wilderness 
of northern Maine by the establishment of an agricultural colony 
from Scandinavia. For years now Maine had been losing her young 
people, who were leaving their home State to seek the West and its 
boundless lands and opportunities. Every week the local newspapers 
contained editorials and letters attempting to persudade a few to 
remain in Maine.
In 1837 Dr. Charles Jackson, State Geologist, made a geolog­
ical survey of the Jtate lands, reporting that the soils of Aroos­
took were rich, excellent for raising grain, and, in general, much 
better than the soils of the rest of the State. The following 
year, the Board of Internal Improvements made a survey of Aroos-
1. Dft'uilofvade Landet,(the promised land).
2. Jackson, Charles T., Second Report on the Geology of the 
State of Maine, Augusta/ 18hd
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took County, conducted by Dr. Ezekiel Holmes, agriculturist and 
editor of the Maine Farmer. Both he and Secretary S. L. Goodale, 
of the Board of Agriculture praised the soil of northern Maine. 
Secretary Goodale believed that the richness of the soil made up 
for the cold climate, -which, by the way, he considered to be very 
healthful.
In 1858 a circular was issued from the Land Office stating
that many townships were available for settlement, expecially in 
Aroostook , for fifty cents and acre, for which the settler could give 
three notes payable in one, two, or three years in labor on the roads. 
He must also establish residence and within four years have cleared 
fifteen acres, ten of which were to be sown to grass, and he must
2have built a comfortable house.
Even under these terms the tide was still swinging out. Maine’s 
population in 1850 had been 583,169. By i860 it had only increased 
to 628,279. In the following decade it was to decrease to 626,915. 
Aroostook County alone still had thousands of acres of unsettled 
land. A few pioneers began clearings in some far-removed northern 
township with few neighbors except the animals and an occasional
1. Holmes, Ezekiel, Report of an Exploration and Survey of the 
Territory on the Aroostook River, 1838, Augusta, 183$, p.?5.
Goodale. S.L., Second Annual Report of the Maine Board of 
Agriculture, 1857 > Augusta, 1858, pp. U3-52.
2. Barker, Noah, A Circular from the Land Office, Descriptive 
of the Public Lands of Maine, 1858, Bangor, 1858, pp. 5-6.
3. Census Statistics of the State of Maine, 1880, Printed by 
Grder of the Governor and Council, Augusta, 1883, p. 17. 
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hunter or lumberman, but the loneliness and the expanse of wil­
derness frequently drove them out.
Many thinking men began to feel that the best way to make 
good thia loss of population was to attract foreign immigrants 
to Maine’s unsettled lands. Hon. George F. Talbot wrote Gov­
ernor-elect Israel Washburne in 1861 suggesting that he urge the 
Legislature to promote a scheme for European immigration. He 
believed Scandinavians would be best suited to this climate, and 
Governor Washburn© in his address to the Legislature appealed for 
action designed to encourage the immigration of "the Norwegians 
in particular.” * Nothing, however, came of his pleas
Three years later the Foreign Immigrant Association, a group 
of Maine men, through B. F. Tefft, the American Consul at Stock­
holm arranged for the passage of three hundred Swedish laborers and 
indentured servants• The ship landed in Quebec, and the entire 
group was lost in the general movement of people, never reaching 
Maine. The thousands of dollars spent in this venture were wasted. 
Thus Maine’s first attempt to secure a group of immigrants failed.^
1. Elwell, Edward H., Aroostook with Some Account of the
Excursions Thither of the Editors of Maine in the 
Years 1B$8 and 1878, and of the Colony of Swedes, 
Portland, 1878, p. 39. Journal of the House of" 
Representatives of the State of Maine, 1861, Augusta, iB5i,"p/“i6.----------- ----- - ----------------1 2--------
2. Oration of Willi a® Widgery Thomas, Jr., in Celebration 
of Decennial Anniversary of the Founding of New Sweden, 
Maine, July 23, 1880, Published under direction of 
Andrew Wiren, Nils Olsson, and N. P. Clase, Committee on 
Publication, Portland, 1881. Reprinted as New Sweden 
Decennial 1870-1880, Marie Valborg Malmquist, Stoneham, 
Massachusetts, 1931, p. 13.
Such was the situation when William Widgery Thomas, Jr., of 
Portland returned home from Sweden. He had been one of thirty war 
consuls sent abroad by President Lincoln to encourage immigration 
under the Homestead Act. His years of service in Gothenburg had 
taught him to appreciate the Swedish people and their sturdy 
industriousness.- Arriving here he threw himself into the move to 
increase Maine’s population by immigration. He was convinced that 
a group of strong* thrifty Swedes would make valuable citizens for 
the State of MaineA
His scheme was to offer free land, of whichsmall acreage 
would be cleared and a log cabin built for each family, to a small 
group of settlers who would pay their own passage here. He would 
have an agent go to select about twenty-five families and a Prot­
estant minister. The agent would bring them here early enough 
for preparations to be made for the rigorous Maine winter. He 
felt that, without further inducement, this colony would serve 
as a nucleus for a large settlement by drawing to it large numbers 
of their fellow countrymen. It was his belief* that immigrants 
would have come before this had they realized that Maine was a 
good place to settle, and that there was fertile land available.
1. Oration of Viliam Widgery Thomas, Jr. in The
Story of New Sweden as told at the Quarter 
Centennial Celebration of the founding of the 
Swedish Colony in the Woods of Maine, June 2$, ’5
I8$%, Edited by Stanley J. Estes, Portland, 1896, 
pp. 26, 33. Reports of the Board and Commissioner 
of Immigration, 1870, Augusta, 1871, p. 3.
2. Thomas, Decennial, p. lh.
Joshua L. Chamberlain was among those men interested in
this project. In his gubernatorial address in 1868 he reit­
erated the plea for a State sponsored move to populate the State.
"It is well known that great numbers of Swedes 
...would gladly come to us. I venture that it 
would be a profitable investment if the State 
were to pay the first expenses of such a colony, 
who by their hardy and frugal habits, and their 
familiarity with the climate of this latitude, 
would find themselves at home in Maine....
Again, nothing was accomplished.
The following year, Governor Chamberlain, having been re-
\
elected, again urged the appointment of a committe to investigate
the proposal and to draw up a feasible plan. January 13, a Joint
Special Committee on Scandinavian Inmigration was named. George
0. Cary from the Senate and Orrin McFadden from the House were the
chairmen. Other members included Representatives Carleton of Camden,
Bigelow of Clinton, Twitchell of Portland, Dunning of Bangor, and
2Teague of Iyndon.
Their report emphasized the fact that Sweden and Norway were
located nearer the Arctic Circle than was Maine, and:that because of 
the late season and poor soil, agriculture there was very backward.
The inhabitants were forced to earn their living by lumbering, mining 
shipbuilding, and trading. Despite the scarcity of labor, wages in 
those countries were very low, the men receiving seventy-five cents
1. Journal of the House 1868, p. 31
2. Ibid., pp. 31, h9. Documents Printed by Order of the 
Legislature of the State of Maine 186$, Augusta. 1869.
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to three dollars per month and the women less than half that much. 
Educationally, however, these Scandinavians were outstanding; ’’not
1 
one in a thousand Swedes is unable to read and write.”
Stressing another of Thomas’s arguments the committee stated 
that Swedith immigration to the United States had increased from 
2000 a year in 1862 to 10,000 in 1865. Under the Homestead Act 
this immigration was drawn from the East to the West for Europeans 
considered all New England as old and thickly settled. Recommend­
ing that the State make arrangements to tap this stream of immigrants 
flowing into the country, the committee reported "An Act to promote 
o
Scandinavian Immigration." c
Conservatives opposed the bill because it represented a change 
in State policy. Opposition also came from private parties and 
corporations such as railroads and lumber interests to whom the State 
had been giving vast areas of lands. Others felt that the State should 
offer free land to her sons before bringing in foreigners. Again, it 
was felt that Maine had enough paupers without importing a whole ship­
load of them. In March the bill was indefinitely postponed by the 
motion of Mr. Hopkins of Bluehill.
However, the friends of the proposal were persistent and at the 
end of the session got a resolve passed authorizing the. appointmeht
1. Legislative documents, 186£, House Document No. 8h, p. 1.
2. tm
3. Address of Col. James M. Stone in Decennial, pp. 55-56.
Dole, Nathan Haskell, and Gordon, Irwin Leslie, "New Sweden," 
Maine of the Sea and Fire s, Boston, 1928, p. 229. Journal 
of the House, 1869, p. 320.
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of a Commission on the Settlement of Public Lands in Maine to 
investigate the general situation and to make specific suggestions.
The commissioners were Parker P. Burleigh of Houlton, William
Shall of Fort Fairfield, and W. W. Thomas, Jr. Mr. Burleigh him­
self had been a pioneer in Aroostook apd was at that time serving 
as Land Agent. From the beginning he had been a staunch supporter 
of the enterprise. Proceeding to Aroostook County the commission 
secured as a guide Jacob Hardison of Caribou. Make," too, had 
been a pioneer coming to Caribou twenty-five years before with his 
father, the first settler in the township. He led than to Township 
lh Range 3 west of the east line of the State as a likely spot for 
a settlement. They felt that this township of almost unbroken 
forest, with alternating hardwood-covered ridges and valliya of 
evergreens where springs and animals were abundant would be a-'
2 
pleasant place to bring a colony of Swedes.
< Reporting early in 1870 the commission emphasized the similar­
ity of the climate of Aroostook with that of Sweden and Norway, 
"except that our climate is milder and our winters much shorter." 
The same crops were raised in both areas except that wheat coiild 
be grown only in the southernmost part of Sweden and Indian Corn
1.Reports of Board and Commissioner i87u, pp. 1-6.
2.ibid., and Ashby, W. T., "A Complete History of Aroos­
took County and its Early and Late Settlers," printed 
in the Mars Hill View, 1909-1910, December 30, 1909, 
Bound Scrapbook, Bangor Public Library, p. 6.
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could not be raised there at all. Basing their argument on the fact 
that, since every able bodied man was considered worth $1000 to the 
State, and since many Swedes—agricultural immigrants seeking farm­
land—were in Portland on their way West, all that was needed was to 
draw some of them away from the main flow.
Putting forth the "Thomas Plan," *they urged the publication of 
a circular in Swedish and Norwegian to be distributed by an agent in 
Portland, and the appointment of an agent to go to Sweden to bring 
a selected group of twenty-five families here. They also recommended 
Township lU Range 3 since it would allse> expansion into the adjoining 
townships3
The House responded with "An act to promote immigration and 
facilitate the settlement of public lands," carrying out these 
suggestions. The act, which became law March 23, 1870, established a 
Board of Immigration consisting of the Governor, the Secretary of 
State, and the Land Agent, who were to prepare circulars and send an 
agent to Sweden. To each male head of a family, age twenty-one or 
over, in this first group of settlers, was to be given one hundred 
acres of land. This would be his at the end of five years providi ng 
he had established residence, built a house, cleared fifteen acres, 
and sown twn of it to grass. If necessary the State would make an 
advance of $h$00 for tools and provisions for the enterprise, and
1. The Report of the Commissioners on the Settlement 
of thd Public Lands of Maine, 1870, Augusta, I&70, 
pp. 9-11. '
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the settlement was to be tax free until January 1, 18763
The Board of Immigration appointed W. W. Thomas, Jr., as 
Commissioner, and the project was as good as made. With the three 
staunch supporters, Governor Chamberlain, Land Agent Burleigh, and
oW.W. Thomas on the board, how could it fail?
While Thomas was to be in Sweden recruiting the colonists, the 
board was to prepare the township for their arrival. The land 
agent was to resurvey the township, cutting the lots from 160 acres 
to one hundred acres, to clear five acres on each of twenty-five 
lots, and to build a log house on each. With these arrangements 
made,Thomas sailed for Sweden, April 30, 1870
By passing this act the State changed its old land policy of
•«
"frittering away” its lands. While land in the West had been free, 
land in Maine had been available at fifty cents an acre>, payable in 
road labor, but most of it passed into the hands of lumber barons or 
railroad companies. This same township had been granted in entirety, 
along with many others, to the European and North American Railway in 
1869, but as the railroad failed to make any use of it, the land 
reverted to the State. Now the State was offering one hundred acres
t-
1. Acts and Resolves tile Forty-Ninth Legislature of the 
State of Maine 1870,(Maine Laws), Augusta, 1876, Chap. 
173» pp. 133-13b.(See Appendix A).
2. Franklin M. Drew of Brunswick was Secretary of State. 
Public Documents being the Annual Reports of various
Public Officers and Institutions ld69-18?O, Augusta,
ifkjtpTtt;--------------------------------
3. Report of Board of Immigration, 1870, p. 5.
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free to Iranigrants hoping that once a settlement had begun* more 
Would come to join them* and that this would be the beginning of an 
extensive imnigration. Moreover* by building up the northern fron­
tier, perhaps more of our own young men might be induced to remain 
here rather than go West3
The first Swedes had come to America shortly after the Pilgrims* 
landing in Delaware in 1637. They brought with them the log cabin 
unknown in America until then. After this colony was taken over by
2 the Engl ish it was absorbed into Pennsylvania and Anglicized.
There was a gradual infiltration throughout our early history, 
but the "America Fever" never really caught on until 18hl when a series 
of crop failures brought hard times, low wages, scarcity of money, and 
unemployment. In ^addition to discontent over high taxes and a corrupt 
banking system, there was a growing religious dissatisfaction. The 
natural piety of the Swedish people made them rebel against the clergy 
of the national Lutheran Church who were of the noble class and fre­
quently lax. Many sects were established, particularly the Baptists. 
Various states, emigration societies, railroads, and steamship lines 
had agents in the 1 2country circulating propaganda. They emphasized the 
demand in America'for laborers and housemaids. The possibility of big 
farms called many, for the emigration was largest from those areas
1. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1670, "p7 lh. 
Aroostook Pioneer, April 5, 1670♦
2. Senson, Adolph Burnett, Swedes in America, 1638-1939,
New Haven, 1938, p. 78. ?
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where the land division was smallest.
As the movement grew, the "America Letters" written by those who 
had cone and were successfully established made-the "Fever", spread* 
Thousands came with the tape of adventure* the keeping-up-with-the 
Joneses* tbut most of all for economic reasons* The movement got 
another boost from the Homestead Act and the war consuls sent by 
Lincoln* Many were arriving almost daily at Portland,, Boston,, and. 1 
New York on their way West*^
When Maine* the last State to do so, entered the race, opposition' 
tad arrisen in Sweden* W.W. Thomas ran into much difficuly in find­
ing a colony; newspapers were playing up the dissatisfied and discour­
aged letters from America*. An essay contest was held to find the best 
suggestions for curbing emigration, and propaganda was issued to 
convince the Swedes to remain in Sweden. By the turn of the century 
the National Society against Emigration was formed with the encour­
agement of the government* But this was all to no avail; the movement 
grew* This mass emigration was a basic factor in the later reforms in 
Sweden. The peak of Swedish emigration was reached in 1880*, a decade
. 2 after Maine's colony had been established and was well underway*
The press in Maine*.especially in Aroostook County,, rallied to the
i
proposed immigration* The first notice of the plan occured in the
1? Ibid*..pp* 76-62*"Stephenson*,George M** A History of 
American Immigration 1820-1924*, Boston, 192^* PP* JO-JA, Al.
2*.Stephenson, op* cit, pp* JO, J7-A1* Thomas, Quarter 
Oenten^ial, pp. JJ-J4.
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Aroostook Times in January, 1870. Although he was unsure if the colony 
would be a success, Editor Theodore Cary agreed that the County needed 
population,
...and if our own countrymen will not come here in 
sufficient number...let us welcome these hardy, 
intelligent, and industrious Norwegian stranger^ and 
offer such inducements as will lead them to become 
settlers and citizens of the state.
Opposition was voiced too. One citizen who signed himself as
"D. E." said he had read that,
Thomas is soon to fill Aroostook with an army of 
emigrants.• .at the expense of $30 and $$0 each... 
cost lUO more to fell five acres of trees and build 
each a cabin. Mr. Thomas Will be very likely to 
clean out the prisons and almshouses to make up his 
freight of emigrants, which when settled in Aroos­
took will have a strong tendency to drive our best 
citizens away.
•. .Why not offer as good inducements to our own 
peoples as to foreigners.2
This gave the Editor a chance to put forth favorable remarks by 
refuting the letter, for we were offering inducements only to a few 
who would serve to draw more here, and in the end they would return 
the cost fourfold. To support this view the papers were full of statis­
tics about immigration, and letters favoring the introduction of 
immigrants into the State. A former Maine man, living in Wisconsin, 
wrote that he knew by living among immigrants that they were a thrifty 
and industrious people.3
1. Aroostook Times, January 21, 1870.
2. Ibid., May 6, 1870*
3. Ibid., May 13, 1870.
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Most people reserved their opinions, for word came from Thomas of 
his success in Sweden. Arriving there May 16, 1870, he found his agents 
already busy, and set out to issue birculars and advertisements from his 
main office in Gothenburg. He was given good write-ups in the press 
because he was known as a man of honor from his stay as consul?" The 
day after his arrival he could write:
I arrived in Sweden yesterday. Our enterprise has been 
well announced by my agents. Seven families have applied 
to one—two to the other and three more to me this morn­
ing. I have secured the influence of the principle men 
and newspapers in this portion of Sweden, and I can prom­
ise you the scheme will be a success...I have announced 
I will take no families unless they brink good certif­
icates as to character, industry, etc., etc. They must 
be young men, fanners from a timber country. I have as 
yet promised no applicants. I am sure to have my pick, 
and shall pick good ones. I sail with the colony from 
Gothenburg June 2h....
...I am now in search of a good pastor. I have opened 
an office in Gothenburg and shall travel somewhat in 
the south of Sweden•.2
He sent agents into the northern provinces of Sweden where the 
climate most resembled Maine, and Thomas traveled in the south,' leaving 
the office in the charge of Captain G. W. Schroeder, head of the Baptist 
movement in Sweden. Whereever he met people, in their homes, by the 
roadside, or in the towns, Thomas talked to them and handed out 
documents. He answered questions; Was Maine oneof the United States? 
Was Maine next to Texas? Were there any wild horses or crocodiles in
; - >
1. Report of Board of Immigration, 1870, p. 3.
2. Thomas to Parker P. Burleigh, May 17, 1870, occurs in
print in Aroostook Times, June 10, 1870, and in Ar oos- 
took Pioneer, June lb /1870. L
-lb
MaineMany recruits appeared, and May 19 he wrote Burleigh:
Our enterprise takes. Over twenty families have offered 
by letter and in person. I have as yet accepted but 
two? One will reach Aroostook with $500; the other with 
$250. The colony will brirjj* from $5000 to $10,000 with 
them, and will be able to pay for provisions and tools. 
Besides the twenty-five families, I think I shall bring 
twenty-five unmarried men, promising them simply the 100 
acres without clearing or house. They can live with the 
families till they get up houses of their own.
The man worth $500 speaks good English. Every man that 
has applied can write a good, intelligent letter in his 
own language. They are all stout, intelligent looking 
fellows. No such class of inmigrants ever came to Maine 
as I shall bring. There will be no more talk about 
.paupers I 2
Despite opposition from "capital and privilege," by June 23» 
the Commissioner had his colony together. All had certificates of 
character, and those who had been employed by others brought ref­
erences. That evening he invited them and their friends to a 
collation at the Baptist Hall in Gothenburg. Coffee and cake were 
served. Among the speakers were S. A. Hedlund, a member of the 
Swedish Riksdag, and Captain Q. W. Schroeder. The Commissioner then 
gave an inspiring speech about Maine arid the opportunities to be 
found there. Many of the audience sighed,’wishing they could go along.
At noon on Saturday, June 25, 1870, just forty days after he had
i’
1. Wieden, Clifford and Marguerite, "The Beginnings of a New 
Sweden in Maine, American Swedish Historical Yearbook, 
19h6, Philadelphia, 19U6, p. 89. l*homas, Decennial, p. 16.
2. Thomas to Burleigh, May 19, 1870, printed in Aroostook 
Pioneer, June 21, 1870.
3. Report of Board of Immigration, 1870, p. b. Aroostook 
Times, July 22, 1870.
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landed in Sweden, Commissioner Thomas and his little band of settlers 
embarked on the steamship ”Orlando.” A heavy storm on the North Sea 
made the passage to Hull very difficult; the passengers were sent below 
and the hatches battened down. The children were frightened, and many 
were seasick. What fears and discouragement must have filled their 
hearts at this stormy boreboding of their new destinyl Yet men and 
women who start out anew must have faith and courage, and that optimism 
won the day. Fran Hull they sped across England to Liverpool by rail, 
and there they had to wait three days. But, on July 2, they again 
took to the sea, this time in the ’’City of Antwerp” of the Inman line.'*'
What jojr Mr. Thomas took in viewing the stalwart forms and smiling 
faces of his group! There were twenty-two men, eleven women, and 
eighteen children. These represented about ten families; the rest were 
single men, several of whom had already found an interest in certain 
fair young daughters of their traveling companions. All the men were 
farmers, and in addition, many had trades. There was a civil engineer, 
a blacksmith, two carpenters, a basketmaker, ^wheelwright, a baker, 
a tailor,a shoemaker, and Nils Olson was a lay preacher of the Baptist 
Church. Captain N.P. Clase was a sailor who spoke seven languages and 
had returned from hair-raising adventures in China just in time to take 
advantage of this opportunity.2
1. Report of the Commissioner of Immigration, 1670, p. 5. 
Thomas, Quarter Centennial, p. 35.
2. Report of The Commissioner of Immigration, 187O.,p. 5. 
tovering, Frank W., ’’Last New" Sweden Settler, ” Portland 
Sunday Telegram, November 2, 19h7.
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The passage was very pleasant. Children romped,, young ladies read’ 
Swedish books, and young men clustered together and haltingly tried to 
, 1
learn to speak'English. The older folk sat together talking of home and 
of what the new home was to be like. They came from all parts of Sweden; 
from the lips of somez the musical tones were like the gentle lap of water 
and mellow sunshine, while from the mouths of the husky northerners the 
vigorous tones spoke of brisk winter cold,, or northern lights,, and mid­
night sun. . But here they became a unit,, their hope and faith for a 
bbtter life finding them with the deepest bonds,, and to them "father" 
Thomas became the symbol of their dreams.
A short passage it was; on theeleventh day they landed at Halifax. 
Agnes Class, the nine-year old daughter of the sea-captain/forever 
remembered the frightful climb up "such a tall,. straight ladder" from 
the deck of the ship lyihg.at low tide to the wharf where Father Thomas 
was waiting to help her at the top. Nd hotel or bbarding place would 
give them room’, Halifax hardly knew how to take these blond foreigners,
2
but the agent of the Inman line lent them a warehouse for the night.
The fallowing day they had another brief trip by rail,, and another 
boat ride—all that Loading and unloading of luggage—brought them to 
the city of St. John at eight o’clock the evening of July 14.. Here 
among the crowd which always comes down to the dock when ships come in, 
was a party from Houlton,.Maine, including Editor Gilman of the Aroostook 
Pioneer and other interested or curious people.. They were "both- pleased
1. Aroostook' Pioneer, July 19, 1870.
2. Lovering, rtLast Settler,." Portland Sunday Telegram, November,
2, ,1947. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1570* p.5* 
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and surprised to find such an intelligent looking class of people-
rugged, healthy, and respectably dressed. Those settlers who did not
care to go to a hotel spent the night in a storehouse belonging to the
steamship company. Provisions had to be secured for the trip up the
river; and drays to carry the luggage across the city. Early the next
morning the settlers and their new friends crossed to the river and
took a steamer for Fredericton. Here they would have to change to
tow boats for the river was extremely low; and here; too; the Americans
would leave them. On the way up the river these Americans got
acquainted with Captain Clase and a Mr. Johnson who also spoke English*
"Mr. Clase; ” they reported; ’’ought to be and no doubt is very proud of
his neat and comely wife and children, "who appear to be very happy in
anticipation of their new home.” They were especially amazed at the
prevalence of blond complexions and blue eyes, and at the politeness of
the children. The Canadians, too, admired the settlers as they passed
through, and regretted that such a colony was not to remain with them3
Traveling up the river by tow boat was a slow, toilsome job. Each
of the two boats was towed by two horses, and frequently grounded on a
sandbar. Then everyone had to get out and walk along the banks. It
was beautiful July weather; the colonists helped provide for themselves
by fishing and picking the ripe raspberries along the banks. Along the
way baby Hilma Clase died. The stricken parents could not bear to bury
1. Aroostook Pioneer, July 19, 1870. Aroostook Times, July
22, 1870. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1870, p. 9.
Thomas, Decennial, p. 1E7
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i
her by the way,, so they carried her coffin with then to the wilderness*.
After six days traveling the 11J Biles up the river„ the group
reached Robique Landing (Andover); here they were set by Barker Burleigh
and teams front Port Fairfield* The colonists got lodging for the night
in a barn near the river* Mr* Thomas and Mr* Burleigh drove from house
to house buying a loaf of bread here,,or a cheese, or milk there,, trying
to gather enough for supper and breakfast* . After this hasty meal,, the
weary travelers lay down to sleep in the hay, and perhaps the smell of
the hay reminded them of the new-mown fields at home filling them with
2
hope and longing*
Everyone awoke with the feeling that this was to be an exciting: day*
Their eyes sought the distant hills to the west wondering which one—if—
might be theirs*. Their wagon team,as it started out,presented a picture
such as had never before been seen in this part of America* First came
Father Thomas and Mr* Burleigh in a wagon, followed by a. covered carriage
drawn by four horses and carrying the ladies and children. Behind them
rode the men in two three-horse wagons,and last of all,, the baggage
wagons, two of them* How hearts beat with excitement and anticipation as
they reached the iron post marking the boundary between Canada and the
United States* As they crossed^the American flag was unfurled from the
leading carriage* They stopped* Mr* Burleigh descended from the wagon,,
and greeted them in the name of the United States,, the citizens of Mains,,
and the people of Aroostook* The ground shook as the toar of cannon, in
1* Lovering*, Last Settler." fertland Sunday Telegiam* November 2,,
1947.
Thomas*,Decennial* ,p* 19* Aroostook Pioneer* July 19, 1870.
2* Thdmas, De cennial* p* 19*
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Fort Fairfield also welcomed them. People thronged to meet them; with 
cheers, much waving of hats and handkerchiefs, they moved on. The Swedes 
must have beamed and glanced at each other with looks of amazement and 
joy at this hearty welcome. But the end was not yet.
One team got a little excited and balked going up a hill. The wagon 
slid off the road and the load of baggage fell into the ditch. The Swedes 
quickly acted; the horses were unhitched, the baggage reloaded, and the 
wagon was run by hand to the top of the hill.
Arriving at the Town Hall in Fort Fairfield, conveniently at noon, 
they were greeted by a multitude. The Swedes, descending, remained in a 
cluster. After speeches of welcome by Isaac Hacker, Judge William Snail, 
and Rev. Daniel Stickney, Mr. Thomas translated their remarks into 
Swedish and in returnd expressed the thankfulness of his group for the 
reception given them. Then a feast was put before the strangers, ’’salmon, 
green peas, baked beans, pies, pudding, cake, raspberries, and3coffee,”
2 were served in enormous quantities.
The meal over, the journey continued. All along the trail people 
came to doors and stood in yards to wish them well and to satisfy their 
own curiosity. Many went along with the procession. W. W. Thomas 
describes an acquaintance which sprang up between an American and a 
Swedish lad. Neither could understand the other’s language, but they 
bedecked themselves with garlands of leaves, and with their arms about
1. Thomas, Decennial, pp. 19-20.
2. Ibid. Report of Commissioner of Irani gration, 1870, p. 6.
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each other, marched along singing and laughing at the head of the
company.
At the brow of a hill, Thomas paused*, the entire group watched him 
point to the distant ridges. A shout went up. "Det utlofvade Landetl" 
(The promised land).
A salute of cannon welcomed them as they approached Caribou and a 
crowd of five hundred with a brass band came to meet them. The Swedes 
were escorted to Arnold’s Hall where, after a speech by John S. Arnold, 
a supper was laid before them by the ladies of Caribou* The women were 
very impressed by the quiet manner and politeness of the strangers, even 
the children said,"Tack sa Mycket." (Thank you). One women was thanked 
in Englished and exclaimed,
" *Why, you speak very good English for a Swede 1" She had addressed 
Land Agent BurleighP
An American lad who was there that evening later described his 
feelings:
To my boy-eyes those tall,, fair Scandinavians looked 
like beings from another planet. Their clothes were 
entirely different from ours, and the women and children 
with their great blue eyese wore handkerchiefs on their 
heads and rings in their ears. Although all were .fagged 
and worn with the long journey, all of them took a keen 
interest in what was going on around them. The black 
bread, those great dishes of heavy rye meal and water 
baked in the sun on which they had subsisted in the 
journey over was passed around for inspection by the 
crowd, and I managed to steal a piece. I had eaten some 
pretty hard looking bread in my early days in Aroostook,
1. Thomas, Decennial, p. 20. ' J
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid., p. 21.
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but nothing so coarse as that. I made up my mind 
then and there that if those nice looking people 
could live on bread like that, they would prosper 
anywhere, and my animosity disappeared A
The Swedes spent the night in the Hall, and one can imagine the 
hours spent thinking over the marvelous welcome of the day, and excite­
ment that on the morrow their goal would be reached. Early the next 
morning, accompanied by 150 Americans, the immigrants began the last 
lap of their long journey. It was now the twenty-third of July; they 
had been nearly a month on the way.
Along the road a farmer had set out some tubs of cold water to 
refresh thirsty throats,
n0h, never mind," he admitted on being thanked, "all I wanted was 
to stop the Swedes long enough to get a good look at them.”
Soon passing the last home and clearing of American pioneers, 
they reached the northern frontier. From here the wagons moved slowly 
around the stumps of the new road, penetrating "a forest which now for 
the first time was opened for the abode of man."
1. Ashby, op. cit., Mars Hill View, November 11, 1910, p. 136
2. Report ot Commissioner of Immigration, 1870, p. 6.
3. w;-------------------------------------------------
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Making a Home in the Forest
Their journey over, the immigrants paused on a hill at what is 
now the crossroads. They aaw, exce^£ for the small amount of clearing 
and the houses being put up for them, an unbroken expanse of forest. 
They saw the hills clad in the bright green of birch, maple, and beech, 
and between the hills were valley* cloaked in the deeper green of spruce, 
fir, and cedar. It must have reminded them of home except that there 
was here a sense of the infinite.
With one accord the group gathered and offered a prayer of thank­
fulness and asked God’s blessing upon their enterprise. ; In hi^ writings 
W. W. Thomas says that he offered up the prayer, but tradition among the 
Swedes is insistent that it was Nils Olson, the lay pastor, who voiced 
the prayer. Here, too, Thomas named the settlement "New Sweden," in 
those two words expressing all the traditions and background of the 
settlers and all their hope for the future. Now the colonists retired 
to a nearby bark shelter built by a spring of pure, bubbling water; 
here the Swedes with their American friends ate their first meal in 
New Sweden.^
The Board of Immigration, with surveyor Noah Barker, and the ever 
helpful Jacob Hardison, had been busily preparing for their arrival. 
It had been planned to have twenty-five log houses ready, but since it 
had been deemed wise not to begin unnecessary building until it was
1. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1870, p. 6.
Thomas, William Widgery, Jr., Sweden and the Swedes, New 
York, 1892, pp. 23-2$, 510.
2. Thomas, Decennial, p. 21.
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certain that a colony would be established, nothing was to have been 
done until specific word came from Thomas in Sweden. Thus beginning 
late, and because Thomas had worked so swiftly, the settlers now 
arrived to find that only six houses had been erected, and those were 
only partially finished. Two had windows. Thomas and the State supplies 
were established in one of these houses and the Swedes crowded into the 
other five until more cabins could be built•
Noah Barker, in surveying, had set aside a fifty acre lot to be 
used as a public lot. The first day after their arrival it was put to 
use. Little Hilma Clase was buried in a part of it set - aside as a 
cemetery. The funeral service was preached by an American minister, and 
several people from Caribou attended, expressing their sympathy. Seventy- 
nine years later, her sister, Agnes Clase Anderson, who in 187Q was
2nine years old, died, the last member of that brave little band.
Monday, July 2J>, the group gathered to draw lots. In clearing the 
land,the Board had cleared the five acres on adjacent corners of four
joining lots. Besides allowing a maximum of sunlight, this would allew- 
those who came from the same Swedish province, speaking the same dialect, 
to be together. In accordance with this idea the-colonists were divided 
into groups of four. Captain N. P. Clase was the first to drgw, and 
drew Lot #135. The other three in his group drew for the remaining 
three lots in the cluster. The drawing continuedP All were satisfied— 
ecept two. That was remedied when they exchanged lots. That seemed to 
be the perfect answer to such problems, and twenty years later we find
1. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1870, pp* 6-7•
2. Thomas, Decennial, p. 2fcZ~ Bangor Daily News, March 2, 19U9. 
3* See Appefiaurtz
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other farms being "swapped.* The soil on these farms in New Sweden 
is rich, and relatively free from stones, although this first part 
which was settled was not as good*farming section? asd more distant parts 
of the township. Thomas once made the remark that there were no stones 
in the township bigger than his fist. There is a huge one on one of 
the farms which is still known as "father Thomas’s fist.*'*'
Land Agent Burleigh had given every Swedish man a shiny new axe 
guaranteed to cut the strongest tree in the township. These axes soon 
sounded throughout the colony. &arly in the morning until the sun went 
down at night, the blow of the axe and the crash of the falling tree 
were heard. Every Swedes was put to work clearing land, building houses, 
and grubbing out roads. Since the State had promised to help them until 
their first harvest, the State paid them for this work at a dollar a day 
payable in provisions and tools from the storehouse. This was particularly 
logical because if they had not arrived until later the State would have 
paid others for doing the same work. The working men were divided into 
crews who reported to their foreman at the end of each day to have their 
time recorded. Jacob Hardison was in over-all charge of road building, 
and Captain Clase was put in charge of the State storehouse. Once a week 
he received the time books from the foremen and credited each man in his 
book for his work. This was, as Thomas said, very wise, for it did solve 
the labor problem, the problem of distributing supplies equally and justly,
2 and also made the colonists self-supporting.
1. Report of the Commissioner of immigration, 1870, pp. 7-8. 
Wieden, Beginnings, p. Bf.» Cedarleaf, Rev. Wallace, "A 
Noble Experiment," The Will to Succeed, Stockholm, 19h8, p. 
llf>. Aroostook Republican, December 16, 1891, May 10, 1893.
2. Report Commissioner of Immigration, 1870, p. 7. Thomas, 
Decennial, p. 36. Aroostook Pioneer, August 9, 1870, August 30,.
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To show that the soil was productive, Thomas had turnip seed 
brought in from Caribou and planted two acres of it on a comer of the 
public lot. From the middle of August until snow fell, the colonists 
labored long hours.felling, limbing, junking, piling and burning the i 
trees. Nearly all the choppings were burned, and the air was constantly 
fill with smoke. By mid-September they could plant winter wheat and rye, 
sixteen acres in all, by harrowing and hoeing it into the soil and ashes 
among the stumps. In November a fine crop of turnips was pulled. Here 
was proof that the soil was rich, and here was food for animals and men 
which did not have to be carried from Caribou—eight miles away 3
While the men labored in the woods, the women turned to making homes 
out of their log houses. As the cabins were finished, each family moved 
into its own. By August, seven of these had been finished. These block­
houses, as they were called in early Aroostook, were 18 x 26 feet, and 
were one and a half stories high. The ground floor was divided into 
three rooms, including a large general room, a small bedroom, and a smaller 
pantry. The second floor provided extra sleeping space. There were four
2 
windows downstairs and one in the front gable upstairs.
The housewife cooked the meals for her hungry family on a Hampden 
cooking stove provided by the State. Food was secured from the State store­
house. Fish and game kept them from existing on a salt-pork diet, and a 
few were able to follow Captain Clase’s example by ordering a few hens
1 .Report Comissioner of Immigration, I87O, p. 9. Boston Ad­
vertiser, quoted in Aroostook Times, October Ih, 1870.
2. Reports of Board ancl Commissioner"of Immigration,1871. 
fic Document No. 13)< Wgusta, 1871. p. 6. Report Comdssinner 
of Immigration, 1870, pp. 8-12. Aroostook Pioneer, August 9, 1870.
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i
from Caribou. The China, .glasses, and silverware from the old country 
looked out of place on the rough boards of the home-made table. Chairs 
and benches were made of logs and odd-sl^M&d branches, until they could 
afford to have chairs brought from Caribou* . Spinning wheels were 
conspicuously present, and so were the wooden cradles like the ones in 
use for generations in Sweden* Beds were made of small poles fastened 
across a log frame fastened to the walls, and were spread with bedding
1 
brought from old Sweden* .
A newspaper correspondent, visiting New Sweden in late summer, found 
the women neatly dressed in heavy,,coarse clothes* Their homes werv^as 
neat as themselves* One hostess was writing a letter, her ink bottle 
was a hollow doorknob. These ladies early gained a reputation for? 
hospitality, ,and this one brought out a glass of homemade beer for her 
guest* It was made of boiled corn and sweetened with molasses*. It was
2 
almost colorless, clear and without foam,.but he £ound it refreshing.
As her baby cried for milk which could not be had in this cowless 
community,, and as she watched her husband working in his little clear­
ing, ,rhythmically swinging his axe, how often the mother's thoughts 
must have turned to the old home as waves of loneliness swept over her. 
But again,her mind looked beyond the smoke, and saw the future,, leaving
5 
a nicer farm to the children than would ever be available in Sweden*
1. Thome, Decennial..pp. 28-29. Report of Commissioner of 
Immigration, 1870,,p. 8* Aroostook Times,. July 8,. 1870. 
Lindstrom, Rev*. C* W., Manuscript of speech given at the 
dedication of the monument at the crossroads,. September, 
26, .1926, ,In New Sweden Historical Society collection', New 
Sweden Historical Museum*
2* Boston Advertiser,.quoted in Aroostook Pioneer, October 14, 
1870;
5* Lindstrom,;op* clt.
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Scarcely a week after the colony was established, Mr. Thomas 
received a letter fro® seven Swedes in Illinois requesting informa­
tion about conditions offered in New Sweden. At the same time one 
Anders Westergren, a sailor on a boat docked in Bangor, hearing of the 
colony came to join it. Shortly afterwards Anders Malmquist came from 
Sweden by way of QuebecJ from there he took a train to Portland and 
another from there to Aroostook via New Brunswick. Another man who 
had been in the State for three years arrived to pick out a lot. 
Late in August Mr. Thomas left for Halifax to meet the second Ship­
load of colonists5 these had been unable to settle their affairs in 
time to ccme with the first group, and sane had waited until hearing 
that the State had carried out its promises to those first settlers. 
Another group arrived shortly after, making a total of nearly one 
hundred inhabitants • As the year ende^ a letter arrived from a colony 
in Mississippi who found the climate there very unhealthy, and who 
wished to come to Maine
The colony was also increased by other new citizens. The first
t
American to live in New Sweden was a young son bom to Korno and Nils 
Persson, August 12. They named him William Widgery'Thomas Persson, 
in honor of the founder of their colony. This marks the first step in 
the Americanization of the settlement, for by old customs the lad would 
have been named W. W. T. Nilsson1 Later that summer two more children 
were bom in the Colony.
1. Thomas, Decennial, pp. 27-29. Aroostook Pi oneey,August 9» 
1870; Agust JO, 1870; September_20, 1870; November 8, 1870. 
Aroostook Times, December 23, 1870.
2* Thomas, Decennial, pp. 28-29.
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The first marriage also took place within the first month; on 
August 19, Mr. Thomas officiated at the wedding of Jons PersSon and 
Hannah Persdotter. He used the American ceremony but the Swedish 
language. Following the ceremony a large wedding dinner was served 
at the Persson*s where a lavish display was made of heirloom silver 
spoons. Later in the fall another couple were married; this time it 
was Anders Frederick Johansson and Ofelia Albertina Leonora Amelia 
Ericsson. 1
Sunday religious services were held in the various homes. Nils 
Olsson, the lay preacher, a Baptist, kept their thoughts on the words 
of God. Inspired by faith, by a day of rest, and a chance to visit 
with others, the colonists were ready for another week’s work. There 
was soon to be a better place for worship, for the men were already at 
work erecting a public building on the public lot.
This was to serve as a church, a meeting hall, as the State store­
house, and schoolhouse. Situated in the center of the colony, at the 
crossroads, opposite the spot where the colonists had stopped to thank 
God for their safe arrival, this building was named the Capitolj and 
a center of activy it surely was. Downstairs in the building,which was 
30 x feet, were rooms for the Commissioner and supply rooms • Upstairs 
was one big hall which served as a Teal canmunity center. Here were 
held church services. Here Swedish pupils learned their English. On 
every possible occasion the colonists flocked here to celebrate, to hear 
speeches, to sing, anc to 'enjoy fellowship with their neighbors. Topped
1. Thomas, Decennial, pp. 28-29.
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with a tower and a weather vane the Capitol gave stature to the village. 
Since it had the only cellar in the community, potatoes for winter food 
and spring planting were stored there*. Looking ahead to another year*. 
Thomas planned that new immigrant could find shelter there until they
i
could build a home*
By the time the building was finished these first settlers were all 
situated in their own houses* Then a wind storm which blew down trees 
and whistled through spaces in log cabins brought warnings that winter 
was near at hand* Some knew from experience in northern Sweden what 
winters could be, and others had heard what winters in Aroostook were, like. 
Floors were taken up,,a layer of split spruce planks was nailed under the 
floor beans, .and the space between filled with dry brown earth*. An upper 
ceiling of matched lumber was put on, making the rooms tight above and below*. 
Inside and out the round log walls were hewn down,, the spaces between-the 
logs were chinked with moss/and shaved cedar splits were nailed over that* 
With the houses banked to the windows,, the Swedes defied any snowy wind
2
to penetrate their snug homes*
In November Mr* Thomas called the first meeting at the Capitol to 
distribute land certificates. Every person in. the settlement was there,, 
even those who had only recently arrived. Thirty-four certificates, which 
in five years, with settling duties fulfilled,, could be exchanged for deeds,, 
were distributed. Now for the first time, the colonists felt they belonged 
here; now they were land owners* and now they had a farm needing only
4* Report of Board of Immigration^ 1^70*. p* 14* Report of Commiss­
ioner of Immigration* , 1870*, PP* 10-11*•
2* Ibid* Thoityas, Decennial, pp* JO-^l* Ashby,, op* cit*, August,,
25, 1910,.pp.
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labor and industry to make it all they dreamed of*
Before leaving the colony for the year, Thomas made arrangements 
for his protdgAs for the winter. For thirty singLe men he found jobs 
among nearby farmers and in 'lumber camps at ten to fifteen dollars a 
month plus room and board. Others made their own arrangements;. three 
men went to Halifax where they made and,sold baskets during the winter, 
saving enough to buy tickets far their families to come from Sweden in 
the spring. They returned in the spring with money in their pockets 
and having, learned to talk English. After obtaining supplies And
2 storing them in the Capitol, Mr. Thomas left for Portland.
The Swedes settled down to enjoy or endure the winter. One morn­
ing they awoke to deep silence; the snow had come. There could be 
little more work in the choppings. The Swedes turned to other activity, 
rapidly becoming experts in the art of shingle making. Cedar shingles 
in Aroostook were ia common medium of exchange* Aroostook Cedaf was 
light, and shingles made of it were said to buckle and bend with the 
wall without breaking. They brought feood money when sold ^outside."*
For shingle making, a man (or a woman) needed an axe, a crosscut 
saw, a shingle knife, a froe, a bundling gage, a shave horse, and a 
wooden mallet. The last three were made by hand*, the rest, exdept the 
which was imported from Bangor, could by made by any blacksmith. 
Johnson (hypothetically) would look over his lot, pick out one of his
1. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 18/u, p. 12. New 
Seeded, Bound Volume of lists in Laho Office Records, It” 
Forest Service Office, Augusta.
2. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1870, p. 12. Aroos­
took Pioneer, November 8, 1870.
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best cedars,,though half of it would be wasted, .and chop it down*. When 
felled, he would saw it into four foot lengths and split then into quarters, 
lengthwise. These bolts were sawed twice,, set on end,, and rived (split)
1
with the free into pieces one half an inch thick;.
Next Mr. Johnson turned to his shave horse. This was made of wood, 
about five feet long, with two wooden legs slightly toward one end,, so 
that the body pointed toward the worker at a forty-five degree angle.
A small piece of iron was nailed at right angles to a small tenon project-
. ing through a hole in the middle of the horse and held in place by a 
wooden pin. At the bottom of the head of the horse was a stirrup made 
of twisted withes.- Through this Mr* Johnson put his foot to hold the 
shingle firmly*. Thus fastening the "froe end" of the plit fast,, Mr. 
Johnson drew his shingle knife toward him,, shaving the cedar split to a 
sharp point.. This was a shingle.
The shingles were tied in bunches with twisted green birch withes.
A man could easily rive and bunch six bundles a day,, bringing him six 
dollars worth of goods at any store.. Many long winter hours were passed 
at this task;, allowing the Swedes to earn their provisions; and there
2
was no other way to do this..
1. A froe was a piece of steel,,eighteen inches long,, two inches 
wide, and one inch thick at the back. A handle was fastened 
in a socket hole on the butt end. The shingles were split by 
placing the/froe in/place on the bolt and striking it with a 
mallet.
2. Ashby,op. eit.. June 2, , 1910,, p.. 69.. Widbur, Mrs. John O., 
"New Sweden. " Maine, in History and Romance,.Lewiston,1915> 
P..255. . White, Atelia King, Early History of QaribbUi, Maine, 
1845-1895. • Oaribo<, 1945, pp.:17-18;
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Winter sped on; the days were longer than in Sweden, and for 
some they were warmer. Children played with Swedish single seater kick 
sleds and raced on Swedish snowshoes. These snowshoes never ceased to 
amaze the Yankees, for they were very unlike the Indian ones common 
around here. One man was astounded to see "a man standing up and 
paddling a canoe like, and he appeared to get over the ground much 
faster than ever Yankee boys with their snowshoes." Another wrote that 
they "can go as fast as a horse." These snowshoes were thin strips of 
wood, about six feet long, four inches wide, curved on the end, and had 
a strap in the middle for the foot.. The bottom was grooved to prevent 
the snowshoe from slipping sideways. They were maneuvered by pushing 
with poles and by a gliding motion of thd feet. The Swedes called them 
skjdor—and here we have the origin of our skiis. Before it was a 
practice to keep roads open in winter, much traveling was done on them A
The season was brightened by the age-old Christmas holiday. In 
the old country, the Yule season lasted until January 13, a tradition 
that was partly to break the dreariness of the winter in the land of 
the midnight sun. We have no record of what this first Christmas in 
New Sweden was like, but based on customs of their fatherland, for 
they must have tried to make it as much like those as possible, and 
based on reports of Christmases in the next few years, we can speculate 
about
17 Aroostook Times, March 11, 1870. North Star, March 19, 1873; 
fearch 20, 1872. Hamlin, Helen, Pine, Potatoes, and People, 
New York, 19118, p. 138.
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that first Christmas. They probably had thir Christinas dinner on 
Christmas Eve. At six o’clock the following morning-everyone hurried 
to the Capitol for Julotta, ,the Christmas matins. for this festival 
the hall was bedecked with branches of spruce and contained a large* 
brightly lighted Christmas tree*. The service would begin with a 
lilting Swedish hymn and consist-of other hymns,, prayers,, and an 
appropriate sermon,, with the service adjourning about eight o’clock*. 
If they could get it, this first year,, they would have the traditional 
Christmas supper of lut-fisk, a dried fish which had been soaked in lye
1
for days,, served with boiled potatoes,,and rice pudding*.
Ill
"Let the Heathen Rage"
Mr* Thomas,, meanwhile, was not resting on his laurels*. He had. 
established a colony, it was true, but plans must be made to bring in 
even more next year, and to persuade the legislature to renew those 
generous offers to more Swedes*.
The results of his project were pleasing to him*. What had been an 
unbroken township six months earlier now had 114 inhabitants, living-on 
twenty-six lots,, each of them with a log house on it, and several Swedes 
were already planning to build frame houses. Besides these there was 
the public building. On each lot, a chopping of five acres had been
1. Thomas, Sweden, pp. 204-210.,171-172* Widbur, op. cit., 
p. 241* Cedarleaf. ,op* cit*. -P*-119*• Wieden. op*- cit*-.
p. 89* North Star*. December 18;, 1872, .Decemberr27„ 1875r 
JSnuary 5,, 1874* .
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cleared, and in all, twenty acres had been sown to winter wheat and rye. 
Of the population, not one had been sick a day. No one had left; one 
man had sent fifty dollars for passage of a Swede who would work for 
him to repay him, and four others had sent tickets^friends to come. 
They all seemed to be pleased; one man often spoke of the welcome they 
had received in Fort Fairfield with a tear in his eye. In the old 
country only royalty would have been treated in such a grand manner! 
With this, Mr. Thomas could dispute the American who had said,
Mr. Thomas, you may say what you like, but I don’t 
suppose there are bottles enough in that colony to 
hold the tears those poor deluded creatures will 
shed before the first year is out^-
The influence of the colony was already being felt in Aroostook. 
Stores in Caribou-welcomed the increased-trade. Real estate prices 
went up. Albe Holmes, a potato starch manufacturer of New Hampshire, 
read of the colony, and quick to take advantage of it, was preparing to 
come to Caribou to open the first starch factory in the fiounty, the 
biggest in the world. The coming of the starch factory was to have
T
far reaching effects’Oh future developments in the area. Interest had 
been aroused, and already Thomas had been asked to lecture in Caribou 
on ’’Sweden and the Swedes.”2
In their reports to the Legislature, the Commissioner and the 
Board of Immigration emphasized these results. Governor Perham ^.n his
1. Report of Conanissioner of Immigration, 1870, pp. 3, 11. 
Aroostook Pioneer, August 30, 1870. Aroostook Times, 
December 23, 1870. Thomas, William Widgery, ’’The Story 
of New Sweden,” read before the Maine Historical Society, 
December 19, 189f>, in Collections and Broceedings of the 
Maine Historical Socie^^ Second Series, Portland, Id#), 
vol vii, p. 8h.
2. Aroostook Pioneer, October 11, 1870.
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address to the Legislature ^stated that the colony was to open the way 
for a large immigration to counteract the loss of 10,000 young citizens 
to the West and the city every year.^
2The expenses for the Board of Immigration totaled $12,12b.7u,
somewhat over the total appropriated by the State the year before. Of
this, the colonists would pay for ShOOO in labor at a dollar a day.
The Capitol valued at $2000, and the goods in it worth $1000 still
belonged to the State. The houses, also belonging to the State, had 
cost $380)4.63 to build, and had increased in value about thirty dollars 
each from the improvements made in preparing them for winter. Besides 
thisz the colonists had paid their own passage totaling $3000 and had 
brought an additional $3000 in cash with then. Based on the estimate 
that an able-bodied man was worth $1000 to the State, the colony had 
brought a total value of $58,000 to Maine.
The Legislature was sufficiently convinced of the merit of the 
scheme to pass an act February 2li, 1871, "To Promote IranigratiPn and 
Facilitate the Settlement of Public Lands,” appropriating an additional 
$25,000 to be used for the colonyt
tn addition to the machinery set up by the act of the previous
1. Journal of the House, 1871, pp» 2h, 30.
2. See Appendix C for detailed expense account.
3. Journal of the House, 1871, pp. 281-282. Report of Commissi 
jdner of Immigration, p. 11.
U. $50Od £or provisions and tools to be paid for in labor. 
$1000 for finishing and furnishing the Capitol. 
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year, two new agents were to be appointed; one to reside in Goth­
enburg to initiate emigration, and one to live in New Sweden to keep 
records and distribute provisions.^
Feeling confident of legislative action, Thomas had already been 
preparing for an increased immigration in 1871* In order to get a 
head start on other agencies, Mr. Thomas wrote his friend Schroeder 
appointing him agent in Gotheriberg, to distribute circulars and
• O secure emigrants. He wanted five hundred people to come this year and 
wrote:
I tell you. Friend Schroeder, id thin one year there will 
be founded such a Swedish colony in northern Maine that 
you and I will have reason for honest pride about it till 
our dying day.3
The day after the bill was passed he wrote:
... make great effort and spend; if necessary, the $500- 
now, at once...don’t wait a day, advertise, distribute, 
make a noise, attract attention at once.b
They had a Cirkular printed in Swedish to be distributed in Sweden, 
and by Portland pilots to all transatlantic steamers. This circular 
reiterated the offers of the State to colonists, described the soil, 
the trees, and the colt to get here. On the back of the one which 
Captain Schroeder’s heirs sold to W. W. Thomas for the New Sweden 
Historical Society are these words written in longhand;5
You can depend on what is in this paper to be so. Detta 
har W. W. Thomas gdmt fdrqatt spika til eder.
Various travel agencies were anxious to have their pamphlets
1~. Ibid. "
2. Schroeder, G.W., "The Story of New Sweden,” The Viking, April, 
1907, p. 5. Schroeder, G.W., article in Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 
June 30, 1900. Thomas, Decennial, p. 23.
3. Schroeder, "Story, ” p.
b. Ibid.
5. Cirkular fdr Kolonien New Sweden i Staten Maine.
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included in this propaganda. One included was put out by the Internat­
ional Steamship Company.1 Another was printed in both English and
Swedish by the European and North American Railroad. This, like Thomas’s 
circular, indicates the offers, and playa up the fertility of the soil,
and the mild climate. One idea that keeps recurring is that disease 
is a rarity in this climate.
Schroeder went to work distributing these. A special agent was 
sent to the northern provinces since those people were best suited to 
Maine climate. One of the first colonists, Carl Johan Ek, returned to 
Sweden with maps, samples of Aroostook wheat, rye, corn, potatoes, and 
maple sugar, to prove what had been written was so; for many had said, 
if only someone who has been there would come to tell us it is so, if 
only we can see with our own eyes the things they say, then we will 
believe. Mr. Ek asked for no pay, and the Inman line—with ulterior 
motives—gave him free passage both ways.3
Since some Swedish newspapers were playing up dissatisfied letters 
from New Sweden and America, Captain Schroeder issued his advertisements 
in other papers. He hired a double column on the front page of the 
Amerika, an emigrant paper, for six months, February 10 to November 8, 
1871. In these he printed the Ciricular, and included a letter from the 
pamphlet, International Steamship Company, 1869,(ink date 
written in 1871), No title or place of publication. At New 
New Sweden Historical Museum.
2. Purinton, J.A., Immigration Agent, European and North American 
Railroad Company, Situation, Character and Value of the Settling 
Lands in the State of .Maine, Published for the Information of 
Immigrants, Bangor, 1871, pp. 5-8. The Swedish version, 
Upplysningar fdr Ehigranter rdrande Mget, Beskaffnheten och 
VMrdet Mf Land ffir bybyggare'laxaten^l^airre, Qdteborg, 1871» 
HNew Sweden hvarest svenskarne hafva bildat en koloni, Mr 
belMget i mellensta och bdrdigaste delen af Aroostook County, 
ungefflr 3 Sv mil nor om Presque Isle.(mena Engelsk mil (flere 
mil)—ungefMr 6 pa hvarje svensk),” p. IL.
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entire group of first settlers indicating their satisfaction:
...potatoes 60 to 12$ bushels, barley and -wheat 20 to 
liO bushels to the acre, and other kinds of grain in 
proportion...(are raised).
The winter isn’t so bad and Christmas is past, New 
Year’s has come, but still barns and cellars are 
full of all kinds of food and our friendship is 
still good.
The writers ask that all Swedes who want to emigrate 
to come to these parts rather than to the Far West 
from which place we often have letters expressing a 
desire to come to New Sweden.
That all this is true, we can answer before God on 
high who knows all. Signed: N. P. Clase, Laur. 
Stenstrom fran Varmland; G. Pilts fr&n d:o, C. Voss, 
Anders Westergren fran Gefle, Martin Sundstrom fran 
Angermanland, J.L. Laurell f. Vermland, Gabriel 
Gabrielsen f. Ume&, Anders Svensson f. Halland, Eric 
NMslund frSn Angermanland, Eric -^ricsson fran Vest­
manland, N. Olsson fran Sk&ne, T. Persson-fr&i d:o, 
M. Manson f. d:b, J. Persson f. d:o, P. Persson fran 
d:o, Jonas Bodin frAn Delame, Jacob Jacobsson frAn 
d:o, A. F. Johansson frAn Vermland, och Sven Svensson 
frAn Gdteborg.
He played up the fact that of all the States offering free land,
Maine was the only one with a Prohibitory Law. This would mean future 
prosperity. Another important point, he emphasized, was the absence of 
beggars from Maine. The cost for passage was l$0 kronor for adults, 
seventy-five for those under twelves years old, and nine for children 
less than a year old. These tickets could be obtained from either the 
Ankor or Inman line, and the cost was to include board and lodging from 
uothenburg to debarkation at St. John or Halifax.
Throughout the summer and fall, he continued the advertisements.
From the last of August on, he included more letters* In one column
A?er*ka> Febuary 17, 1871. This and other informatinn from
. the Anerdka^ was translated for me by Anton Stortn. . 
7116 krone was worth about twenty-eight cents.
Fig. 1. Map, of the Swedish Townships.
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he had "contra" excerpts indicating gripes of those who had come and
were dissatisfied. In the other he included "pro” excerpts refuting
those conditions and illustrating the satisfaction of most colonists.
A typical "contra:"
Here it is altogether impossible to make a home so far 
from the center, no roads, no food, and no credit.
Those kho have a few thousand kronor have never done 
themselves more harm...
Some typical "pros:*
It looks as if you do not believe what I an writing, 
but if you had come last spring you would have been 
.. .better off.. .Some have complained; do not believe 
th an... they are poor people who do not amount to any­
thing... Thirty came at one time, making trouble; they 
did not want to work....^
It is not true about poor crops. My rye harvest 
counts seventy-three heads after one kernel and fifty- 
three kernels in every head. Very beautiful potatoes. 
I shall have one hundred bushels this year, so it is 
not so bad as they write. I wish you would come, for 
you can do better here. 3
As I suppose it may interest you, Mr. Captain, to * 
hear how we like it here, I am writing a few lines’ 
to you. Certainly we have not had all that was 
promised us, but we are satisfied with our voyage 
and we find here better prospects for the future than 
in Sweden. The crop here this year is very good, and . 
the air is so beneficial that we are in good health.../*
Mr. Schroeder succeeded so well from the first in his efforts,
the immigrants came in such numbers, that Thomas wrote several letters 
trying to stop the onrush for the year, for they could not prepare for
1. Amerika, Augusts 30, 1871. .
2. TSidr:; October 11, 1871.
3. Ibid.
h. A.G. Olson to Captain G.W. Schroeder, May 5, 1871, appeared 
in the Amerika, September 27, 1871.
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them here.
"You are to be congratulated on your great success," he wrote in 
May,,fbut I fear it may prove our ruin, I had no ideas anything like 
the number would come."
After the five hundred, including a Baptist pastor for whom 
he obtained free passage, had left for America, the Captain resigned,
2
but continued to use his influence where he could.
The stream, which Captain Schroeder pointed to Maine in 1871
more than fulfilled the wildest dreams of the Commissioner of 
Immigration. They arrived faster than they could be accommodated. 
As long as they came in groups of tens, twenties, or thirties, he 
could handle them; when they exceeded that,he was rushed. The last 
week in May, ninety-five arrived in Houlton by rail from New Brunswick, 
bringing $h000 in gold drafts. Mr. Burliegh rushed to New Sweden to 
survey lots, which he had not been able to do because of the late 
spring. By this time,two hundred of the five hundred Thomas had
3
asked for had arrived. He announced that he was ready to distribute 
labor to the rest of the State.
Anyone in Maine wishing a farm hand, servant girl, ' 
mechanic, boy, or laborers of almost any kind, can 
be supplied...If the persons furnished prove unsat­
isfactory they can be returned.
June 2, Mr. Thomas met a group of 260 at Fredericton. Of these, 
he sent 110 to Kingman to work in tanneries or peeling logs at twenty
1. Schroeder, "Story," Viking, p. 6.
2. H)id.
3. fteport of Commissioner of Inmigration, 1871, p. 6.
b. Aroostook Times, May 26, 1871.
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to twenty-six dollars a month. Sixty more went to the European and 
North American Railroad to work at fl.75 to |3.00 a day. 1
The remainder of the group went on to New Sweden via Tobique. 
Arriving there, they filled the Capitol, the new stables behind the 
Capitol, and one group of fifty lived under a rude shelter of boards 
while waiting until lots could be distributed. Cooking was done on
2 a community stove set up in a small shack by the Capitol.
The end was not yet. More came the first of July. The same 
week, Governor Perham met with his Council to decide what to do for 
this amazing response. Thomas told them that there were now £our 
hundred Swedes in the colony, and two hundred acres under cultivation. 
Three hundred more Swedish workers were elsewhere in the State and 
would take up land later. These people had brought I25,000, and he 
expected three hundred more to come, bringing up to fl0,000 more. . 
The Council gave him permission to spend as much as "prudence and 
economy” would dictate, and the next legislature would re-emburse him 
for the amount he had to spend over the appropriation.
Still the immigrants came; and the newspapers could easily say, 
"The woods are full of Swedes looking for lots." Surveying parties 
pushed out in nearly all directions, lots were laid out facing the 
roads • Behind the surveyors came the working parties to cut out the 
roads; often these parties were made up of the newly arrived Swedes
1. Ibid., June 9, 1871. Report of Commissioner of Immigration7 
1871, p. 6.
2. Thomas, Decennial, p. 3h. A letterby Mrs. Anna M. Johnson in 
"Pioneers Recall Early Days of^Sunday School at Jemtland,"
* Aroostook Republican, August 18,1932.
3. Aroostook Times, July 13, 1871.
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under the direction of one who was familiar with the English language. 
Eager immigrants were on their heels; some, impatient with delay, 
shouldered an axe, picked out a likely spot and went to work. A 
shelter was hastily built of bark and boughs on a framework of poles 
to house his family, while the settler cut logs for a dwelling and 
began a clearing. Thus they worked while waiting for the surveyors 
to lay off their lot and for the road to come to them. Settlers who 
were crowding the Capitol on Monday had disappeared into the woods 
before the weekend, while the thud of the axe, the whine of the fall­
ing tree, and the streamer of smoke indicated his presence in the forest.
Whole settlements grew up overnight. One snail group "struck out 
across the swamp , to the north, and reaching high farming ground they 
picked their lotsT Because there were so many cedars, they called it 
Lebanon. A little east of there, a spot between the Beardsley Brook 
and the Little Madawaska River, became Jemtland. Within four days, 
thirteen of the thirty lots in the district were taken, lots which 
later became some of the best farms in New Sweden^for the soil there 
was best. Jemtland was settled by a group who had sailed together 
from northern Sweden, and who named their little colony after their 
home province. Elsewhere, a man named Noah liked the lay of the land 
on a hilltop, and his countrymen humorously called his home Mt. Ararat.2
By the end of the year 201x men had received lots; it was even
1. Thomas, Decennial, p. 35>*
2. Aroostook Times, September 1, 1871. Johnson, A.M., op. cit. 
Thomas, Quarter Decennial, p. 68.
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rumored that the King of Sweden was coming to take a lot. There was 
a . total population of 553 people in the colony, which had already 
spread to adjoining parts of Woodland, Perham, and Lyndon. At total 
of 10,000 acres had been assigned to Swedish farmers. There were 
five hundred elsewhere in the State earning good wages. Many skilled 
workers had on their own account found jobs in their trades in Caribou, 
Presque Isle, Houlton, Bangor, and Portland.
The results of the immigration were edifying. Here was labor 
M»ere labor was needed, farms on land that had been forest. Aroostook 
saw that the colony would be influential in helping get the railroad 
for which she had been agitating so long. Moreover, news of the 
enterprise had spread, attention was called to Maine and Aroostook, 
and more people would come here. Beal estate values doubled, for 
several Swedes were able to buy improved fares outside but near the 
colony.2 More Americans were taking up lots in Aroostook than ever 
before. 3
Not all who came could be satisfied, especially this second year, 
when they came expecting more. Nor did all remain. Yet scarcely 
two percent of the total left, while twice as many came here from the 
West. Some of the complaints came from those who were working in other 
parts of the State, because the Commission had been unable to provide 
for them immediately. They were impatient to get their free land. It
1. Report of Land Agent, 1871,Public Document No. 6, 1871-72, 
p. 12. Aroostook ximes, June 16, 1871, August 18, 1871. 
Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1871, PP- 11-12.
2. Aroostook Times, February 23, 1872, Aroostook Pioneer, July 9,
18717 — ——■
3. Land Sales to Non-Swedish Settlers; 1868 11,167 acres, 1869 
11,189, 1870 10,811, 1871 33,b72. A threefold increasel 
Article based on Report of Land Agent in Aroostook Times, 
February 23, 1872.
was their letters and complaints of others like them that Schroeder 
had to combat in his articles in the Amerika and other papers. Some 
called Maine a State of bears, and others asked, why go to a State 
when her own people go west to make a living. In response to this 
the proponents said:
It is not likely that people like the people of the 
State of Maine who are looked upon by the Americans 
themselves as sharp and shrewd would be so foolish 
in economic matters as to vote thousands of dollars
for the,benefit of this colony if they knew? that the 
land? that they were giving away was of poor Quality, 
so *ftat it would be of no benefit to anyone.
There were other complaints, about the mosquitos, hard work,and
danger of frost ruining crops. Those who had arrived in time to 
raise a crop the previous year were cut off from State aid when the 
crops were harvested, and those who had expected to receive' credit 
for a whole year complained. Of coursA they did not need aid if they 
had harvested a good crop to feed them Until another year.
"Besides,” remarked a descendent of those Swedes,"by three months
you can tell if a man is any good or not."
w. Thomas, Jr., was not dismayed at this criticism; it was not 
unexpected.
"Let the heathen rage," he wrote Schroeder,"time proves it all.M
It was the optimism and confidence of those who were satisfied 
that influenced men who wanted to hope, to believe, that the other side 
of the Atlantic held opportunities. The man who considered selling his
X. Schroeder, 6.W., an article in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, June 30,
2. Amerika, August 30, 1871.
3. Ibid. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1871, p. 10.
h. Anton Storm in an interview, November , l?li9.
5. Schroeder, "Story," Viking, p. 6.
little farm and takvga long chance preferred to believe the reports of the 
man who wrote that he was getting good food and fifty kronor a month work­
ing in Caribou one Swedish mile from his father’s lot. He reported that 
his father’s crops looked goodj ”by hard work the poor man who wants to 
work can own his own place in a few years....
Mr. Storm of Westmanland tells this story of his father, feeling that 
it is typical. His father came here, took a farm and raised a crop. He 
wrote home that he had thirty barrels of potatoes in his cellar, and a 
log house to live in. His brother-in-law refused to believe it, saying it 
was impossible in such a short time. That winter an uncle came; he wrote 
home verifying the situation. xhe grandparents came in the spring, for 
if success came this easy, life was just beginning for them.
These were the people who kept the tide flowing in. In 1872, under 
a re-enactment of the bill, Swedish immigrants continued to come.2 Never 
again, however, would the tide reach the proportions just passed. This 
year they came in squads of eight, fifteen, twenty-four. A family came 
from the West, and a group in Canada asked if they could come. A number 
of those who had worked on the railroads the previous winter now came 
to recttve lots.3 Mr. Thomas reported that three hundred came in 1872, 
bringing the total in the state to 1300 possessing wealth of ^60,000. 
In the Portland area a group of three hundred met regularly for religious 
services, and later were to establish a church. Mr. Burleigh gave out
1. Written September 13, 1871, printed in the Amerika, October 11,
1871. ----------
2. February 20, 1872. Report of the Board of Immigration, 1872, 
Public Document No. 22, 1872, p. 12.
3. Aroostook Times, May 31, 1872. North Star, June 26, 1872, May
22TTH72:----- — ---------------
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thirty-three land certificates that year, and there were others who had 
established residence but had not yet applied for a certificated
The colony now had the semblance of a community • It had a shingle 
mill, a saw mill, a post office, some stores, and a variety of skilled 
men were plying their trades• A school was established, and the new 
Caribou newspaper, the North Star, was carrying a column written in 
Swedish by E. Wihberg of Caribou.2 This "Swensk Column” carried news, 
articles, letters, and advertisements A
The results of the Colony Continued to be felt. There was an 
increase in business at the Caribou grist mill. Even Fort Fairfield 
felt the increased trade, and one John Brown of the Fort had a Swedish 
advertisement in the Star for a number of issues, reporting at the end 
of the first month he had sold two to three hundred dollars worth of 
goods to the Swedes. A tannery was built in Bridgewater that would 
need fifty workers. A direct road to Fort Kent from Caribou was being 
surveyed, going directly through New Sweden. The Swedish government was 
now offering' a prise*for the best essay on methods of stopping the mass 
emigration to the United States.
At the end of his fourth year as Commissioner, Mr. Thomas reported 
that there were 1^00 Swedes in Maine, six hundred in New Sweden. Twenty- 
two hundred acres had been felled, fifteen hundred nearly cleared. The
1. Report of Land Agent, 1872, Public document No. 7, 1872-72, p. 9.
2. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1871, p. 10, 1872, pp.
b-9, 10-11. ”
3. This "Swensk Column,” was carried from January 11, 1872 to Jan­
uary 29, 1873.
h. North Star, January 10, 1872, February 7, 1872, March 13, 1873. 
Aroostook Times, June 28, 1872, July 12, 1872, October 2U, 1872.
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size of the clearings varied, but Pastor Wiren had cleared fifty acres 
in two years> not single handed, he had hired help. Mr. Thomas now felt 
that his mission had succeeded, that he was no longer needed. He rec­
ommended that State aid be discontinued, and that the business of his 
office be turned over to the Land Office. He knew the enterprise was 
being left in safe hands for his friend and co-worker,Parker P. Burleigh, 
was still Land AgentA
i mm .Although the movement never died out completely, the colony did not 
continue to grow as rapidly as it had the first four years. In 1876, 
Edwin C. Burleigh, having succeeded his father as Land Agent, reported 
that the population of the colory was between six and seven hundred* It 
was in 1876 that the first Swedes were naturalized, and .truly became 
citizens. The colony was then organized as a plantation and took its 
place within the ordinary framework of government in the State. ?
In 1879 there was a brief revival of immigration. The Inman line 
established an offide at New Sweden to sell tickets to that place from 
any part of Sweden. - A couple of Swedes arrived in Portland on their way 
there, and hadzby seme mistake,not been given the last part of their 
tickets. Unable te'-speak English, the pair were having much difficulty 
when Mr. Thomas happened to hear of their problem. He contacted the 
New York office of the company which immediately forwarded the amount 
necessaiy, adding that they should establish a special agent in Portland 
since they were doing so much business in Swedish immigration to New
Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1873, PP. U, 19. ‘"”7
Report of Land Agent, 1873* Public Document No. 12, 187h> p. 13.
2. Report of Land Agent, 1876, Augusta, 1876, pp. 5-6.
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Sweden.1 2
1. Aroostook Times, June 5, 1879. ,
2. Report of Land Agent, 1882, pp. h-5.
It is difficult to ascertain how many came during these years. The 
Land Office records only indicate to whom the land was finally deeded 
without regard to the date of settlement. Since many moved to other 
farms or away from the colony, the final owner was not necessarily the 
original settler. Some arrivals were recorded in newspapers, but not 
all, and frequently only as "a group of Swedes." We can, however, 
safely assume that this short revival was rather extensive for it was 
in 1880 that Stockholm was first settled by a group moving there from 
New Sweddn.
It was about this time that a bit of trouble arose ever conveyance 
of deeds to settlers. Most of the settling duties outlined in their 
land certificates had not been carried out at the end of the five year 
minimum period. Many of the Swedes, misunderstanding Maine laws, had 
felt that settling certificates indicated absolute ownership and had 
sold them without a legal assignment. In other cases the settler had 
died without leaving a formal administration of his estate; the 4family 
having carried out all other requirements, felt entitled to a deed. In 
the end^justice prevailed over the letter of the law.^
In 1885, William Widgery Thomas, Jr., retiring fro® his post as 
Minister to Norway and Sweden, prophecied a new wave of immigration. 
Only a few arrival^ had been recorded theft year, and his new wave was 
the airrival of forty persons the next year. At that time .most cr' the
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of the workers in the iron works near Milo were Swedes, but there is no 
indication of the time of their arrival in Maine. In 1887 the number 
of new immigrants was seventy-five, many of whom were relatives of 
colonists already here. The number came in fast enough at one time to 
have to wait for Mr. Burleigh to survey the lots.^-
It is rather typical that many of these first obtained work in 
lumber and shingle mills in the area whil$ earning money to buy land. 
This was especially twve of those who settled in Stockholm and West­
manland where land was never free but was bought for solid cash. 2
It is also next to impossible to know how many of these immigrants 
remained in the colony,.or in the State. , Many lots changed hand. Some 
exchanged lots. Others died and the lot went to a relative, or, was 
assigned to a newcomer. Many sold their lots to buy farms in New 
Sweden or nearby towns, or even elsewhere. Many left the colony altogether 
and went to other parts of the United States, or to Sweden. Again, many 
returned from the rest of the country to re-establish residence here.
Census statistics in 1880 indicate that the number of Swedes in 
New Sweden, Woodland, Caribou, and Perham was 77h. In 1890 there were 
826 Swedes living in New Sweden, Stockholm, and Westmanland alone. The 
individual figures indicate that New Sweden had gained two hundred in the 
ten years, with an additional hundred in Westmanland and Stockholm. 
Assuming the figure for Woodland, Caribou, and Perham did not decline,
!• Aroostook Republican, May 20, 1885, December 30, 1885, October
2, 1887. Aroostook Times, August 19, 1886.
2. Aroostook Republican, October 19, 1892, May 2h, 1893.
Lot Number
1 C E.Anderson
2 John Stinson 
5 Oscar Hanson
4 C G Pearson 
4> G J Ek
5 Liv..Larson 
5t Aron Pearson
6 Frank Carlson 
6J- F Larson
7 H A Peterson 
7i   J Joreneon
8 J Peterson 
14N J Nilson 
143 J Peterson 
15K O Pearson 
15s G Joranson 
16J1 J A Forsman
17 J A Forsman 
17t E Peterson
18 H O Stevens 
18j Olof Larson
19 Ph J Anderson
21 0 0 Johnson
22 C A Olivenbaum 
25 AO Peterson
24 _ E O Hedman
25 E O Hedman
26 EG Erickson
27 Mrs C Hedman 
28W H Johnson 
29W H V Mattson 
29E J Johnson
50 F Nilson- 
j4 C Larson
55 T Stedt
56 N P Nilson 
J6j C Johnson
57 J E Berglind
58 F E Berglind
59 J E Berglind 
40 A A Anderson 
45 B Bengtson
44 A Abrahamson
45 E G Hedman
Key to Map of New Sweden 
indicating land Owners 
N-North, ,S-South,, W-West., E-East
46 L P Larson
47 Fritz Sjoberg
48E Fritz Sjoberg
50K C O Falk 
50^  C A Englund 
52N C E Johnson
52S C E Englund 
55 E Espling 
56W G D Gofelin 
56E E Espling
58 A H Nilson
59 H Johnson
60 Dajlog Nattson
66 0 Olson
67 Ph and Josp Anderson 
6?i 0 Anderson
68 J Sandstrom 
69N M Sandstrom 
698 A Johnson 
69i A E Nilson
70 J Osel
71 O Osel
72W J P Nygren 
72E A Anderson
72& Robert Lindgren 
7$ O H Nilson
74 O H Nilson 
75 R M Nylander 
75^   J W  Holmquist
77 J Johnson
78 E W Olson
78i E W Olson
80 A O Jepson
81 A 0 Jepson 
81£ A O Jepson 
85N G Strid 
85s A Dygd
84 Emil Pearson
84| A Strid 
8% A Landfors 
85s F Setterman
86 O Strid
87 J A Johnson
87i C E Johnson
88 C Adler i2?i T Johnson
89* C A Lundgren ia4 S Oberg
90W M Larson 125* A Bengtson
90S A Anderson 1258 W Bengtson
90& E Olson 126W J 0 Johnson
91 C O Wikstrom 126E N Akerson
92 C O Wikstrom 128 A F Anderson
95 A Anderson 128JN A Erickson
94 N Norberg 12&Js S Nelson
95 H Trone 1298 H Malm
96 J Jacobson. 150 N E Ringdahl
96| C A A Johnson 151 A E Johnson
95t W W Wikstrom 152 J J Olson
99 W Sealander 152jS A E Johnson
99i Gus Dahlberg 155, A F Ullrich
100N D Strid i55ir A Westman
1003 C Nilson 156 A Peterson
ioo|n A F Setterman 157H F Jacobson
iooJs A Pierson 1573 P E Anderson
101 C Carlson 158N Ola Monson
106 H Landin 1583 A Swenson 
107 0 Nilson 158iM A E Brstrom
108 JA Anderson 15Sis Vict. Bustedt
108| J A Anderson 159 J H Anderson
109 E H Anderson 140W J Jund
no O Pearson - 1403 Ellen Thormen
111 Tue Nilson 140£ J H Anderson
112 A Hanson 141 O Anderson:
112|K Mrs A Trone 141J C J Palmer
1125s O B Johnson 142 A G Aronson
115 C A Anderson 14? H G Anderson
114 F Jepson 144W C G Soderberg
114J Mrs A Trone 1448 J C Johnson
115 M Jepson
116 A Pearson
118W H E Keith
118E A A Anderson
119 A Erikson
i2or J Sundstrom
121 G Ostlund
i2ii J A Anderson
122W 0 Andersen
1221 C G Ekman
125N W Bengtson
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this indicates an increase which the birth rate alone would not account 
for. Therefore, the flow of immigration must have surpassed the number 
of those leaving the colony. 1
In the early nineties there are specific accounts in the newspapers 
of individuals and families leaving, others coming, and some of the 
former returning, thus recording this cross movement. Eric Lundvall, 
Sr,, went to Sweden in the spring of 1890 to make arrangements for his 
family to return to their old home, but he returned home the following 
spring having changed his plans. Nils Olsson, the lay preacher among 
the original fifty-one settlers, moved to Chicago where his son was 
living. In 1892 he came back, saying that New Sweden was better for 
him than that large western city. L. Stenstrom discovered his mistake 
more quickly; he wrote that his family was coming back "to good old 
Maine as fast as steam could carry than.^ Others solved the problem 
by working in the cities in the winter and returning to their farms 
for the summer. E. 0. Mattson and J. B. Halgren did this for many years.
From 1890 on, we can say that New Sweden, like any other town in 
Maine, experienced the removal of some citizens to the city, and the 
return of a few to the country. A few came from the Old Country, but 
the numbers were small • These figures were mere shadows of the 
nation-wide trends of which they were truly a part.
Aroostook Republican^ July Ih, 18-iiO.
Nelson, Helge, The Swedes and the Swedish Settlements in North 
America, Lund, Sweden, 19h3, 2 vols., vol i, p. 118.
2. Aroostook Republican, May 28, 1890, June 3, 1891.
3. Ibid., May 5, 1891, June 15, 1892.
U. Ibid., June 1, 1892, august 2h, 1892.
5. Ibid., October 21, 1891, May 20, 1891.
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Self-Government and Politics
For the first two years, Commissioner Thomas had complete control 
of all matters pertaining to the Swedish colony. He was very lucky and 
wise in his choice of helpers. Jacob Hardison served as his right hand 
man and general manager. It was Jake who supervised road building, 
clearing the land, and erecting the State houses. He also seem® per­
sonally to have handled accounts for various settlers, such as buying 
provisions for them in Caribou, and even planting crops for some. His 
practical knowledge of pioneer conditions made his assistance inval­
uable.^
A second valuable assistant was Captain N.P. Clase, the seaman who 
could speak seven languages. He served as iaanigration agent in New 
Sweden, and acted as manager of the State storehouse. He recorded the 
working time and credit of the settlers and issued them their share of 
food and tools. His competence with the English language had from the 
first made him an important settler, and it was at his house near the
2 Capitol that all visitors were fed during their visit to New Sweden.
Mr. Thomas was equally successful in his choice of Pastor Wiren 
as schoolteacher. A young man, educated, intelligent, he served as a 
natural leader of his flock and cooperated fully with the Commissioner 
3 on educational matters.
By the third year, Mr. Thomas felt that the colony had grown enough 
to organize a system of government to handle the many problems which
1. Hardison, Jacob, a Daybook, a small notebook of daily notations 
fcr the year 1871. His grandson Grover Hardison of Caribou 
psossesses it. Thomas, Decennial, pp. 26, 3h» 36.
2. Lovering,"Last Settler," Portland Sunday Telegram, November 2, 
19h7.
3. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1871, p. 11.
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were too much for one man to handle. There being no citizens in the 
settlement, organization of a plantation government was impossible, so 
a special system had to be worked out to fit the needs of the colony. 
A government by committe was given a trial, and according to the "Swensk 
Column" in the Star, the following committee was chosen June 23, 1872, 
Kapten N.P. Clase
Herr Nils Olsson
Lars Stadig
A.G. Olsson 
Herr A. Holmberg, secretary.
The rest of the committee represented districts in the town, and the 
following list indicates the division^
1. G. Gabrielsson
2. P.C. Anderson
3. J.O.F. Jacobson
U. Nils Olsson
5. J.P. Johanson
6. Lars Stadig
7. A.G. Olsson
8. E. Horqvist
Some adjustments had to be made. As finally established, the committee 
included ten members. Of thesetPastor Wiren, as a leading member of the 
community, held an ex-officio position. The other nine were elected at a 
general election, each of the nine representing one of the nine highway 
divisions of the town. Three of this committee were elected every six 
months, thereby allowing more people to gain experience in governing, and 
in democratic customs.
><*
There*still vestiges of this district system evident in the town. 
Until recently, there were nine school* districts in the town; at first,
1. "Swensk Column," North £>tarV«tay 17, 1872.
2. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1873, p. 19. North Star, 
February 26, 1873, June 25, 1873.
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they were known as District No. 1, No. 2, No. 3 1/2, etc., but gradually 
names such as the Madawaska District, West Road, etc., came into common 
use. Road work haJ been organized under a foreman, and the crews were 
responsible for work in a certain of these districts?
Under the committee system there was no taxation, because the 
community was tax-free until 1876. This.exemption raised a problem in 
Woodland. Swedes who had been settled on free lots in northern Woodland 
under the State legislation naturally felt entitled to the same privilege 
as their neighbors in New Sweden. When the town of Woodland assessed 
them in 1872, they’refused to pay. The Collector, attempting to collect 
the dues in some fonn, attempWto take Mr. Ek’s cow. I'he Swede came out 
with a gun, and while his wife begged him not to shoot, ordered the man 
off the place. Mr. Ek was arrested, but was released without punishment. 
In 1875 the Legislature decided to pay the tax, which the Swedes still 
refused to pay, amounting to fifty or sixty dollars a year.
In November, 1873, Mr. Thomas took formal leave of the colony, leav­
ing administration to the Land Agent, and government to the ^ecemvirate. 
Government by coumiitte sufficed until 1876. That year fifty—two Swedes 
were na turalized, and a plantation could be organized.
Organization of the Plantation of New&weden took place April 6, 1876. 
Under the new system, many of the former leaders were elected to office. 
Selectmen were Nils Olson, Gabriel Gabrielson, and Pehr 0. Juleh. Truls
1. E.g., Annual Report of the Municipal Officers,fbr the ^own of 
New Sweden, Maine,
2. Wiggins? Edward, History of Aroostook, Presque Isle, 1922, vol.
i, (vol. i, part 11, by George H. Collins), p. 1U1. Aroostook 
Times, February 5, 187b. Journal of the House, 1875, p. 31.
3. Report of Commissioner of Immigration,1873, p. 19. Report of 
Land Agent, 1876, p. 5.
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Persson was elected treasurer, constable, and collector, for they were 
no longrtax-exempt. The school committee included John Borges on, John 
P. Jacobson, and Petter Petterson. For administrative purposes, there 
were four school districts, each supporting a schoolhouse* Other men 
came to the fore as leaders in the community, serving as town officers. 
Among these were L. Lundvall and F.O. Landgrane who were serving in 
the next decade.^
In 1891 the Plantation petitioned the legislature for the right to 
become an incorporated town. Four years later this became a reality*
2and the Swedes embarked on the last stage of self-government.
In politics, the Swedes, like their fellow Swedes throughout the 
United States have mostly been Republicans.^ Perhaps one of the reasons 
present in New Sweden was that Mr. Thomas and the other members of the 
Board of Immigration were Republicans. Perhaps it was because the first 
year any could vote was the year Hayes won the contested election. One 
reason the Swedes in Stockholm give for their Republicanism, says one
J
citizen, is that Theodore Roosevelt was running the first year they 
could vote, (190U), and they all adored him.
Republicans, very active in Aroostook, as in the rest of Maine, 
made special efforts to hold political meetings in New Sweden. In 
1878 there were seventy-eight votes cast, one for the Greenback Party. 
In the 1882 election everyone of the eighty-nine votes was for a straight
1* Thomas, **New^Sweden,Historical Society Collections, p. lf>0. 
Aroostook Republican, April 11, 1888, March 27, 1889.
2. Aroostook Republican, November 30, 1892, March 13, 189£.
3. Stephenson, op. cit., p. 131.
h. Anderson, Fritz, interview, June 17, 19li9•
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Republican ticket. By the time of the election in November 1888, the 
Democrats had converted six. Ninety-five votes were cast by Republicans, 
one for the Knights of Labor, and the Prohibition Party received five 
votes• 1
There had always been a favorable feeling toward the Maine prohibit­
ion law; it had been one of Schroeder’s strongest propaganda points. In 
the 1880’s, many Gospel Temperance meetings were held in New Sweden in 
accordance with the activities in the rest of Aroostook. The same period 
saw a meeting in favor of the prohibitory amendment, and the organization 
of a lodge of Good Templars. A branch of the I^CTU was foimed in New
2 
Sweden and became the most active group in the town for a brief time.
The Prohibition Party, as such, hada very short life among the 
Swedes . It died at its first anniversary meeting in 1889, because no 
one would accept afi office or even vote for officers. The chairman of 
the meeting, liars Lundvall, requested the band, which was present for 
the social part of the evening to play a funeral march. Although Mr. 
Lundvall, P. Nygreri, and John Jacobson attempted to hold another meeting
3 
to try to revive the party, it had ceased to exist.
Throughout the early history of the town, as now, the Republicans 
were active in attending County and State conventions. Among their 
leaders at that time were John Borgeson, Eric Ringdahl, A.H. Tomquist, 
Jacob. Hedman, J.N. Johnson, and N.E. Ringdahl.
1. Elwell, op. cit., p. Aroostook Republican, September 1, 18o0, 
November 15, 1882, November lb, 1888.
2. Aroostook Republican, August 27, 188h, October 8, 188b, November
57T88h.------------------
3. Ibid., March 13, 1889.
b. Ibid., August 22, 1888, May 25, 1889, June 6, 1889, July lb, 1889.
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“’Twas a Weary Way“l
Before the snow went off, in the spring of 1871, the Capitol was 
lathed, the downstairs plastered, and a pulpit was placed in the hall 
above. Seeds and food which had been shipped to Fredericton by rail 
were brought up the St. John River as soon as the ice went out, and 
were hauled the twenty-five miles from Tobique to New Sweden.
Spring came late that years on April 17 there was still twenty­
eight inches of solid snow in the clearings, and Jacob Hardison 
recorded in his Daybook that April 27 was the first warm day of the 
season. That proved to be a false alarm, for it snowed all weekend 
May seventh and eighth, with a total fall of four feet of the white 
flakes.3
Everyone was tired of waiting for the snow to go. On May 
eleventh, the first seed was sown when Mr. Hardison planted two acres 
of wheat for Erickson and Jacobson. In many places the snow was still 
two feet deep; the seed was dropped on top of it, and as the snow 
melted the seed sank to the ground. The State bought a fine pair of 
draft horses to use in harrcwing in the wheat and other grain. As the 
fields dried up, whole families were out hacking in the potatoes 
between the stumps, among the woods soil,and the ashes left from the 
burns of the previous fall. In all^^S? acres of crops were planted, 
including clover and Norway oats brought from Sweden. A small orchard
1. Rowe, Mrs. H.C., quoted in Thomas, Quarter Decennial, pp. 77-78.
2. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1871, pp» 3?7•
3. Hardison, op. cit.
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was planted on the public lot, and a few of the colonists set out trees 
near their houses?-
After the crops were in, and as the immigrants were pouring in, 
surveying parties rushed to lay out lots, and working parties followed 
to chop out roads. As their wort progressed, roads were laid out in all 
directions; four miles west to Perham through Woodland, one road east to 
Lyndon, another about four miles to the northeast, and one seven and one 
half miles to Jemtland in the northwest corner of the colony. The road 
to Caribou became rutted by the heavy wagons bringing in tons of imm­
igrants and heavy baggage. A crew, using the State horses, was put to 
work on this, clearing underbrush, filling holes, and pulling out 
stumps. It was widened to thirty feet, part of it was turnpiked, and a 
bridge was built. In the process of improving the road, an old tote 
road was discovered and used, making the road nearly a mile shorter, and 
cutting off a hill and one bridge.
That summer thirty families raised crope. These grew well, and the 
harvest was fairly good, although a number of rains caused some of the 
wheat to rust. A threshing machine was hired and over 3000 bushels of 
grain were threshed. A heavy frost killed the potatoes early, but the 
yield was 5000 bushels • All who had harvested a crop were cut off from 
further State aid. They now had food enough for themselves and paid 
five hundred bushels of potatoes on the debt they owed the State. These
1. £bid~ Report of Commissioner.of Immigration, 1871, p. 7. 
Thomas, Decennial, p. 3lu
2. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1871, pp. 7-9. Thomas, 
Decennial, pp. 27, 35-^6.
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were sold to newer immigrants who had not arrived early enough to plant 
that year. 1
Those who had raised enough food began to buy a few animals. By 
they end of the year they had purchased fifteen horses, four oxen, 
thirty-four cows, and forty-two hogs. 2
One Swede opened a general store near the Capitol during the 
summer; a blacksmith, a shoemaker, a tinman, and a tailor were all ply­
ing their trades .' A sawmill was builtt and a grist mill started on the 
Beardsley Brook. This brook, now called Bearsley Brook, runs for six 
miles through the northern half of the township, joining the Little 
Madawaska River in the northeast comer. Along both streams were a 
number of excellent mill sites. With the establishment of a sawmill it 
was now easier to obtain lumber for frame houses, since previously it 
had to be hailed in from CaribouP
In November all single men were cut off from State aid, and work 
was found for them on railroads, farms, and at lumber camps for the 
winter. Ihree went to Houlton where they established themselves near 
the railroad making cedar baskets of a Swedish type.
This was life in New Sweden in the early years. Swedish people 
arrived and were given lots, with seed to plant on them, but there were 
long hours of backbreaking work to be done before any seed could be
1. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1671, p. 10. ***
2. Ibid,, p. 11.
3. Ibid** PP* 9-10. Aroostook Times, August 25, 1871. Bangor 
Wfiig and Courier, quoted in Aroostook Times, August 15, 1871. 
North Star, March 6, 1872.
h* Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1871, p. 10. Aroostook 
Times, October 19, 1871.
sown, or plant grown on that Foil. The settlers toiled from dawn to 
dark, felling trees, junking and piling them, and when they were dry 
enough, burning them. The women helped, with the crosscut saw, or 
swinging the axe, and watching the burning piles. One lady told me 
she remembers the horror with which she and her brothers and sisters 
watched fearfully, afraid their parents would burn in the leaping 
flames?” The first few years, New Sweden was likened to a "pillar 
of cloud by. day, and a pill?r of fire by night.The air was blue 
with acrid smoke. Burns were frequently incomplete, chunks of wood 
remained unconsumed. And than there were the stumps. These might be 
burned out, pulled out if there were draft animals available, or they 
might be left to rot. Potatoes were chopped in around them with a hoe, 
and the grain was harrowed into the mixture of ashes and upper soil.3
It took three or four years to make a good farming plot out of 
these clearings. Awkward wooden plows, hewn from timbers, with a single
4
strip of iron as a share, scratched the topsoil. It was pulled by a 
horse or an ox if the settler had one, if not he used his cow. Not 
only was the work difficult but the weather was often against them. 
Sleet storms or early frosts cut down the plants, droughts withered them, 
and too much rain rusted and rotted the crops. Animals of the woods 
caused trouble; foxes and bears caught their chickens, and dug up their 
fields. b
1. Anderson, Mathilda, Interview, October 29, 19b9.
2. Thomas, Decennial, p. 29. '—
3. Anderson, Mathilda, op. cit. Hardison, Grover, op. cit. 
b. Ibid. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1872, p. 7.
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Some left, for like all foreigners ir. America, they were unused to 
pioneer conditions. But dogged determinatum kept most going. They 
might be rewarded with a year like 1871, when the crop was especially 
good. That year the crops grew well, stumps were hidden in the tall 
fields of rye and wheat. The harvest was bountiful; in the West Chop­
ping alone four families got 22k bushels from seven bushels of wheat 
sown, and raised 166 bushels of other grain3
The Swedes brought with them sane of their homeland’s farming 
hmcustoms which amazed and delighted the Yankees. The North Star noted 
with surprise that the Swedish la^/iss milked the cows and did so three 
times a day.
One thing which fascinated all visitors was the hflrst method of 
stacking grain by those who did not have a barn. Poles were fastened 
together in the shape of an A a few feet .apart; On these were laid 
horizontal poles with two foot spans between them, ‘^he bundles of grain 
were put in these spans, heads in, butts out. The outside formed a 
solid protection from the rain; the heads inside were dry, and cured "to 
perfection.” One such stack was sixty feet long and fifteen feet high. 
There are handmade sickles on display in the museum indicating that much 
of the grain was cut by that method.
These tools at the museum indicate the difficulty and labor involved 
in making a farming community out of a forest. Besides the homemade plows 
and sickles, already described, there are wooden shovels, tin lanterns,
1. North Star, February 7, 1872.
2. Ibid., August 7» 1872.
3. Ibid. January |, 1872, September 20, 1873. Aroostook Times, 
October 9, 1873. Elwell, op. cit., p. h2.
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harrow-teeth, cards (for carding animals), spinning wheels, a loom, 
and various other articles made by simple tools, long hours, and lots of 
"elbow grease.
One other fanning habit, which indicates thrift, imagination, and 
the Swede’s ability to "make-do" was the type of team he drove. If a 
man had a team of horses, or even one horse, all well and good. If not 
that,perhaps he had a pair of oxen, or one ox. As a last resort he 
harnessed a bull or a cow to a sled, wagon, or plow, and made out. He 
used a small Swedish ox-yoke, the bow around the neck being about two 
feet long. The harness was made much like a horse’s harness, and made 
of cloth or leather straps, or of a rope made of twisted withes. A rope 
attached to the yoke and horns of the animal was fastened to the sled
o
or plow, and the beast was guided by reins fastened on its horns.
Some of the settlers branched out into industry. In 1872fa group 
of them organized the New Sweden Shingle Bolaget Industria to establish 
a shingle and a saw mill. Two hundred fity shares were sold, with a total 
investment of $h500. Two members of the Bol aget. went to Bangor to buy an 
engine, saw, and shingle machine. This was the first steam driven shingle 
mill in the County, and would cut 15,000 shingles a day at the rate of 
fifty per minute. Mr, Wiren was elected agent and treasurer, and handled 
all business of the company. 3
Jordan, Eloise M., also records seeing these articles, "New Sweden 
Represents Truly Successful Colonizing Venture," Lewiston Journal, 
Magazine Section, September 3, 19h9.
.2. Aroostook timesr March 11, 1870. North Star, February 25, 1873. 
thomas, ^uarter Centennial, pp. 7h-75. Elwell, op. cit. p. hh.
3. North Star, February lh, 1872, May 8, 1872, July 3, 1872, August
21, 1872. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1872, p. 8.
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It seemedto be so successful that another, smaller group of men 
including Mr. Lundvall, Nils Olson, Norrman Sundell, and E. Hedman, 
established another mill. Theirs produced both shingles and boards, the 
other company having confined itself to shingles.
The mills opened a market for the cedar on the township; the better 
brands of shingles were sold outside, and the lower qualities were used 
on buildings in the town. These mills, however, were to prove to be 
unsuccessful ventures. Both companies turned them over to the Hinckly' 
and Egery firm of Bangor. That company contemplated running them, but
2 found it could not, partly because the steam equipment was imperfect.
Two more stores were established. One of them carried the sign, 
Diwers ehand el, (various wares), indicating the variety of their goods. 
Sa^ln and Teague of Caribou took over C.£.A. Johnson’s store. Money 
became so scarce during the year that they had to issue their own scrip 
in ten, twenty-five, and fifty cent denominations.
The year 187k was a critical one for the colony. There were nu­
merous forest fires that spiring, there was a poor growing season, and a 
worse harvest. But the biggest blow was that the Commission of Immigra­
tion had been shut off. No longer were W. W. Thomas and Jacob Hardison 
at hand to advise them, and no longer was State aid available. In the 
Spring, the State had been compelled to buy 2?0 bushels of seed for 
twenty—five families in dire need, but many whose need was not quite as 
great continued to suffer. Rumors of their proverty-stricken condition 
flowed out over the State; the colony was a failure?1 *3
1. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1872, p. 8; Aroostook 
Times, November lh, 1872. North Star, March 20, 1872.
. 2. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1872, p. 8; 1873, p. 10. 
North Star, August 29, 1873, October 11, 1873.
3. North Star, March 20, 1872, May 21, 1873, September 20, 1873.
k. Ibid., April 11, 187k, April 18, 187k, May 2, 187k.
Fig. 4. The Capitol today. The town, hall is at the left, 
and the (Capitol schoolhouse at the right.
Fig. Monument at the crossroad near Capitol. It was
here the colonists paused to thank God for their 
safe arrival*. The monument was erected in l926*. 
The town hall is in the right background.
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It is difficult to ascertain what the conditions really were. The 
Presque Isle Sunrise, as was its custom, played up the worst. The North 
Star was also critical?" In August, a group of editors, including Parker 
and Glidden, made a personal survey of the colony. According to their 
account they found the mills in ruin, and choppings growing up to weeds. 
What Mr. Thomas had called 130 barns in his last report, the editors 
felt they would call all but thirty mere hovels with bark or thatched 
roofs. The corduroyed road they found almost impassible. The investiga­
tors visited the homes of those twenty-five to whom the State had given 
seed. These people were in such dire conditions that they had been 
forced to eat the seed grain and potatoes and had none left to plant. 
Those who had managed to save the seed had nothing else to plant, and 
that small portion, which was growing scantily, would not raise enough 
to feed them through the winter. The town of Lyndon was aiding seventeen 
families, others had aid from friends or relatives in Sweden or in other 
parts of Maine, but there were some who had no source of aid.
The editors felt that if five acres of land had been actually cleared 
for them when they Came, and if they had come early enough to put in a 
crop the first year, then most of these people would not have been in the 
conditions they were in. "These colonists are not to blame for their 
ignorance of pioneer life...they do as well as they know how." They 
figured that the colony would have to have more help but they doubted 
if this generation of Swedes would ever make a valuable group of citizens
1» The North Star was published in Presque J-sle after July , 187&-, by 
Parker and Glidden•
2. North Star, August 1, 187h, August 8, 187h, August 29, 187U.
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The Portland papers, the Transcript, and the Press, accused the 
Star, and the Sunrise of making political charges against the Republicans,
*
The editors retorted that they had never heard that the enterprise was a 
political one, or that it would be a credit to the Republican party if it 
tacceeded,
The Land Agent, Mr. Burleigh, sent two commissioners to investigate, 
and asked Pastor Wiren to make a survey. According to his report,
2all these charges were false.
Probably the truth lies somewhere in the middle. Conditions never 
were as pleasant as Thomas always pictured them. He, himself, later wrote 
to Captain Schroeder;
....The struggles of those years I have never told. It 
is only the victory that I have recorded—as for the 
struggles they are all forgotten3
It is no doubt true, as the editors accused, that he took visitors 
to the most pleasing parts, of the Colony, chiefly near the Capitol. A' 
lady who was a child at the time has bitter memories of suffering, hard 
times, and difficulty of getting established?*
The newspapers took quite a beating on the subject, and for the 
next three years, the North Star makes no reference to the existence of 
the Swedes or New Sweden.
Whatever the truth of the situation really was, it presented a crisis 
in the life of the colony. The colonists were not to be held down; other 
years were better, they became more accustomed to this new manner of living, 
and their farms improved with age. - '
_____________ ..... - , . ' ; . . _ ________________________ •
1. Ibid. August 29, 187ti. ———
2. Report of Land Agent, 187h, p. 11.
3. Thomas to Schroeder, May 9, 1907 * In collections of> New Sweden* 
Historical Society.
h. Anderson, Mathilda, op, cit♦
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People like Mrs. Kjersti Carlson labored to improve their lot. Mrs. 
Carlson, when her husband was ill, chopped down a cedar tree, and rived a 
bunch of shingles. Carrying the heavy load five miles from Jemtland, she 
traded, them at Sawin and Teague’s for groceries to feed her hungry family. 
She carried the groceries the five miles home in a knapsack on her back?* 
Her deed has been described in poetry by Mrs. H.C. Rowe:
Against the wall stands the idle wheel, 
Unfinished the thread upon spindle and reel,
The empty cards are crost;
But nigh to the hearthstone sits the wife,
With cleaver and mallet....
As deftly, with fingers supple and strong, 
She draws the glittering shave alon 
O’er the slab of cedar near.
Five miles she trudged,— ’twas a weary way;
The road was rou^i, and the sky grew gray 
With the snow that sifted down;
Bent were her shoulders beneath their load,
But high was her heart, for love was the. goad 
That urged her on to the town.^
When her husband regained his strength he made the shingle s, but she 
continued to carry them to market and to bring home the groceries, so he 
would not have to take time off from work. Although her home was described 
in 187U by the investigating editors as one of the worst, still it was that 
kind of courage and strength which would bring successs in the end.^
The following winter, a stout eleven year old lad rived 10,000 shingles, 
doing it all himself. Yes, these were the people who re-habi 1 -1 tateri
1« Thomas, Decennial, p. hO. North Star, August 30, 1873* This bunch 
of shingles was later taken to the State House at Augusta, where they 
remained on display until a few years ago. Wieden, pp.cit., p. 9h.
2. Quoted in Thomas, Quarter Centennial, pp. 76-77.
3. North Star, August 2$, 187U.
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New Sweden,
A visit of another group of editors in 1878 was described by Mr. 
Elwell of the Portland Transcript. They were satisfied that the colony
2 
was successful and prosperous.
By 1878, the rest of the County was already turning to potatoes as 
a staple crop. But New Sweden has never completely given up diversified 
farming. It continued to raise rye, wheat, barley, and buckwheat in 
large Quantities, ^he Swedes had cattle, pigs, chickens, and enough 
sheep to provide themselves with yarn and home spun. cloth.
About 1885/New Sweden entered upon a prosperous agri cultural and 
business period. Many homes, barns, and carriage sheds were built, 
wells dug, and machinery bought. In the spring Qf 1888 thirty Swedes 
went to Caribou to buy new harrows. In the late eightieszNew Sweden 
had a population of seven hundred, living in thirty-two, one and one half 
story houses, seventy log houses, and forty log huts. There were five 
shingle mills operating six saws, cutting sixty-five million shingles 
a week*. Both New Sweden and Jemtland had a post officej the community 
boasted three churches, three stores, and six schoolhouses.
In the shingle industry operators had been setting records. C.A. 
Piltz sawed 100,000 shingles in sixty-six and one half hours doing his
5 'own filing. New mills were opening, and the existing ones were adding 
new machines. A starch factory was opened. In the spring of 1889, all
1. North'Star7'November lit, 18?U.~ ~ •
2. Elwell, op. cit., p. 39i »
!• Aroostook Times, November 15, 1878, Aroostook Republican, Septem­
ber 26, 1883, November 21, 1883, September 16, 1885.
h. Aroostook Republican, July 25, 1883, April 18, 1888, June 13, 
1888, May 18, 1889, August 1, 1888.
5. Ibid., October 12, 1887.
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the mills in town were running night and day to take care of the in­
ccaning cedar. O.W. Gardner & Company of Caribou moved in,buying the 
starch factory, added some shingle machines, leased other mills, and 
built a store and warehouse. Having amalgamated all this industry^ 
they closed their affiars in Caribou in order to spend all their 
energy and effort on the New Sweden business.
A new store and post-office building went up; a blacksmith opened 
shop. Early in 1892,Jacob Hedman’s mill burned. Twenty-five days later 
a new one began operating on the same site. His neighbors gave, hauled, 
and hewed the lumber for the new mill, and helped build it, feeling it 
was valuable to have one in the neighborhood. Mr. Hedman enlarged it 
the same fall, built a store, and added a clapboard machine and other 
new equipment. He then built a starch factory and manufactured sixty 
tons of starch that fall. He also made Mskiisn(sic), and filled several 
orders from southern Maine.
The expansion of the community called for new and improved roads. 
A new one was laid out from West Jemtland to Lebanon on the town line. 
In 189Uzthe whole town turned out to work on the road to Westmanland 
for the new colony which had grown up there.
In 1892,the first herd of thoroughbred cattle was imported by A. 
Anderson. Potato acreage increased, although not at the expense of 
other crops, and in 189h, Carl Johnson and Carl Sjobom bought the first
1. Aroostook Republican, October 10, 1888, March 27, 1889, Novem­
ber 13, 1889, November 27, 1889, December 2£, 1889, August 20, 
1890, March 11, 1891, November 2$, 1891.
2. Ibid., February 2h, 1892, March 23, 1892, July 27, 1892, Feb­
ruary 1£, 1893, May 17, 1893, September 12, 189h, November
3. Ibid., August 29, 1888, June 27, 189U.
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Hoover digger in town. The farmers had large exhibits at the State 
Fairs, end at least on one occasion, they held a "Market Overt" at 
New Sweden to exchange and sell cattle and other livestock and produce 
In 1895, the town found itself with unprecedented prosperity.
Coming to take a major part in the Quarter Centennial Celebration at 
New Sweden that summer, William Widgery Thomas was very proud of his 
"children of the woods."
VI
"Nigh to the Hearthstone"2
It was the women who suffered pangs of loneliness and grief. Many 
a night they cried themselves to sleep hearing the lonely cry of the 
owl and the whippoorwill in the silence of the wood about them. Many 
would have gone back to their old homes had there been money enough, 
but many a mother bolstered her courage by reminding herself that she 
had come so the children could have a better life than she. In her mind’s 
eye she pictured their little chopping as a large and stump-free field. 
She saw the green, /growing stalks of corn and the white blossoms of the 
potatoes stretching in long rows on the hillside. She Saw the little 
log blockhouse replaced by a large fram«house with fine furniture. Here 
was courage and hope. Picturing her tall blond sorts and her fair 
daughters with opportunities which she never had, and must labor to
3give them, she sighed and went to sleep.
In their ponderous Swedish kists (chests) the colonists had brought
1. Aroostook Republican, May 18, 18^2, September 12, Septem-
ber‘lh, 1881, September 30, 1885.
2. See p. 65, above.
3. Anderson, Mathilda, op. cit.» Lindstrom, op. cit. Elwell, op.
cit., p. lili.
large quantities of household goods; bedding, dishes, and clothing. 
These chests have been typical of the Swedes in caning to America, and 
were often very old. Mr. Peterson brought one that was 180 years old. 
They were frequently large, one man had one seven feet long, and three 
feet wide and deep. A good many treasures could be packed into that.
With these articles the women set about to make their log houses 
into homes. The men fashioned tables and chairs of logs, blocks, and 
odd shaped limbs, k fairly common piece of furnituire was a kind of 
setter which could be pulled out into a bed, rather like the modern 
davenport. Even wooden spoons were in common use, and at the museum 
is a handmade stove cover.
Spinning wheels for flax and wool, and a cradle of the Swedish 
type stood by nearly every hearth. An odd bit of furniture noticed by 
a visitor in the early years was a baby swing suspended from the ceiling 
•♦somewhat like our roller towels.w Side pieces of wood brought the swing 
to about three feet from the floor. The seat was made like a chair seat; 
the back had rounds and slats. Held in the seat by a strap fastened 
across the front, the baby sat ’Swinging with an occasional push by 
mother or sister.
In addition to the wooden dishes made in the colony, and those 
bought in Caribou, the women had brought with them some of their cooking 
utensils. Two kinds of griddles or "fritter-fryers” have been described
1. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1871, p. 6. Elwell, op. 
cit., p. hl. Lindstrom, dp. cit.
2. Aroostook Times, October lit, 1870. Aroostook Republican, Novem-
. 15, 1882, September 30, 188$. Thomas, Decennial, p. Elwell,
op. cit., p. h2. Jordan, op. cit.
3. "F.B." in North Star, March 19, 1873.
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by visitors who thought that these were an improvement over the Yankee 
variety. One consisted of two fancy disks which, when shut together, 
made a nice, even mold. It had a long handle making it easy to turn. 
The other had hollows in it, just big enough for a spoonful of batter, 
making even and perfectly shaped flap jacks.
Although most used the American stove, such as the Hampden stove 
provided by the State in the first log houses, some people preferred the 
old Swedish Skorstein. Pastor Wiren, and Noah of Mt. Ararat both had 
one of these tall, three-cornered, chimney-like constructions in a 
corner of their homes. Noah had made his own bricks from nearby clay, 
kneading it in a barrel with a revolving wooden shaft with wooden blades,
2 turning it by hand. He also molded the bricks himself.
Besides the blockhouses provided by the State, other log houses 
were built. These were usually of peeled and hewn logs, neatly dove­
tailed at the corners. Vater many of these were shingled or clap- 
boarded over the logs. Mr.'Peterson, on the Caribou Road, had one 
built on the Swedish plan with clapboards over the moss-filled chinks. 
Entering the house, one found a long entrance hall running across the 
front. Opposite the front door was another door opening into a large, 
square middle room. On each side of this roan were two small rooms which 
could be entered either from the hall or from the middle room. These 
smaller rooms served as kitchen, sitting room, and two bedrooms. Captain 
Clase*s house was built along a similar design.
1. Aroostook Republican, September 30, 188$, and by Special Correspond­
ent to the Lewiston Journal in the Republican, November 15, 1882.
2. Elwell, op. cit., pp. 112-U3.
3. Ibid., pp. hl, b3. Aroostook Times, October 9, 1873. Aroostook 
Republican , October 30, 1889. Lovering, "Last Settler,” Portland 
Sunday Telegram, November 2, 19h7.
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The editorial investigating group of 187h described the home of Mrs* 
Carlson of shingle fame. They found the family living in a roan ten 
feet square partitioned off from the rest of their log house by a partit­
ion of sheepskin. The other part of the building served as a store house 
for grain and as a threshing floor. The cattle were kept in the base­
ment as was the custom in Sweden. The dwelling room was furnished with 
a stove, table, a couple of benches, and one of those hand made sofa­
beds. On it was a straw tick and sheepskin bedding. Surely some people 
suffered much in getting established. *
A few of the later houses were built with casement windows, towers, 
and upstair porches. Other than that, most of the houses have been of
2 the usual styleless Aroostook architecture.
Rye bread was the staff of life for Swedish peqple, but never as 
much here as in the old country. Probably very soon more wheat than rye 
was used in this colony. Rye bread was made four times a year. Baked 
in thin, hard, wheel-like disks, the bread was strung on poles and kept 
for months until the next baking period. Elwell and his companions 
bought some of these in 1878, but he was careful to report that already 
this was not the common method of baking, and that most people used the 
American type of bread. There were still a few who continued to use the 
old method in 1883, but Ashby in 1910 reports that it had been a dead
3 
fashion for years.
1. N6rth Star, August 29, 167k* '
2. Lovering, ”Last Settler,M Portland Sunday Telegram, November 2, 
19h7. Nylander, Olof 0., Posters of snapshots and photographs, 
prepared in 1922 -for an exposition in Gothenburg, 1923.
3. Thomas, Sweden and the Swedes, pp. 376-377• Report of Board of 
Agriculture, 1871, p. 1119. Elwell, op. cit., p. Ip. Portland 
Press Herald, quoted in Aroostook Republican, September 26, 1883. 
Ashby, op. cit., November 2h, 1910, p. 136.
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Another Swedish food, uncommon in the rest of Maine, was homemade 
Cheese, This was made by setting a pan of sweet milk with rennit in it, 
on the back of the stove until it got thick. The curds on top were then 
slashed with a knife several times and allowed to settle. The mixture 
was stirred into little pieces and allowed to settle again. Next the 
curds were strained and squeezed by hand. Then, mixed with a little 
salt, the mass of curds was placed in a cheesecloth lined round cheese­
bucket, and covered with a round cover. A stone or other heavy object 
was placed on this cover to press out the water, which could run out 
through a small hole in the bottom of the bucket. The round cheese was 
then taken out of the frame, rubbed with salt, and placed on a shelf to 
diy before eaten.^
Other foods commonly served were Swedish meatballs made of pork, 
potatoes, and vegetables boiled together. Soups, especially of beef, were
2 a favorite, as were potato- pancakes, and callops, a meat dish,
Anise broi. rusks, and other Swedish breads, as well as cakes were 
often eaten at Coffee time. In Sweden, Coffee was practically another 
meal served about 10:00 A.M. and 3:00 P.M. In this country the habit 
continued. It was Mra. Sandstrom's observation that most Women, at least 
in Stockholm, did not bother with ten o'clock Coffee for it meant taking 
coffee and hot bread, cake, and other food, to the men in the field. Mrs. 
Sandstrom, and a few others carried it on. The three o'clock Coffee, how­
ever, fully survived. We can imagine the pleasure it afforded the women, 
giving them an opportunity to visit with each other, and a chat in * .
1, Anderson, Mathilda, op, cit, Sandstrom, Mrs. , Interview,
June 17, 1%9.
2. Sandstrom, op. cit.
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sunny kitchen. Even today Coffee calls for a near meal of cake, cookies, 
and other goodies•
The Swedes were very fond of pickled herring, but their chief fish 
delight was the national Christmas food lutfisk. This is a dried Baltic 
fish, as dry as a stick of wood. The fish was sawed into several pieces 
and soaked in cold water for five or six days. Then it was soaked for 
three or four days in lye drawn off woodaskes cooked in water. The 
fish at the end of three or four days came out of the lye white, thick, 
and loose. After aclean scrubbing with a brush,! the fish was soaked 
for several more days in clean, cold water, changing it once or twice a 
day and scrubbing the fish each time. It was then cooked in salted 
water. When served.lutfisk -fell apart in flakes, and seasoned with sdlt 
and pepper, and served with a butter sauce and potatoes, it was deemed 
to be very delicious. A rice porridge or Jul grot was the common dessert. 
With all this preparation, and the cooking of the breads, cakes, cookies, 
rusks, and the Julskinka, or Christmas ham, the housewife had a busy
o season preparing for the holidays.
On special days, a big dinner was laid. Whenever a group of 
int-erested people visited the colony, there were exercise^ at the Capitol 
with both the American and Swedish flags flying, and a dinner was served 
at the home of Captain Clase. There are several records of those enjoy­
able meals, and one would like to have been able to share the hospitality.
1. Sandstrom, op. cit. North Star, November 6, 1872. Also personal 
observation.
2. Sandstrom, op. cit. Metzelthin, Pearl V., World Wide Cook Book, 
New York, 1939, pp. 56-£8. Coombs, Anna Olsson, Modern Swfedish 
Cookbook, New York, 19h7, p£. 78-79. Thomas, Sweden and the 
Swedes, p. 210. Wieden, op. cit., p. 89. Widbur, op. cit., p. 
2hl. North Star, July 3, 1872.
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At this home in the early daysz a leanto kitchen of bark was erected for 
washing and cooking purposes to keep the smell out of the house. Later, 
the house was remodeled and a pantry added. Here Mrs. Clase would, with 
the help of her friends, prepare the dinner for as many as thirty or 
forty guests.
The blessing wasasked by the youngest child able to recite it, and 
a four course dinner followed. The first course, on one occasion, was 
mutton and fowl served on a large platter taken to each guest that he 
might help himself. Gravy, potatoes, boiled pumpkin in cream, carrots 
in butter followed. Cucumbers were served in somewhat of a hot pickled 
form. The next course was a blanc mange, jellies, and cake. The table 
had as a center piece a pyramidal cake crowned with flowers. It was 
about eighteen inches tall and was covered with rough, frosted protu­
berances. At the end of the meal this skets-kaka or pointed cake was 
cut and served. This cake was made of cornstarch, brown sugar, and eggs, 
beaten to a batter and poured on long round sticks, which were turned 
over the fire, spreading the batter until it was baked.
At the end of the meal the young child returned thanks for the 
meal, and the group left the table to make way for the next party waiting 
to eat.
In addition to their work in the house, the women had their share 
of the chores, including the care of the cows and chickens. W, W. Thomas 
liked to tell of the woman he met on his way to Caribou in the early days 
of the colony. She was returning from a nine mile"hike to Caribou. No-
1« Elwell, op. cit., p« L'3. North Star, July 3, 1872, July 30, 1873, 
September 20, 1873. Aroostook $imes, October 8, 1873.
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ticing something moving in the sack she carried on her back, he inquired 
about it. He found that it was four nice young pigs she had bought at a 
bargain. Saying, "God dag,” she went smiling along the road toward 
home. 1 The women also helped saw and chop wood when necessary, or worked 
in the fields hoeing or stuking grain. The straw from the grain was
2 
often braided and made into hats, or beehives.
Providing the family with clothing took much time and effort. Wool 
had to be canM,spun, and woven on homemade looms, for clothes and 
carpets. Sven the small girls did a lot of knitting, and Mrs. Widbur 
recalls that it was not uncommon to see a row of little girls sitting on 
a bench and furiously plying their needles. She says that sometimes they 
had to do a certain number of rows before going out to play, or, frequently,
3 
they were racing to see who would get the most done first.
The women and girls wore plain, coarse dresses in the homespun days, 
and when going outside wore kerchiefs over their heads. A newspaper 
correspondent visitng New Sweden described a woman he saw working in the 
field. She wore a red kerchief, a blue waist over a skirt, and wooden 
shoes. The men wore similarly heavy clothes, and in winter wore fur- 
lined boots and skin jackets (probably sheepskin). During the winters 
Thomas spent in New Sweden, he must have been an amusing sight if the 
description of him in the Star was correct. He wore, besides his indoor 
clothing, a skin jacket, a pair of thick doth legs (Montana style), a
1. Thomas, Decennial, pp. 39-hO.
2. Aroostook Republican, September 30, 1885. Widbur, op. cit., pp. 
237-238. Sandstrom, op. cit.
3. Widbur, op. cit., p. 237.
h. A Special Correspondent to the Lewiston Journal quoted in the 
Aroostook Republican, November 15, 1882.
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hooded Canadian overcoat buttoned and tied and belted with a heavy 
Swedish belt, "He learned in Sweden how to keep warm.”l
In his speech at the third anniversary celebration in July, 1873, 
Rev. Sleeper- said he was glad that the people had adopted cooler and 
lighter clothing. But many women still wore what Ashby called ’’outland­
ish headgear,” the ever practical kerchief. At the Decennial celebration
' 2 in 1880, many of the ladies were wearing silk ones with deep fringes.
From the beginning^the Swedes wore wooden shoes, which looked 
immense, heavy, and clumsy. They resembled a sandal more than the 
traditional Dutch type. Leather tops could be put on for winter wear. 
Although they were noisy, and tended to split, they were said to be warm, 
durable, and good in wet weather. By 1873 many had adapted the leather 
shoe, but in 1883, and 1885 “there are references indicating that some 
people still wore the wooden shoes. In 1889, a Boston Post correspond­
ent reported that during his visit he saw nothing about the clothing of 
the Swedes to indicate their foreign origin.^
A few other oddities of clothing were recorded as much because they 
were oddities as because they were typical. Such were leggings and shoes 
of Caribou hide, (there were still Caribou in the Maine woods then), 
blankets and carpets of cow hair, moccasins and leggings of reindeer 
skin, and tanned sheepskin robes.
1. North Star, March 20, 1872. Aroostook Times, October 1^, 1870*
2. North Star, July 30, 1873* Ashby, op. cit., November 2h, 1910, 
p. 136. Decennial, p. 6.
3* North Star, March 19, 1873, July 30, 1873. Aroostook Republican, 
September 26, 1883, September 30, 1885,
U. Aroostook Republican, September 30, 1885, October 7, 1885.
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Graceful Spites
New Sweden has always been, and obviously is today, a God-loving 
community. Three graceful spires rise above the town, breaking the 
tree line. The first year religious services were conducted by
Nils Olsson, the lay preacher, in the various homes until the Capitol 
was built. Then the Lutherans and Baptists shared the building. The 
religious service was held in the morning, and a social gathering met 
in the afternoon. Prayer in the home was very common, and one little 
twelve year old girl who was working out in an American home told the
1
people she could not stay where prayers were never said.
March h, 1871, a Baptist society was organized at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Nils Olsson with eight members present. Mr. Olsson remained 
the leader until a minister arrived. The first written record of the 
union is of thirty-seven new members joining the assembly on July 15>, 
1871. Probably a minister from a nearby community officiated, for in 
August we find Rev. Nugent of Presque Isle coming to administer commun­
ion and to receive twenty more memvers into the church. He was assisted 
by Deacon Bugbee of Washburn and "Deacon" Olsson of New Sweden. Despite 
its enlargement by incoming immigrants, the society was financially un-
2 
able to build a church at this time.
A Sewing Circle, or Ladies Aid Society, was organized immediately
—Y, Report Board of Agriculture, 1871, p. ISO.
2. Fyratio-^rs-Hlstorik, 1871-1911, dver Svenska Baptistfdrsamlingen: 
Sverige, Maine, (Forty-Year History of the Swedish Baptists,
1871-1911, New Sweden, Maine), (No author, or place, or date of 
publication given), ^Translated for me by Steffen Middelboe, 195>O, 
pp. 7, 111. The church later published, Seventieth Anniversary, 
First Swedish Baptist Church, New Sweden, Maine, 1871-19hl.(No 
place or date of publication), pp. 7, 10, It is not as
complete for the early years as is the earlier booklet.
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under the leadership of Mrs. Olsson and Mrs. Truls Persson. The ladies 
in Jemtland formed a similar organization of their own. These groups 
had no real sewing meetings, but when money was needed the women brought 
all the handiwork they had been making at home,. and an auction was held • 
A Sunday School was also organized early in 1871. For the first five 
years, the school did not meet during the winter, but it was very 
active in the summers.
The Lutheran Church of Sweden, a -State church, had a firm hand on 
its people. Among a group of Swedes arri ving in New Sweden in April,
1871, was Andrew A. Wiren, a young man in training for the Lutheran
ministry.. He went West to finish bis education, and returned in June
to preach his first sermon on June 25>, the anniversary of the sailing
of the first group from Gothenburg. Mr. Thomas was there and used the
occasion, as was his habit, to make an inspiring speech.
Lutheran services were held at the Capitol at eleven in the morn-
ing, with Sunday School at two, and prayer meeting at six o’clock. The
Baptist service was at three o’clock. Attendance was very good, barrA 
ing sickness or bad weather, and distance kept some away.^
It was a big event when a group of children were confirmed after 
a two week’s catechism school. The hall would be crowded, as it also 
was the following Sunday when the children took their first communion
1. Fyratio^ars, pp. 17, 20-20.
2. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1871, p. 11. North Star, 
January 2^, 1872.
3. North Star, January 21i, 1872.
h. Ibid., March 20, 1872.
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A visitor in the fall of 1871 noted that the parishioners carried their 
Bibles to church wrapped in silk handkerchiefs.
Both Sunday Schools had frequent picnics. These would often be 
held in the grove near the Capitol, although later they were held at 
Madawaska Lake. Often free concerts formed part of the evening pro­
gram, but a collection would be taken to buy books or for some other 
worthy cause. At such concerts the talented Swedish voices were heard, 
for at least one lady in the Baptist congregation had sung for a num- ,
2 ber of years with the Gothenburg Opera.
A Baptist Sunday School was organized in Jemtland by the families 
of Jemtland and Lebanon under the leadership of Frederick and Alfred 
Anderson. Both these men had had experience along these lines and 
were capable leaders of the group which met weekly in the various log 
homes, alternately in Jemtland and in Lebanon. After a schoolhouse 
was built in Jemtland the Sunday School met there. During Alfred 
Anderson’s service as superintendent from 1876 until 19O2zthe school
3 
prospered and had an average attendance of sixty.
When the rush of immigration had subsided, the two churches found 
their membership about even. Commissioner Thomas reported that-they 
had joint services and a union Sunday School with additional separate 
meetings• He further stated that although there was some jealousy 
between the two assemblies in the beginning, Rev. Viren reconciled them.
1. Boston Post, quoted in North Stag*, January 3, 1872.
2. North Star, July 10, 1872, July 17, 1872. Aroostook Ti^es, 
August lg, 1871.
3. ffyratio-ars, p. 18. Seventieth Anniversary* p. 31. Johnson,
A. M., op. cit.
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Although the records are not very clear on the matter, the Baptist 
minister, Rev. John Sundell apparently arrived in the fall of 1871.^
The Baptist Church admits that like the rest of life in the colony, 
the church had many problems during the first years. In 1879 a doctrinal 
split occured, causing the exclusion of several members, including Pastor 
Sundell, who denied the divinity of Christ during his life on earth. 
That was not the first dissension) in 1875,twenty-six people had to be 
separated from the church because they had adopted "foreign religion.* 
In 1876, as many more were compelled to go because of "non-Bible relig­
ion.* The staunch members of the church were deeply concerned and met 
at the home of Nils Olsson in 1881 to discuss their problems. Despite 
the difficulties to be overcome, they decided to continue their efforts. 
With renewed strength they returned to the battle..The arrival of a new 
minister, Pastor P. A. Englund in August helped them greatly, through 
their combined efforts^ the church became vigorous and successful.2
The f^rst recorded congregational meeting of the Lutheran Church 
was August 16, 187h. Among the leaders in the original congregation 
were G.T. Pilts, L.P. Johnson, Lars Stadig, C.J. Tomquist, Hans Ander­
son, Carl Erickson, P. Julin^ and M. Sundstrom. They began building 
a church that year, but it was not completed until 1880. It was a 
stately wooden church, with a tall steeple and high archedk windows •
1. According to the Fyratio-^rs-Historik, page 8, Rev. iundell 
left in 1879, aftem nearly ten years* service. It is recorded 
in the Seventieth Anniversary booklet, page 10, that he came in 
October 18?1, and left in 1880. The North Star as late as Jan­
uary 2h, 1872, states that the Baptist service was conducted by
a layman. Schroeder, in his "Story of New Sweden," in the Viking 
said he sent a Baptist minister in the fall of 1871, "Story," 
Viking, p. 8.
2. ftyratio-ars, pp. 8-9. Seventieth Anniversary, pp. 10-11.
Fig. 7. The Baptist Church in New Sweden.
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The building was frescoed inside and had hanging chandeliers. The 
church was dedicated as part of the Decennial Celebration held July 23, 
1880 to commemorate the founding of the colony’. The bell in the steeple 
was rung for the first tine in connection with that service, although 
the building had been finished some tine earlier. William Wldgery Timas, 
Jr., presented the bell to the church, and his father had earlier given 
it an organA
The Baptists, having renewed their efforts to survive the storms of 
dissension, decided in 1881 to erect a hall of worship. It was built that 
year on a plot of land bought from Nils Olsson, and a parsonage was built 
shortly after. The Baptists received financial aid from the American 
Baptist State Convention, and the Home Mission Society of New York, as 
long as they needed it. The Maine Society was very interested in the 
Swedish church and in 1882 held the fall session of the North Aroostook 
Baptist Quarterly meeting there. After that a Quarterly meeting was 
held there every year, and at the 188 3 session the church was dedicated. 
It had taken nearly two years to complete the church, costing over |900, 
of which $700 was raised in the community. Although the business and 
religious sessions of the Quarterly meetings were conducted in English, 
the Swedes were able to take part in the social sessions in their own 
language.
* Evidently there was another period of religious strife, for Editor
1
2
• Nelson, Robert S., to Lenentine, April 17, 19f>0. Decennial, pp. 
62-63. Aroostook Republican, May 26, 1880. Lewiston Journal, 
quoted In Aroostook Republican, November 1^, 1882.
• Fyratio-ars, p. lh. Seventieth Anniversary, pp. 9, 38. Aroos­
took Republican, July 6, 188?, August 29, 1883, September 19, 
1883 •
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Matthews of the Aroostdk Republican remarked, in 1882, that he was sorry 
the Swedes could not Magree to disagree in religious matters?" he feared 
that suchtrouble could upset the entire welfare of the community. He 
did not indicate which denomination was involved, and the Baptist his­
tories do not indicate any dissensions. Within the next few years, 
there are references in the newspapers to "Free Baptists," and "Free 
Lutherans." It would seem that the Seventh Day Adventists were organized 
as a part of this religious ferment, for later in 1882 there was a brief 
reference to this group and their minister in a letter published in the 
Republican. Ten years later there appeared a notice of a debate between 
Rev. Nelson (or Nielsen) of the Baptist Church and the "Battle Creeks?” 
as the Adventists were called. Beyond thisznothing seems to be known of 
the Adventists.
The Mission Covenant Church was organized in 1885. No doubt it 
contained people who had disagreed with the doctrines of the other 
churches, as well as members who had belonged to the Mission Covenant 
Church in Sweden. They desired a more personal and less formal type of 
worship than existed in the Lutheran Church, and their pastor says they 
approximate a blend of Lutheran and Congregational religions. In 1920, 
the assembly joined the Congregationalists. The Mission Covenant, from 
the beginning called the Free Mission Church, erected a building for wor­
ship in 1891^1892. A similar group which had been meeting informally in 
Westmanland gradually came into the New Sweden group as transportation
Aroostook Republican, January 18, 1882, November 15. 1882. April 
22, 1892.
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improved. This addition gave it the name of Union Church, by which it 
was frequently called. These people fro® Westmanland gave life to the 
congregation and have become its best members?-
By 1885 Pastor Wiren had left his flock for more worldly business 
interests and Rev. M.W. Norberg had taken his place, serving for two 
years this time. He was later to return for a longer period of service. 
He in turn was succeeded by Pastor Westerdahl in 1888.2
Pastor Englund, of the Baptist Church, had not been free from 
dissenting rumors, which, however, were proved false on investigation 
by a committee consisting of John Borgesqn and Olof Anderson. The 
congregation gave him a unanimous vote of confidence, and the rest of 
his stay was smooth and pleasant. He left the following year, 1889, 
and was succeeded by Rev. John Hellstrom^idi  ̂during his year and one 
half of service, added sixty-two new members to the congregation, bring­
ing the total membership to 125 J*
The beginning of the nineties saw An increase and growth in numbers 
and social activity within the churches. Many converts were added to 
the Baptist Churchy making It one of the largest in Aroostook.^
A number of Baptist young ladies had invited the Young Women’s 
Christian Temperance Union of Caribou to come organise a similar group
1. Johnson, Edwin S., to Lenentine, April 13, 19f>0. Aroostook 
Republican, January 21, 1891, August 19, 1891, January 27, 1892.
2. An unidentified manuscript in Collections of New Sweden His­
torical Society. Aroostook Republican, December 19, 1888.
3. Rev. Hells train’s name appreared in the newspapers as Halstrom, 
and in the Seventieth Anniversary Booklet as Hollstrom. I have 
used the one recorded in Fyratio-ars-Historik, page 10•
U. Fyratio-ars, pp. 10-11. Seventieth Anniversary, p. 11. Aroos­
took Republican, August 15, 1888, May 19, 1889, December 11, 1889.
5. Aroostook Republican, August 13, 1890, November 19, 1890, August
------------------
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in New Sweden. By February 1889, they were already working actively for 
temperance. ^rs. G. A. k* Johnson was the first president and always one 
of the most active leaders. Miss Mary (Marie) Malmquist was secretary 
of the original group. Other members were Miss Hannah Uppling, Mrs. W. 
Aronson, Elizabeth Clase, Hilda Nelson, Thressa and Annie Johnson, Ida 
Erickson, Annie Olson, and Mrs. A.J. Johnson. The membership rapidly 
increased, and the organization held monthly business meetings, gave 
concerts, held auctions, and enjoyed social festivities such as straw­
berry socials. In keeping with their primary purpose, they sponsored a 
number of Gospel Temperance meetings in the Baptist Church and at the 
Grove.
The ladies of the Lutheran Sewing Circle caught the spirit and 
timidly held an auction which was so surprisingly successful that they
oheld others, using the money to pay off church debts.
More Sunday Schools were established in outlying areas in the town­
ship. Marie Malmquist, member of the YWCTU, began one at the Madawaska 
district schoolhouse. The attendance increased so greatly that she was 
unable to handle the large group which was then taken over by John Jacob­
son and Eric Lundvall. This school had about seventy-five members who 
worked hard to earn and establish $a good Smiday School library, and to 
buy an organ.
Two groups of Young People’s Cl^stian i!,ndeavor were established
1* Aroostook Republican, February 27, 1889; April 17, 1889, May
15, 1889; June 19, 1889; June 26, 1889; April 2, 1890; May 21, 
1890; June 16, 1890.
2. Ibid., April 2, 1890; September 17, 1890.
3. ^yratio-ars, p. 19.
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within the Baptist organization. The first of these was at Jemtland, 
and that in turn organized the one in New Sweden. The latter one had 
to be re-organized on a firmer foundation later, but it served rea- 
sonablywell for a time.
In 1892 the YWCTU had reduced its activities and was becoming a 
Young Women’s Sewing Circle. In 189h it was organized as such with 
Hannah Uppling as president. The reason for the slow death of the 
organization is unknown. Perhaps it was because the young married 
women in the YWCTU became burdened with family duties and withdrew 
from the group. The remaining young girls in the Sewing Circle also 
gradually withdrew because they, as they married, became eligible for 
the Ladies Aid Society. The Young Peopled Sewing Circle ceased to . 
exist in 1900.
VIII
Social Gatherings and Celebrations
Until the late 1880’s, social life in New Sweden was shaped by its 
position as a colony. In the earliest years it was the object of visits 
by various interested and curious groups and individuals• It was natural 
that the Governor as chairman of the Board of Immigration should come 
so he could better advise the Legislature"on needed appropriations. 
Since New Sweden was an agricultural enterprise the ^oard of Agriculture 
was interested in its progress. Individuals went on invitation from Mr.
_ ___ ________  ___________ _ _____ 2
1.Seventieth Anniversary, pp. 36-37. Aroostook Republican, February 
7, 189U, February 28, 189h.
2. Fyratio-Srs, p. 21. Seventieth Anniversary, p. 3h. Aroostook 
Republican,January 27, 1892, February 17, 1892, June 1, 1892, 
June 8, 1892»
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Thomas, a special excursion party came from Boston, and even local
Sunday Schools want on picnic tours to the colony. Most groups wrote 
letters to the newspapers describing the colony. It is through these 
letters that much of our knowledge of the early days of the colony is 
recorded, for the Swedes themeelves have not written much about Early 
New Sweden. On these excursions there were usually respresentatives 
of the press, and in 187$ the leading editors of the State toured 
Aroostook and New Sweden A
Whenever an excursion party came to the colony, a meeting was held 
at the Capitol. On such occasions both the American flag and the flag 
of Sweden were hoisted, speeches were made, hymns and songs were sung, 
and a dinner was served. The Swedes in the vicinity took time off from 
work and hastened to the gathering; if it was an especially important 
visit the whole settlement was there. 2
Following a dinner at the nearby home of Captain Clase, if there 
were no more exercises at the Capitol, the visitors usually made a 
tour of the nearer parts of the colony. W, w. Thomas, and Pastor Wiren 
after him, was host to the party, and used such occasions to keep alive 
the interest and public support of the Enterprise. He frequently 
invited groups to come with that idea in mind, and made sure an editor 
was along as good publicity insurance* For the same reason^ Americans 
were invited to traditional celebrations in New Sweden. Many people
1. North Star, «fuly 3, 1872, August 7, 1672, September 20. 1873. 
October 11, 1873? Marchl9, 1873, August 29, 187U. Bnerson, Walter 
When North Winds Blow, Lewiston, 1922, p. 195. Elwell, op. cit* pp. hl-ii. /
2. Elwell described a triumphal arch, and announcement of their 
arrival by musketfire as part of the festivity. Elwell, op. cit. 
p. U2.
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from Caribou, Perham, Frenchville, Fort Kent, and Fort Fairfield to 
see how different the people were and to hear their Swedish songs and 
talks. 1
Like all their social life, Swedish holidays and anniversary­
celebrations were connected with their religious life. After their 
first Maine winter the Swedes joyously celebrated Midsommars Afton, June 
23, 1871. Throughout Old Sweden, Midsummer's Eve and Midsummer’s Day 
were celebrated in various fashions, but all villages turned out to 
sing and dance the whole night through. Often huge bonfires were lit 
and maypoles erected.2 Birch was as truly the symbol of the summer’s 
festival as spruce was of the Christmas season. In New Sweden, as 
Mrs. Widbur suggested, there was no need for a bonfire to frighten 
away the witches as was the old tradition, for here, there had been fires 
burning steadily in the colony since the snow had gone.3 A huge maypole 
was erected before the Capitol; at the top floated the symbols of the 
colony; the stars and stripes of America -and the cross of Sweden. Ring 
songs and games and dancing lasted until late at night before the settlers 
trooped home to rest.4
Midsummer’s Day was not the scene of a festival, but the fallowing 
day saw the beginning of another tradition-. In connection withPastor 
Wiren’s first service in the colony, Father Thomas gave a speech commem­
orating their departure from Sweden a year before. In following years 
the Anniversary celebration was held on July 23, in memory of their
1. Aroostook Republican, June 27, 189h. Decennial, pp. 5-6.
2. The Swedish word for May is maj and means green leaf. Thomas, 
Sweden and the Swedes,pp. 291-301.
3. Widbur, op. cit. pp. 236-7.
Thomas, Decennial, pp. 36-37.
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arrival in New Sweden, for it was the arriving, not the departing, which 
should be remembered*
The following year Midsummer’s was celebrated June 2h, with a 
public gathering, speeches, flags’, and houses were gaily decorated with 
bright green birch leavesAlthough maypoles were sometimes erected for 
private parties, as years went by Midsummer’s became a celebration with­
in the churcly with, special services held on the Sunday nearest the hol­
iday.2
In 1881? when the T^CTU became active, it took over the celebration, 
giving their second concert at the Capitol. J?or the occasion the young 
ladies were dressed alike in white gowns,with pink sashes as was the 
style of the day/ and they all carried bouquets of pink roses. The 
band took part in the program, playing musical pieces including the 
national anthem.. Various recitations, dialogues and declamations were
3 
given in addition to vocal music.
Ab the IWCTV lost its activity, and enthusiasm, the Sunday Schools 
took over the holiday as the occasion for their picnics. By 189h -the 
celebration was taken over by the Lutheran Church, ladies, who sponsored 
exercises in the grove with the band providing music. Refreshments were 
sold, and included^coffee, cakes, ice cream* lemonade, and cigars^ The 
holiday has been carried on by the Lutheran Church. It is natural, I 
think, * that the Baptist Church should beinore readily absorbed by and
1. The &>rth £tar, June £6, 1872, says "evergreens,” but in view 
of the symbolic importance of birch, I assume the Star was 
mistaken.
>2. Aroostook Republican, June 27, 1888.
3. ibid., June 26, 1889.
U. Ibid., June 20, 1891i*
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Americanized in the Baptist Associations in this area. But the Luth­
eran Church was rather a lone wolf. Survival implies holding on to the 
old customs and traditions.
Vigorous cleaning and cooking activities preceeded the celebration 
at the other end of the solsticial cycle when Christmas festivities 
relieved the darkness of the hiemal season. Although the holidays 
never lasted the several weeks that were celebrated in the old country, 
the colonists usually had a week of jubilation. Christmas Eve was 
celebrated in the home; after a substantial dinner, the candles on the 
Christmas tree were lighted, while candles also burned in the windows. 
Some chosen person in the family read the names attached to the gifts 
lying on a table near the tree and distributed the presents to the rest 
of the family. Early the next morning, the whole family, indeed the 
entire community, attended the early morning Julotta observed by the 
churches.
In the early days these services were held in the Capitol, and as 
for Midsummer’s,Americans were invited. In their little hall the meriy 
voices expressed in song and prayer and speech their joy in the meaning 
of the day. In later years, church bells rang out their message as the 
congregations assembled to observe the religious rites of the Yule-tide. 
At the Christmas night services the Sunday Schools usually presented a 
program. There was a Christmas tree, and even Santa Claus was there.
1* North Star, December 18, 1B72, December 27. 1B73. Aroostook 
Republican, December 11, 1889, December 20, 1893* Thomas, 
Sweden and the Swedes, pp. 197-210. Widbur, op. cit. p. 2hl.
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New Year’s Day in old Sweden came within the Christinas season, and 
in New Sweden the joy of Christmas lasted throughout the entire week* 
New Year’s morning, at least in the earlier years, there was an early 
matin at the Capitol which was still decorated in the Christmas fashion 
with evergreens and candles* Rev. Sleeper, editor of the North Star 
and guest speaker at the service in 187h, described the decoration of the 
hall with its streamers of colored paper, boughs of evergreens, and six 
dozen burning candles. A congregation of one hundred fifty attended the 
service which consisted of scripture readings, hymns, prayers, and the 
sermon, it was a union meeting with both pastors participating. The 
service adjourned at eight o'clock, and a number of the group adjourned 
to Pastor Wiren’s house where a party was enjoyed with music, and comic 
attempts'of Americans to walk on Swedish snowshoes.^
American holidays, such as Thanksgiving and Independence Day, were 
adopted by the Swedes and were appropriately celebrated in the churchea 
It was at the latter service in 1881 that news reached the colony of the 
shooting of President Garfield. The group waa saddened and united in
2 prayer for his life.
The major celebration in the village has usually been the anniver­
sary of their arrival. As mentioned, the first year the date of their 
departure from Sweden was the occasion for festivity. We have no report 
of any commemoration for the second year, but the third anniversary cal 1 ed 
for a big celebration on July 23. A general invitation was extended to 
the American publid, and a large crowd attended. As usual the exercises
1. North Star, January 3, 187U. ~
2. AroostooE Republican, August 31, 1881.
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were held in the flag bedecked Capitol. Nils Olsson officiated,introduc- 
ing Rev. Sundell and Rev. Sleeper. Rev. Sleeper praised the colonists for 
their quick adaptation of American ways but advised them to imitate only 
our good habits and to discard our bad ones. Pastor Wiren interpreted 
these remarks in English, After closing with a hymn, the guests turned 
to the next item on the program, a feast at the Clase’s.
That year was Thomas’s last in the colony; whether there were 
celebrations in the next few years has nqt been recorded. Apparently 
for the first two decades there was a tendency to have decennial cel- 
ebrations only, although the pastors probably took opportunity of the 
date every year to speak words of encouragement.
The first grand jubilee was that of the Decennial celebration in 
1880. A committer composed of Nils Olsson, Rev. Wiren, and N.P. Class 
made arrangements for the day. The large attendance and the appreciation 
expressed by the audience testifies to the amount of labor they-put into 
the occasion. For posterity they have left a booklet, Decennial New'
2 Sweden 1870-1880 , .recording the events and speeches of the day.
Huge crowds flocked to New Sweden, huge at least for a frontier 
community on the edge of civilization. About three thousands came; by 
wagon*, coaches, carts, drays* buckboard*, hayracks, and turnouts. They 
cane from French Settlements along the St. John River, from Canada, from 
all over Aroostook, and the rest of Maine. One lady in Woodland counted 
? I* North Star,1 u23, 1873, July 30, 1873.
2. rfarie-iltalmcpist doing research in New Sweden, found only one copy 
of this booklet. Fearing it the only one extant, she had the 
booklet reprinted at her own expense, stoneham, Massachusetts, 
1931. There are however, at least five copies of the nripal 
edition in.existence.
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h92 vehicles passing her house that morning, bringing 1L4;8 people to 
join in the festival. Four hundred especially invited guests had arrived 
in Caribou from southern Maine,via the New Brunswick Railway, at four 
o’clock that morning, eight hours behind schedule.1
The procession was formed in the morning just across the town line 
in Woodland. Leading was the carriage of the founder, followed by that 
of Governor Daniel F. Davis, the members of his Council, and other guests. 
Among these were Hannibal Hamlin, United States Senator; Thomas Reed, 
Congressman; William Widgery Thomas, Sri, ex-mayor of Portland; General 
Henry Thomas of the United States Army; and Jacob Hardison of Caribou. 
Invited press members included representatives of the Portland Press 
Herald, Bangor Whig and Courier, Maine Farmer, Boston Herald, Boston 
Journal, Boston. Travellor, Bangor Commercial, Kennebec Journal^, andthe 
Aroostook Republican. The colrsnn of carriages drove across the town line, 
the horses stepping proudly and everybody beaming, William Widgery Thomas, 
p
Jr., most of all.
An arch of evergreens had been erected across the road in front of 
the newly erected Lutheran church. h©re -the crowd awaited the prbcAssion. 
As it approached, the company of Swedish cadets in blue uni forms, 
commanded by Captain Lars Inlander, fired a salute.. The flags were raised, 
and for the first time, the church bell rang out. From here the parade was 
led by the cadets to the Capitol where the first part of the exercises 
were held. As the cadets separated and cheers had been given for Mr, 
Thomas, founder and benefactor of the colony; Nils Olsson stepped forth to
1. Decennial, pp. 5>-6. ~
2. BecenniaT, pp. 6-7.
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welcome everyone to these festivities• Mrs. Thomas then spoke briefly 
in Swedish, and Governor Davis addressed his "Fellow-citizens of New 
Sweden."
The procession, re-formed and marched back to the church where the 
remainder of the exercises were held, including the dedication of the 
building. Many sat outside on plank benches or stood around the yard* 
listening but unable to get into the crowded church. The music of the 
program was provided by Jones’ Band of Caribou and by the Swedish choir 
directed by Mrs. Gottlieb Piltz
The major event of the day was a two-hour oration by W.W. Thomas, Jr., 
who presented the background and history of the colony and pictured its 
achievements. His speech fills forty pages in the Decennial booklet and 
constitutes an important source of infonnatioii about the early years of 
the settlement. In quantity it is surpassed only by his speech at the 
twenty-fifth anniversary of the colony when he included the first speech 
nearly verbatim and extended it to cover the additional years.
Like all his speeches and writing, this oration was rather flowery, 
bound to inspire the assemblage before him that day. He praised the success 
and virtues of the Swedes and proved the enterprise a success. Statistics 
and a letter were quoted to lend color to his speech. It must be remembered, 
however, that he had no reason to portray here any of the difficulties of 
the undertaking, but only the achievements.
~1. Decennial, pp. 7-10. Aroostook Republican, July 28, 1880.
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He concluded:
But the lands are here; the colony is here; the Swedes 
are coming, and the tide of immigration cannot be turned 
back. The first hard years of this colony’s life are now 
over. The work of the decade has placeed New Sweden upon 
vantage-ground. Henceforward, not only its success, but 
its happiness and comfort are assured. The past is secure, 
the future is plain.
This Swedish colony will go on and accomplish its 
mission. It will push out into these forests and convert 
tract after tract of our wilderness, into well tilled 
farms and thriving villages. It will continue to draw to 
all sections of the state the best class of immigrants— 
the countrymen of John Eriksson and the descendents of the 
hikings, and the soldiers of Gustavus Adolphus—and through­
out the future, it-will confer upon Maine those numerous 
advantages, which A steadily growing industrial population 
is sure to bestow upon a commonwealth A
There were several other speakers. Governor Chamberlain praised
W.W. Thomas and Parker P. Burleigh for the success of the undertaking, 
and evoked the spirits of Gustavus Vasa, Gustavus Adolphus, Charles XII 
Erikssony Tegner, and Jenny Lind. Colonel James M. Stone remembewcfthe 
difficulties of getting legislative action for the enterprise. Foll­
owing these speeches, dinner was served as al ays at the home of Captain 
Clase. His little daughter Elizabeth White Goddard Thomas Clase, named 
for the mother of the founder, asked the blessing upon the meal .2
Thus had passed the first ten years; and the Republican said/
‘'•••with every year’s acquaintance with their character and 
improvement, the prejudice which has been so prevalent, on 
account of the liberal policy of the State towards a body 
of foreigners, is disappearing, and a correct appreciation 
of the wisdon and policy which established them here, is 
becoming recognised and admitted.3
1. Thomas, Decennial, p. 517 T ‘ '
2. Decennial, pp. 52-56, 62.
3* AroostooR Republican, July 28, 1880.
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The following years, the anniversary was the d ate of a concert given 
by the YWCTU. It was held in the grove, and there were speeches as well 
as music. Tickets for the concert were sold at ten cents for the benefit 
of the band. In 189^ a truly American feature was added; that year a 
baseball game was played between the Woodland Comets and the local team. 
New Sweden won 5>3 to 17. There had been religious services in the 
morning and the YW program and the game were held in the afternoon 3
In 1891 the Lutheran Sewing Circle sponsored the celebration; 
plans were drawn up for a grand Quarter-Centennial celebration for the
2 following year. This celebration was to be bigger and better than ever.
Beginning at Midsummer’s in 1888, there are in the Aroostook Republican 
reports of an increasing numier of social events occuring in New Sweden. 
There had been auctions before, both those at which household goods were 
sold by ministers or others moving away from the town, and those at which 
the sewing circles'"sold their products. Now, however, this type of social 
activy became more* frequent, elaborate, and more purely social.? En­
tertainment and refreshments were added. Baskets socials, there had only 
been a few before this, became a common excuse for sociability. ' A band 
was organised under the directorship of O.M. Runnels, and on election day 
1888, they gave a fine show of their ability
This activity coincided with and was increased by the rise’of the 
YWCTU that year. The concerts they gave ‘at the various holidays and 
on other days have already been described. At the last concert they gave 
in 1889 lots were drawn on a worsted quilt. It was. won by John Holmquist 
_ 1. Aroostook Republican, July 17, 1889, July 16, 1890, July 8, 1891.
July 15, 1891, July 22, 1891, July 29, 1891.
2. Ibid., July U, 1891, July 2$, 189h.
ES*’ June 20 * 1888, June 27, 1888, August 8, 1888, August 22, 
IHdd, August 29, 1888, November 11, 1888.
y
Fig. 9. An autumn view from near the Lutheran Church in 
New Sweden.
Fig. 10. Mrs. Mathilda Anderson of
New Sweden..
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“who declined the offer of a bystander to buy it for two dollars • 1
The Lutherans gave an entertainment which netted them over sixty- 
four dollars and planned another. Surprise parties, especially for 
birthdays, and for pastors and their wives. Rev. Hellstrom was 
presented with a center table. The Sewing Circle gave Mrs. Hellstrom 
a pleasant surprise when they met at her house, producing strips of 
carpet which they sewed together and laid for her. There wdre farewell 
and welcoming parties, and housewarmings given by neighbors. One 
birthday celebration was unique; it was a pre-breakfast serenade on a 
Sunday morning. One of the ladies who were cleaning the Lutheran 
parsonage in preparation for a new minister, brought along some seeds 
and planted a flower garden. The pastor later received a fur coat and 
gloves for his birthday, and his wife was given a plush rocker On her 
birthday. The ultimate in such parties was reached in 189h when the 
congregation marched from the church to the parsonage after the service 
on a Sunday evening to present Mrs. Norberg with thirty-four cakes, forty­
seven bouquets, a poem, and twenty-five dollars. Over one hundred people 
gathered by lantern light in the summer house constructed of evergreen 
boughs. • i
As the tempo of social activity increased, so did the variety. A 
lathing bee was held at the Baptist Church. A spelling bee at the Cap­
itol almost ended in a tie between Bernard Pearson and Annie Lundvall, 
1* Aroostook Republican, June 26, 1889, July 17, 1889, December h.
Ibb9, December 11, 1889.
2. Ibid., February 5, 1890, April 2, 1890. May Hi, 1890, July 16, 
1890, September 17, 1890, June 3, 1891, July 22, 1891, July 18, 
189b.
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who were both twelve years old. The lad, who had walked six miles in 
order to be there, finally won. The YWCTU provided a lecture course 
for young people in 1891, but there is no record of what the lectures 
were. Christenings, confirmations, Sunday School picnics, all called 
for a social gathering. In 1891, the temporary minister, Rev. H. Nelson 
organized a singing school to form the basis for a new church choir
In the winter season, straw rides and oyster stews were mingled
with sleighing and sledding parties when "all kinds of boxes on runners" 
were on the roads. The Swedes were very proud of their turnouts for 
both winter and summer driving and they had a peculiar kind of sleigh/
which was the object of much curiosity. The bottom was like a common 
sled, with iron strips on the base of wooden runners, but the top was 
a large woven basket about a foot or two high of oblong shape. This 
sleigh was very light, and inexpensive since it could be made in the 
settlement. There is still one in the museum at New Sweden, a tribute 
to the abilities of these early people.2
Madawaska Lake was further developed as a watering place when a 
club house was built by A.F. Ulrich and some Caribou men. It was 
available for picnicking and outing groups. Later John Sodergren bought 
the club house and purchased the steamer Lock nae Gar for excursions on 
the lake.
Funds raised at many entertainments and auctions went to the churches,
I* January 29, IB#), June 3, 1891. August 1891, November 4,
Wl, Movember 11, 1891, June 15, 1892, June 13, 189)4, August 19, 
189U, October 3, 189k.
2. North Star, February lli, 1872, Aroostook Republican, October 7, 
1885, April 16, 1890, March 29, 1&91, December 23, 1891, December 
12, 189k.
3. Aroostook Republican, June 29, 1890, August 29, 1891, May 10, 1893.
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the Sunday Schools, or to the band. In 1890, there was an attempt to 
establish a library. King uscar of Sweden sent a box of books to Rev. 
Hellstrom that year. These were prepared for circulation by Mrs. J.B. 
Halgren, and the pastor was in charge of them. The YWCTU tried to build 
up the project by holding concerts to raise money. Byt by that time the 
YW was declining from its position as a true community organization to 
a denominational club. Its next concert was held for the benefit of 
the Sunday School. The dream of a library faded out.
Perhaps one factor in the decline of the YWCTU was its lost battle
against a new type of social entertainment to which they were opposed.
Until this time, speeches, music, songs, and refreshments were the 
program at all parties. Dancing was not allowed. Indeed, in 1891, the 
YWCTU and the churches untied in the following protest against:
The objectional course pursued by the parties who 
frequent the grove in Mr. Clase’s woods...
Whereas, certain parties in New Sweden have by 
abusing the privileges granted them forfeited the right 
to visit the grove on Mr. Landgrane’s farm, and have 
built a dancing platform in Capt N.P. Clase*s woods, a 
platform thtt is frequented by a class of young people, 
that to say the least, are not suitable cojpany for our 
brothers and sisters, and had those parties made a proper 
use of the grove, which was fitted up for the public use, 
they would never have been excluded, and as all parties are 
and will be in the future, welcome to visit the grove at all 
proper hours, as long as they conduct themselves as properly 
minded young people, therefore Resolved, That we, as members 
of a the Y and professed Christians, and as children of a 
law-abiding people, will have nothing to do with the place 
in question. Resolved, That we censure them and their doings 
as disgraceful and dishonorable til our?1 community which Mas 
hitherto had the reputation of being lav-abiding and peaceful. 
Resolved,That, in consideration of the actions that have been 
going on in that place evenings
Ibld*> February 19, 1890; July 22, 1891; February 17, 1892; 
June 1, 1892; June 8, 1892.
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and Sundays until the small hours of the morning that we 
consider it a public nuisance, and as such ought to feel 
the full force of the law, ,
COMMITTEE OF Y'S WITH HONORARY MEMBERS1’
The first notice of a dancing party recorded in the Aroostook 
Republican occurs in 1893, when a party was held at the home of Mrs. 
Iverson in Caribou. The young people were said to have enjoyed themselves. 
It was over a year later before there was a record of a dancing party in 
New Sweden. At that time there had been a basket supper at the Capitol, 
and at eleven o’clock the young people adjourned to the home of Abbia 
Wiren to enjoy a "sodial dance." The evening of the Anniversary Cel­
ebration the same group gathered for another dance. It seems plausible 
that the success of the group who enjoyed dancing helped push the Y*s 
away from the social leadership of the community, for it was in 189h 
that the organisation definitely took a back seat*
Despite the passing of the YWCTU from the limelight, 189h was a 
year of much festivity. Every week the local newspaper indicates a 
concert, parties, and much sociability. A man from Caribou, passing 
through the town one night, saw the lanteme glowing in the grove, 
the gaily dressed girls, and laughing fellows, and heard the lively music.
"This beats all,” He was heard to say* "Last time I passed through 
here the same thing was going on. I wonder if they have been home since.
The New Sweden Grange was organised at this time. Although the 
Patrons of Husbandry have never gained much of a foothold in Swedish 
communities in the country as a whole, the Grange in New Sweden has
1. Ibid.,July 22, It#!. — -----------
2. Ibid., February 1, 1893, July 2f>, 189b.
3. 1618., August 8, 189U.
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played a substantial part in the life of the town. F. 0. Landgrane, 
one of the more outstanding citizens of the villagezwas Master. 1 
Weddings, as might be expected, were the scene of colorful festiv­
ity in the community. A typical one of this early period was that of 
Olof P. Fogelin, pastor and founder of the Free Mission Church, to 
Annie B. Hedman in 1885 • Over fifty guests attend\ed from various parts 
of Maine. John Borgeson performed the ceremony. Rev. P. A. Englund 
spoke. Throughout two and one half hours of dinner, during which time 
four groups of guests were served, the party was entertained by singing 
chiefly by Mrs. C.A.A. Johnson, Miss.Ada Peterson, and Miss Hannah 
Uppling, accompanied by the ever versatile Jacob Hedman. The festivities
2ended with scripture reading and prayers.
The most humorous of these weddingsmay well have been that of Eliz­
abeth Clase and Theodore Swariberg at which the young men of the neigh-'
□
borhood gave a tin pan concert. . =
Probably the most spectacular wedding of the period was a triple 
ceremony when Andrew Olson and Hilda Anderson, Charles Ahderson and Mary 
Olson, and Ludwig Norstddt and Mary Anderson were married. It is perhaps 
worth noticing that two couples resided in New Sweden, but the Nordstedt’s 
moved to New Hampshire?1 M
The children cannot be neglected for their share in community life. 
Although in the old country it was the custom for the child to be named
1* Aroostook Republican, August 15, 1&9U, February 6, 1895.
2 • Ibid. December 10, 1885 •
3. ibid. September 28, 1892.
h. T5i37 April 19, 1893 .
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after his father’s first name/ John Pettersson’s son was Anders Johnsson, 
his son was Carl Andersson, that custom was not followed in this country. 
The first child born in New Sweden was William W, T. Persson,^son of 
Nils Persson. Most people dropped the possessive _s from their names 
so that Larsson was frequently written Larson* The latter spelling is 
now nearly universal A
Among the experiences of children, the most renowned is that of 
Christine Svensson a girl of twelve* she was sent by her father to a 
nearby spring for a pail of water. As she returned along the path in 
the forest*that afternoon, she met a mother bear and three cubs.< The 
cubs curiously approached the child, who turned and ran. Her father 
heard her call out, but soon lost the sound of her voice and could not 
find the child. She was not found until the next morning, the pail 
still clutched tightly in her bleeding hand. She looked dazed and was 
unable to sneak. After several days of illness she awoke, hardly 
certain of the reality of the event, almost believing it had been a 
nightmare.
The labor of some children, as the boy who rived shingles, has 
already been mentioned. ?or play they had skiis and sleds. Mr. Peterson 
had a heavy timber swing, somehhat like a merry-go-roud with seats at 
the ends of projecting arms, for his children.
1* Baxter, Agnes, to Lenentine, April 18, 1950. Engstrom, Elvira, 
to Lenentine, April 12, 1950. Thomas, Decennial, p. 28*
2. In his speech at the Decennial celebration Thomas gave her 
name as Selma, but in his speech;at the Quarter-Centennial 
celebration, he gave it as Christine as did otha r writers• 
Thomas, Decennial, pp. U3-U5. Thomas, Quarter Centennial, 
pp. 80-81. North~Star, June 9, 1872, June 19, 1872.
3. Mrs. C,W. Porter used this adventure as the inspiration for a 
story written for the Christian Reporter and reprinted in the 
Aroostook: Republican, December 2L, 188h. December 31, 188U.
b. Elwell, op. cit., p. >4 2.
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Early Schools in New Sweden
In order to educate the Swedish children in American life and 
manners, Mr. Thomas had established a school in the colony in the winter 
of 1871. He appointed Pastor ^iren as teacher. Mr. Wiren had lived in 
this country for three years, and having attended theological school 
here, he could speak English fluently. Mr. Thomas advised him to teach 
only English this first term, and not to instruct any other courses until 
they could be taught in English. As far as possible, all questions, 
answers, and explanations were to be in English.
Seventy-seven pupils attended this term which began November 13y 
in the upper hall of the Capitol. They were between the ages of five 
and sixteen, and were intelligent and interested. Many had to come a 
long way through the woods to reach the school. Tliose who lived in 
Woodland traveled two and one half miles to a school in that township.
The parents were eager to have their children learn English# and 
daily questioned their children to find out what they had learned 
that day. Pastor Wiren was required by the demand of the adults to 
hold an evening school for them every Monday night. This session had 
a regular attendance of twenty.1
The term closed March 15, and a public examination was held, 
according to the custom of the educational system of the time. Despite 
the stormy weather the hall was festively decorated with flags, and
~ 1. Report ot Commissioner of Immigration, 18tL, p. 11. Huff, Jean 
Keirstead, The History of Secondary“lCducation in Aroostok County 
in Maine, University of Maine Studies, Second Series, No. 60, 
Orono, March 10, 19^6, vol xlviii, No.10, pp. £8-60. Bangor Vhig 
and Courier, quoted in Aroostook times, August 18, 1871. North 
Star, January 2h, 1872, March £0, ld?2.
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other ornaments. About thirty parents were there, beaming with pride 
at the achievements of their sons and daughters. One couple had come 
on the crust five miles the previous evtng, traveling by skiis and pulling 
the baby on a sled. It was wi th shining eyes they watched their two 
children take part in the exercises.
The pupils were also proud of their accomplishments. Proudly they 
displayed their knowledge of English in a program of readings, declamations, 
recitations, and dialogues. Each child took his place on the stage, bowed, 
and spoke his piece. A couple giving a dialogue bowed first to the au- 
ience, then to each other. Among the poems recited were "Twink/*, Twinkle, 
Little Star,” “Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep,” and ” A Psalm of Life."
At the close of the program, Rev. W.T. Sleeper, editor of the Star 
was asked to give a few remarks. Although most of the parents could not 
understand English, for it was estimated that only thirty people in the 
colony could handle the language, the pupils understood him. They 
responded in chorus when a question was put to them. Their teacher then 
gave them a bit of advice, telling them to play, talk, and read in Eng­
lish. He recommended the Bible in particular because it was readily 
available in both languages.
After the program, Mr. Thomas took the opportunity to distribute 
land certificatestto new immigrants, calling the names on the envelopes 
for the smiling folk to advance to receive the claim to their new homes
In September 1872, another term of the school began. This year 
Pastor Wiren had eighty pupils. Besides English, he felt it necessary
The North Star, March 20, 1872, contained Editor Sleeper’s account 
of the examination, which was quoted in Report of Commissioner of 
Immigration, 1872, pp. 12-13.
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to teach geography and arithmetic for some of the more advanced pupils. 
Some of these scholars came five miles on skidor; it must have been a 
pleasant sight to see the row of skiis lined against the wall of the 
Capitol.3
For the first four months, the school was held at the Capitol, but 
it met for the last'three months in Jemtland for those who were unable 
to travel the four extra miles to the Center. By the end of the term, 
the students in both sections were able to read and write ’’tolerably** 
well.
The following year, Rev. Wiren taught school in Jemtland four days 
a week, hastening back to the Capitol Thursday evening by skiis in order 
to hold a session there Friday to keep those pupils from forgetting 
what they had already learn^ed. Saturday Mr. Wiren handled his share 
of administrative business of the colony, and on Sunday preached, and 
held a Sunday School. Early Monday morning he trekked back to Jemtland
3
to begin another week as teacher.
As the town was settled, schools were built in the various districts. 
In 1883, Editor S. W. Matthews of the Ar00s to ok Republican, having visited 
the Swedish schools, stated that the three schools were as advanced as any 
of the Yankee schools. Often Swedish teachers were hired. One was Mis 
Hedman, who at the age of sixteen.was teaching the Jemtland school. Prob­
ably he had been one of Mr. Wiren’s first pupiis.^
1T Report of Commissioner of immigration, 1872, pp. 13-lti. Thomas, 
Sweden and the Swedes, p. 18 2.
2. Report of Commissioner of Immigration, 1873, p. 17.
3. North Star, February 26, 1873.
U. Aroostook"Republican, July li, 1883, July 11, 1883, July 2$, 1883.
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When the Caribou *ree High School opened in 1886, New Sweden sent 
more pupils than any other town except Caribou itself. Professor W.S. 
Knowlton, who had come from Houlton to serve as principal, recorded 
that during his ten year stay in Caribou, there were always Swedish 
students in attendance. Among them was John Hedman, who from the first 
was industrious and exceedingly able. At the graduation exercises in 
1891, he presented a Latin essay ”as but a few could. The subject was 
handled in a masterly manner.1* He also gave a witty but wise class 
prophecy at Class Day exercises. He had already taught several terms 
at Districts One and Two in New Sweden, and. following graduation, he 
attended Colby College. He graduated from there in 1895 at the head of 
his class. The next year he served as an instructor of Modern Languages 
there. The succeeding year he was elected a professor and given a leave 
of absence to study at the University of Paris. There he was recommended . 
as the best student they had ever had from America, and he stood second 
in a class of six hundred. He returned home to receive a Master’s Degree, 
and although he had been invited to join the staff at Harvard, he felt 
duty-bound to return to Colby, •‘•here he taught Spanish and Italian until 
his death in 1915 ?
Other students of this period who attended college were John Larsson, 
for many years a doctor in Boston; Washington Wiren became a superinten­
dent of schools in the Philipfnes. S.P. Hedman, John Nelson, and John 
Olivenbaum were also in this group.2
1. Knowlton, William 8mith, The Old Schoolmaster, Augusta, 1905,p. 
169. Huff, op. cit., pp. 93-9U. Widbur, op. cit., p 2^2.
Thomas, Quarter Centennial, p. 89. Agoostook Republican, June 
13, 1888, March 27, 1869, May 27, 1891, September 23, 1891, Also 
an unidentified clipping in a scrapbook in possession of Mrs. 
George Fogelin, formerly belonging to Rev. Olof P. Fogelin.
2. Knowlton, op. cit., pp, 169-170. Wieden, Annie D., to Lenentine, 
April 2U, 1950.
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By the late 1880’s there were usually a winter and a summer tern 
in each school district. Many of the Swedish boys and girls, graduating 
from Caribou High School, returned to New Sweden to teach school there 
Among these was Marie Malmquist, already mentioned as a leader in the 
IWCTU, and as the founder of the Madawaska Sunday School. Miss Hannah 
Uppling was another member of the IWCTU who had attended Caribou High 
and taught for a number of years. 1
1. Aroostook Republican, June 13, lBbB, March 27, 1889, September 
b, 1889, February 19, 1890, November 9, 1890, March 2, 1892, 
October 18, 1893*
2. Ibid., June 2, 189b, August 1, 189b, September 5, 189b•“
As was true of all other phases of community life, the schools 
felt a great deal of change in 189b• Jacob Hedman and Mr. Weeden 
were employed to build a new schoolhouse in the Madawaska District, 
and another new one was built at Jemtland. New desks were put in the 
schools, and conditions were generally improved. .
It was generally recognized that through the education of youth a 
group is most quickly and effectively Americanized. The children 
learned quickly and often drew away from their Swedish. The fathers 
also came in much contact with English and learned it readily. 2It was 
the mothers who had least contact with arid less necessity for the 
foreign language, and it has always been they who have retained their 
own language longest.
X
s Expansion Beyond the Borders
The Swedish colony was never confined within the borders of New 
Sweden. Of the original group of fifty-one settlers, seven fanrH -1 ps . 
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settled on lots in the adjacent part of Woodland. No boundary has 
ever existed between the two parts of this group except for Municipal 
business. The Swedes in Woodland were granted the same privileges as 
those in New Sweden. For religious guidance and participation in 
festivities* they were part of New Sweden. For a time the church now 
at Colby Siding was in that part of Woodland, but was later moved to 
its present site. Nearly all the children attended schools in the 
Woodland township. There were shingle and lumber mills in this part 
of Woodland at the sane time as the development of mills in New Sweden 
in the early nineties. Newspaper records rarely indicated that these 
were not in New Sweden, including under the title "New Sweden," news 
about all SwedesA
Woodland had been organized as a plantation in 1861, but when the 
Swedes came to Maine in 1870, there were many vacant lots in the north­
ern half of the township where Yankee pioneers had become discouraged 
and had moved out. The Swedes.took these over, and several Swedes 
were able to buy farms in other parts of the townships Rev. Wiren was 
a notable example of these. By 1880 the population had increased 
sufficiently to allow incorporation as a town. * After 1876, the Swedes 
settling under State immigration acts had paid tames to the town of 
Woodland, and became real citizens taking an active part in municipal 
affairs.
The most outstanding Swedeffrom Woodland in these early years was 
Lars 0. Nylander, who did very fine woodcarvings from cedar. He had
1. Land Office Records. Aroostook Republican, May 2, 1883. Bangor 
Whig and Courier, quoted in Aroostook Times, August 18, 18717
2. Maine Register, 19L8?19b9> ^Poptiahd, 333. 
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exhibits in Caribou and Boston. One carving especially received much 
praise; it was a pair of horses pulling a sled load of cedar rift, with 
the driver sitting realistically on top of the load.
The Swedes also pushed to the west into T 15 R b, naming their 
settlement Westmanland after a province in Sweden. By 1892 there were 
fifty-two persons living there,'and two years later it was organised 
into a plantation. Like the Swedes in Woodland, those in Westmanland 
have looked to New Sweden for social life. For a time religious 
services were held in the homes for those who could not travel the 
distance to the churches in New Sweden, but as transportation improved, 
these groups merged with those of the mother colony. The town has 
depended upon fishing, hunting, and agriculture for its living. It is 
a good location for sportsmen for one of the Madawaska Lakes is within 
its borders. As yet the township is settled chiefly in the eastern 
part adjacent to Nev; Sweden. It has not developed sufficiently to 
become incorporated. 2 _
The township of Perham also antedated the coming of the Swedes; 
it had been settled in 1860 and organized in 1867. It has also been 
a farming community, and as the Swedes gradually filtered in, they formed 
a minority of the population, living mostly in the part of Perham nearest 
New Sweden. The arrival of the Swedish colony both directly and indirectly 
hastened the growth of the village, bringing its incorporation in 1897.
In 1880 there were Swedes in most of these towns; 210 in Woodland, 
2b in Perham, and In Caribou there were 2b. Most of the latter ware in
1. Aroostook Republican, September 21, 1887. ————
2. Ashby, pp. cit., December 8, 1910, p. Ib2. Johnson, Edwin, to
Lfenentine, April 13, 1950. Maine Register^ 19U8-»19k9.j 339.
3. Wiggins, pp. cit., p. 226.
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the northern part of Lyndon, forming with the other groups a continuous 
block of settlement,
There still remained, however, another major part of the colony to 
be settled. That was Stockholm, destined to reach the greater heighth in 
population and prosperity of the two major towns. In 1881 a group of 
Swedes moved from New Sweden to the southern slope of the beautiful Little 
Madawaska River Valley, Alfred Swenson and family, Johannes Anderson, 
My , and Mrs. Johan Lind, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Peterson, and Mr. and 
Mrs. Paul Sodergren were these first settlers buying land from A. A. 
Burleigh who with Donworth owned the entire township. It was Alfred 
Swenson who built the first log cabin in this valley where tremendous 
distances brought only wilderness to view. These pioneers called their 
colony Stockholm, Mi th visions of remembered greatness and a whisper of 
hope. A daughter of Johanes Anderson, Martha Uunnarson, still lives in 
Stockholm and is able to recall many details of life in the early days 
of Stockholm.
The early stages of growth were not phenomenal; by 1889 there were 
ff^urteen families bn the south side of the river. Shortly thereafter 
homes were built on the other side of the valley; Fred Palm was the 
first to move over, building a log cabin way up on the opposite hill. 
The bears were particularly populous at the time, so Fred left them 
their habitat and moved his own back down near the river. A settlement
£ 1* Reporl of Commissioner of lignigration, 1871, p. 11. Thomas, 
decennial, p.
2. Swenson, Mrs. Alfred (Brita), "History of Stockholm 1881," A 
two page manuscript now in possession of Mrs • Carl Tjernstrom. 
Anderson, Fritz, op. cit. Anderson, John, Interview, June 17, 
19U9. Sjostedt, Jojm, Interview, June 16, 19h9. Gunnarson, 
Martha, Interview, June 16, 19U9,
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grew up around him, and was called Uppsala.
Before makeshift bridges were built, folks waded across they river 
as they had to do during spring washouts later. A log was used for a 
bridge for a time, and when the river was high a ferry-raft was used. 
The first permanent bridge was erected in 1900. The river had a use, 
Mps. Gunnarson recalls; because there was no spring on their farm, her 
mother, as did her neighbors, washed at the river, drying the clothes 
on lines strung between the trees on the river bank.
Before the settlement developed its own institutions, their only 
link with civilization was New Sweden. Before a store opened in Jemt­
land, they had to walk to the Capitol for groceries and supplies. The 
seven mile walk, straight up over the stecrrhill for the first mile, was 
also the only way to get to church which ?most attended in New Sweden. 
The Baptist*later held small meetings in individual homes, and Mrs. 
Fogelin recalls, that her father-in-law crossed the river on a log to 
preach to the families in Uppsala. School was held for an eight week 
term in the Jemtland schoolhouse. Mrs. Gunnarsc* remembers that John 
Hedman was teaching when she attended.
In those days everything was done in the home; all the clothes made^ 
all the food cooked, and most people had their own smokehouses.to take 
care of the fall slaughter. Their wheat had to be carried to Caribou 
to be ground into flour. Life was very difficult; one lady recalls that
1. Gunnarson, op. cit. Bangor Daily News, June 8 , 19b3» Anderson, 
Kerrita, Interview, June 16, 15^9.
2. Gunnarson, op. cit. Fogelin, Mrs. George, Interview. June 18.
19U9. ---------
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she could not afford a two-cent postage stamp. Resourcefulness was 
the chief necessity for life in the wilderness. If the children were 
ill, they might die before a doctor could come from Caribou, so the 
mothers must depend upon their own remedies, the time-honored mustard 
plaster, and similar cures.A
By 1892, the settlement had grown enough, (in 1890 the population 
was sixty-six)* to allow it to be organized into a plantation. The 
first meeting was held in Mr. Swenson’s home. Frederick Anderson was 
elected first selectman, and John Berquist, town clerk, because they 
were the only two able to speak and write English. John Sodergren 
and Frederick Peterson were the other selectmen, and Alfred Swenson 
was elected treasurer. 2
XI
A Quarter of a Century
1895
The year 1895 was an outstanding year for the Swedish colony. It 
was the twenty-fifth anniversary of the founding of New Sweden, and 
the year of its incorporation as a town. The churches in town were 
undergoing a vigorous revival, and the Baptists had a new minister 
furthermore, in all phases of community life, the year just past had 
been a tremendous one.
January 29, 1895, the State Legislature passed "An Act to incor­
porate the Town of New Sweden." Under this act a town election was 
held March 6, and Lars P. Larsson, Ola H. Nelson, and Carl G. Ekman 
were elected the leaders of the town. Axel H Tornquist was chosen
1. Sandstrom, op. citl. ' —— —
2. Swenson, op. cit. Anderson, Fritz, op. cit. Bangor Daily News, 
June 8, 19h3.
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clerk, Pehr O. Julin, treasurer, and Michael Norberg, superintendent 
of schools. The school board included Frank 0. Landgrane, secretary, 
Ola H. Nelson, Lars Lundvall, Carl J. Johanson, and Alfred A. Anderson. 
Carl G. Ekman and Ola Nelson were truant officers. Anders Nelson was 
chosen collector, and he and Erik Ringdahl were constables.
The town at that time had a population of 717, with an additional
279 Swedes in Woodland, 103 in Caribou, 79 in Perham, 109 in Westman­
land, and 1^1 in Stockholm. T 16 R 4 had 8. This gives a total of 
lb $2 Swedes in the colony, while the total for the State was estimated 
at 3000. Vital statistics indicated that there had been 102 marriages, 
U81 births, and lhO burials in New Sweden, including those who had died 
in Portland, Augusta, and Boston, but who had been buried here.
There had been postal service since 1873 when Swen S. Landin, or 
his wife, made a weekly to Caribou. Later J.G. Uppling took over 
the job and did as faithfully. Some time later post offices were 
established in both New Sweden and in Jemtland.3
Surveys of industry and agriculture had amazing results to-prove
the progress being made in New Sweden. There had been 190 tons of starch 
manufactured in two factories for the past season. There were five lumber 
mills with rotary’saws, planers, shingle and clapboard machines; these 
produced 21,$00,000 shingles and 2,200,000 feet of long lumber in the 
past year. The total value of these industries was $69,070.00.
1. legislative Documents, 1895>, Senate Document Ho. lh» Quarter
. Centennial, p. 13b.
2. fhomas, ^uafrter Centennial, pp. 90-91, 96.
3* North Star, August 6, 1873. Aroostook Republican, March 30, 1887. 
b. Thomas, Quarter Centennial, p. 9b.
On fa.rwri ng acreage of 7,630 acres, had been raised crops valued at 
$16^,330.00, including hay, -wheat, rye, oats, buckwheat, and potatoes. 
The largest crop was potatoes; they raised 117,990 bushels that year. 
The largest grain crop was 60,000 bushels of oats. There were also 
large amounts of butter, cheese, wool, and many eggs produced. There 
were 6338 head of livestock, and 689 buildings in the town. Some of 
these buildings were the original log houses, although in 1891/Truls 
Person’s was the fourth to make way for a new frame house?-
There were then seven schools in as maiy districts, and four 
churches, each with barns for stabling the horses, and three parsonage 
There were seventy-one miles of road within the township, Rwetrating 
to all corners, and about half of that mileage was tumpiked in good 
condition
All this existed where twenty-five years before had been a virgin 
forest, where some spaces on the ground had never seen a sunbeam. Here 
had grown a prosperous colony.
During the winter, early in 1899, the churches of New Sweden 
experienced a period of revival. Nearly all churches participated) 
there were union meetings held by the Baptist, Lutheran, and Mission 
pastors in the schoolhouses and churches. Late in January, a week of 
prayer was held as part of the revival. Pastor J.A. Westin hadrjust 
come to serve as pastor of the Baptist church and was "doubtless a 
powerful factor in this movement."^
Ibid., pp. 92-911. Aroostook Republican, August 1$, 1891.
2. Thomas, Quarter Centennial, p. 92.
3. FyratioJSrS, pp. 11-12.
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He sang the Lord’s praises in such a charming way and 
praised his Saviour by playing on a stringed instrument 
with such clerernese, that everybody followedhim. Many 
slaves of sin fell to the feet of the Lord, it seemed 
that each individual was ready to bow for the King of 
Honor. 1
Although everybody benefited from this spiritual uplifitng, for 
some reason the revival did not result in a noticeable increase in 
church membership.2
Ahe Ladies Missionary Society had been formed within the Baptist 
Church the previous year with ^rs. Frank Liljagren as president. Mrs. 
J. Julin succeeded her now, and the organization became very active in 
this phase of religions activity, and remained a main factor inr church 
development .3
A new church had been built in 1891-1892, and in 189$ the old 
church was built over into a parsonage
The big event of the year 189$ was the grand twenty-fifth celebration. 
The ccnrnnttecfor the preparation of the annivarsary festival included 
Pastors Norberg, Fegelin, and Westin, indicating the religious nature of 
the jubilee. They have left for us a record of the celebration in the 
Story of New Sweden, edited by Stanley Estes, and included even the 
extemporaneous speeches of the day.
The celebration was magnificent, surpassing its predecessor of 1880 
by far*. All kinds of carriages and many pedestrians flocked to New 
Sweden from all direction. Guests of honor mostly came by the new
pTT271. Ibid., 
' 2. TEid.
3. Seventieth Anniversary, p. 3$. 
h. Syratio-Hrs, p. lli.
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Bangor and Aroostook Railroad to Caribou on the first express from 
Portland in a special Pullman by courtesy of the Maine Central Railroad?-
The procession was led from the Capitol to the grove by the band, 
which rode in a wagon drawn by four horses and festooned with flags 
and symbolic birch boughs, playing "Hail to the Chief#" In the grove 
a speaker’s tribune had been erected to seat two hundred people. Before 
the tribune were benches for two thousand, and the remainder stood or 
sat around on the hillsides "The woods were full of them*" 2
Mr. Landgrane was master of ceremonies, and his remarks indicated 
that forest fires in the area had caused much difficulty in preparing 
for this event. After the close of his speechzthe choir appropriately 
sang, "I Love my Home among the Hills." 3
The main speech of the day was naturally that of William Mdgery 
ihomas, Jr. He spoke for hours recording the history of the colony— 
the story of New Sweden. He was interrupted many times by applause 
which broke forth again at the end of his oration and after cheering 
for several minutes, the crowd rose en masse cheering loudly.
After many honored people were introduced, including the old 
surviving settlers. Captain blase, Nils Persson, Anders Swenssoh, 
and Truls Persson, (Nils Olsson was ill at home), there were add-it4nnal 
speeches, xhen the audience called for Mr. Thomas to^peak in Swedish.
• • . ___________________________________________________________ _ ■.
1* Quarter Centennial, pp. 9-11.
2. Ibid,, p* 12*
Jh Paid*, pp. 13-23.
h. Ibid *, p. 102.
5. Ibid,, pp. 103-131*
Fig*. 11. Father Thomas as he spoke to his "Children'in the
Woods," at the unveiling of the monument at the 
etossroad on September 26,, 1926*
(Courtsey of F.B.Thompson)
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This speech aroused great applause and laughter. 
Indeed at one part the enthusiasm reached such a 
loud point that the Swedes all stood up and cheered 
loud and long, but what it was all about the editor 
of this volume is unable to say A
The guests of the day dined and rode away; the Swedes kept up their 
merrymaking for the rest of the day, 2
XII
The Railroad Brings Prosperity
Since 1895 the Swedes have become more Americanized, gradually 
losing their individuality. Population increased; the railroad came, 
and in New Sweden, Agriculture developedxat the expense of industry. 
I* many ways they are now no different from many other Maine communities, 
but the transition is still incomplete.
Ever since railroads were first established in Maine, Aroostook 
had been agitating for a road as an outlet for her products. Proposals 
sent to the Legislature never got very far, and in 1870, the only outlet 
for the County was a branch line of the New Brunswick Railway built to 
Houlton that year. In 1876, another branch was built to Caribou from 
the Canadian border
Finally the Burleigh scheme was adopted, A.A. Burleigh of Houlton 
propated a railroad financed by the County itself. Since the road would 
terminate in Bangor, that city was also interested. Franklin Cram of 
Bangor, manager of the New Brunswick road, was especially helpful and 
later became manager of the new company. Under the charter granted by
i7“ib£d., P. 131.----------- ----------------- ---------- -------------------------------
2. TEid. . .
3. Chase, Edward E., Maine Railroads, Portland, 1926, pp. 121-122
- . Ashby, op, ,cit., May 26, 1910, p. 6$.
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the State in 1891, the State agreed to repay 95% of its taxes for twenty 
years y but almost all, the line was built by the Aroostook Construction 
Company financed by Aroostook money. Work was begun in 1892, and by 189h, 
the road was open to Houlton. The following year it was pushed to Caribou 
and Fort Fairfield. xhe Swedes in &ew Sweden began agitating for a 
branch to their township, and such a branch was built through to Van Buren 
in 1899 J
It is probably true that the establishment of the Swedish colony in 
Aroostook helped influence the advent of the railroad. Hon. Albion Little 
of Portland expressed that idea in his speech at the Quarter Centennial
2in New Sweden^. And Franklin Cram in his note of regret to the anniversary 
committee, said;
I know that the colony of ^ew Sweden has been an important 
.factor in drawing population to Northern Aroostook, and in 
part made the Bangor and Aroostobk railroad possible.h It 
is my belief that the road will bring a still greater, 
measure of development and prosperity to your model Swedish 
colony.... 3
The arrival, of the road did, as “5?. Cram predicted, help develop 
the County and the colony, for a market was opened for potatoes, lumber, 
and other agricultural and wood products.
At the time the colony was established, Aroostook was still in its 
wpod-augerM days, typified by oxcarts, wdoden beam plows and harrows. 
There were no cultivators.or horsehoes, but potatoes were planted and 
dug with a handhoe. They were hauled to market on carts, sleds, hay 
racks, stone drags, and were hauled by hdrses or oxen. The potatoes
Chase, op. cit., pp. 125-136. ** ‘ *
2. Quarter Centennial, p. 118.
3. Ibid., p. 130.
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were loaded in boxes, bags, bed ticks, or in the body of the wagon, 
and were shoveled out by the teamster, who was frequently a woman. By 
means of huge scales built in the floor the load was weighed and the 
empty wagon was weighed after the potatoes had bees shoveled out?"
It was after the railroad came, after trying to load the potatoes 
in the cars on the tracks, that potato houses developed and sidetracks 
were used. Some people discovered that flour barrels made the.most 
convenient container because they were easy to roll. there were lots 
of these empties around the grocery stores, so the method became common, 
and a barrel industry developed. Other inventions came from the County 
to make farming easier. The high jigger wagon, horse hoes, cultivators 
were devised. The Hoover digger, and then the automatic sprayers were 
used,and heavier teams employed. The number of acres which could be
2 cultivated by one family increased, and So did the harvest per Acre.
The prosperity resulting from the development of the railroad and 
improved agriculture was felt in the Swedish towns as well as the rest 
of the County. The Swedes as a whole, however, have never goneas far 
in a one-crop direction as has the rest of the area.
In additoh to'the Bangor and Aroosto‘ok Railroad, an electric rail-way 
was extended to New Sweden from Presque Isle in 1911, connecting the town 
with the Canadian Pacific Railroad in Presque xsle. This haw givenan 
alternate shipping^outlet, a handy weapon against the Bangor and Aroos-
3 took, and one which has been used.
1. Ashby, op. cit., July 7, 1910, p. 81. ’ ’ •...............
2. Ibid., December 8, 1910r~December 15, 1910, pp. Ikh-l)i5.
3. Wiggins, (Collins), op. cit., pp. 60-61. Widbur, op cit., p. 239.
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In Stockholm, in addition to agricultural development, industry 
came on the heels of the railroad. Allen Quimby, Sr., established the 
Standard Veneer Company in Stockholm in 1902, before the railroad had 
built a station. The mill then used only birch and represented a 
$7000 investment. Logs were hauled to the mill, and made into a 1/20” 
single-ply veneer shipped to perforated chair seat manufacturers in 
New York. This mill was followed by a starch factory in 190h, but in 
1909 it was converted into the Standard ^ox Company with $3000 invested 
in a five story building. This had open slot floors, and drying racks 
extending to the celling, where veneer dried on edge. A similar plant, 
the winterville Veneer Company, was dismantled in 1910, and re-erected 
in Stockholm. All three companies were merged to become the Allen 
Quimby Company. Wile this change was in progress, it burned, January 
1910, but it was quickly rebuilt.
Another plant was built to make clothespins, rick-pole and peavy 
handles> whiffletrees, snowshoes, and perforated chair seats. These did 
not prove to be very successful, so the plant was converted into a long 
lumber mill./ At the Box Company plant, cleated plywood boxes with spruce 
cleats were* made and shipped to phonograph companies. Company houses, 
and a company stores were erected and operated, Nick Wessel being in charge 
of the company store.
At the peak of this industrial development in Stockholm, the company 
employed 330 &en and women, chiefly men. With the adoption of better
«1. Winchell, Thomas, to^Lenentine, October 26, 19h9. "
2. Winchell, to Lenentine, October 26, 19h9, November 7, 19U9. 
Anderson, Merrita, op. cit.
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machinery, this number was cut to 270» Steam log haulers were used to 
convey the logs to the mill. These locomotives, with caterpillar treads 
had sled runners on the front, and could pull up to ten sleds. It was 
estimated that for every man in the mill, ano they was needed in the woods. 
Cutting and yarding lasted until January when the deep snows made this 
difficult, and the logs had to all be out by the end of March when the 
snow melted. Since hardwood logs cannot be driven, there were no river 
drives•
Early in the spring when the rush came, extra men were employed to­
nights at S3.00 for a man and his team. Mrs.. Sandstrom remembers that 
her husband and the horses came home ice to the knees, and that she took
9
care of the horses and other chores so her husband could sleep days• r
This was the general period of the influx of French Canadian workers 
into this country, and the French followed the mills into Stockholm. 
Although a few families had moved in around 190h and 1905, the major 
immigration was during the period 1915 to 1920. They came from St. 
Agatha, Frenchville, and Fort Kent. These French as permanent workers 
replaced the Fwedes in the mills, for the Swedes had worked only until 
they had saved enough to buy a farm.
The first store in Stockholm was opened in 1899-1900 by the Anderson 
brothers, Lewis and John, on the south side of the valley. Later on the/
two split their business, and John moved to the other side of the river 
among the stumps and swamp cedars. Here he built his own stored a larger
1. Winchell to Lenentine, November 7, 19U9. ~-
2• Sandstrom,^op. cit•
3. Winchell to Lenentine, November 7, 19h9. Anderson, Fritz, op.cit.
Bossie, Edwin, Interview, June 18, 19b9.
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one. 1
Many stores sprang up as a result of the mushroom growth of the 
town after the mills and the French came in. In 1916 Peterson and 
Anderson had a clothing store , and among their wafces offered one- 
button union suits. The Standard Veneer Company store offered general 
wares; Lewis Anderson1 had a general store and sold sporting goods and 
auto supplies. John Anderson advertised his fine groceries. W.W. 
Ketchum and J.F^ Ellis both had barber shops and sold cigars, and Ellis 
also had a pool room. B.P. Ray considered his the ’’Best Market in
2Town," and S.W. Coates was the proprietor of a restaurant.
John Anderson built himself an electric plant to supply his home, 
his store, the Lutheran Church, and a few other homes. The Standard 
Veneer Company also had a plant to supply their factory, store, and
3
houses.
In the early 1920’s, the Oddfellows built a hall and operated it for 
ten years. The n the Eureka Club was organized, mostly by the same men, 
and usedthe hall for themselves arri as a theatre. Madawaska Lake was 
built up; a couple of sets of sporting camps were opened, one owned by 
Wessel, another by Lawson. At that time the chief stopping place for 
tourists or visitors in towns was at Nick Wessel’s; he operated his home 
as an inn. His wife was famous' for her meals.
By 1920 Stockholm had forged ahead of New Sweden in population and
1. Anderson, John, op. cit. Anderson, Merrita, op. cit. Anderson, 
Fritz, op, cit.
2. An advertising sheet announcing a play being put on by the 
grammar school, 1916, from Adele Tail’s scrapbook.
3. Anderson, John, op. cit.
h. "Stockholm Fourth of July Celebration, 192$,n a booklet in Adele 
Tail’s scrapbook. .
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in business activity. Her population in that year was 1038 as compared 
to 96U in New Sweden; ten years later Stockholm had 1101, and New Sweden 
had 893 people. The year 192$ has been estimated as the peak year for 
Stockholm, and many feel that the population was probably nearly 1300. 
The mills were prosperous, and all seemed well?*
However, in 1926 the Veneer Company sold out to the Atlas Plywood 
Corporation who took over the plant. They operated it until 1932, when
2they moved it to Houlton. It was during their first year of operation 
in Stockholm that a Mrs. Bumpus wrote an article for the Bangor Daily 
News describing the "Veneer City." The company had, according to Mrs. 
Bumpus, who visited the mill, the biggest hardwood veneer mill ip the 
State. Their main building was 3$0 x 90 feet, and was two stories high* 
In addition there were five warehouses. About two hundred Workers were 
employed ip the mill. Arriving at the mill,she first saw a pile of 
logs sixty feet high, containing several .million feet of lumber.
She describes the veneer making process from the soaking of the 
logs in the steam baths, through the peeling operations, the sawing, 
sizing and drying of the thin sheets. In the glue room l$00 pounds of 
glue were used daily in making three-ply veneer. In the box division 
about three hundred barrels of nails were used every day.
The mill was conveniently located between the river and the rail­
road where six cars could be loaded at once. The company also owned
3their own trucks arid horses, garages and stables.
1* ^aine Register, 19M-191d?, pp. 329, 317* Anderson, Fritzr op. 
/cit* Anderson, John, op. cit.
2. Peltier, Frank, to Denentine, October 17, 19h9>
3* Bangor Daily News, October 28, 1927.
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The transference of the veneer mill marked the beginning of the 
end for Stockholm as an industrial village* The Atlas Plywood Corpora­
tion moved out in 1932. Samuel Collins of Caribou came in shortly after 
and opened a long lumber and shingle mill, but he could not get the stump­
age he needed, and when the mill burned in 1939, he never inbuilt it. Now 
there is only a part-time long lumber mill in operation there. There 
were various reasons for the failure of the mills. First of all they used 
mostly birch which was not too plentiful. The opening of the Panama Canal 
dealt a death blow to many lumber concerns in the East and the emphasis 
shifted to the west coast. Lumber concerns here sold their timber lands 
to paper companies.^
The French people followed the mill out. In 19h0, the population of 
Stockholm was 891, .while that of New Sweden was 8Hh. The French population 
is less than a third of what it was at the peak of mill: activity. 2
XIII
. Religious Activity in Liter Tears
The Baptists were the first of the Stockholm church groups to with­
draw from membership within the New Sweden assemblies. Their first official 
meeting was November 3, 190h, and was held at the home of lewis Anderson. 
Eighteen members organized their church, k building committee went to 
work the following year, and during 1905 Rev. Lundeen served the Baptist 
groups in both towns • From the beginning many of the services and indeed/
most of them were in English, for the founders^ were nearly all native-born
__—___ _ _____ _____
1. Sjostedt, John, op. cit^ Anderson, Fritz, op. cit. Anderson, 
John, op. cit.
2* M^ine Register, 19U8-U9, pp. 329, 317* Anderson, ^errita, op. cit.
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Americans of Swedish parentage.
Even before the church was established, a Sunday School had been 
organized in Stockholm by Olof Sodergren in 1897* lb met in the homes 
and schoolhouses until the church was finished in 1906. ?
In 190^ the Baptists at Jemtland began a drive, sponsored by the 
Sewing Circle in Jemtland, for a chapel of their own for the Sunday 
School and for preaching. In 193^ another chapel was erected in the 
B & A District to house the Sunday School there. These chapels have 
been necessary because of the rural character of the community.3
In 1910, Rev. O.C. Wieden, a former menjisr of the Jemtland Sunday
School, h— came to replace Rev. Lundeen in 1910. He remained in 
service at the church in New -weden until 1926, the longest pastorate 
in the history of the church. He was succeeded by Rev. Lysell, who 
left in 1928. Rev. Westin returned briefly to fill in until Rev. Heiman 
Litorin could arrive. In 1933, Rev. Ernest Olson came to serve both 
churches. The church history does not indicate why the same minister 
should again serve both, but since the date coincides with the depression, 
the financial problem was probably solved that way. k
The Ladies Aid Society of New Sweden was reorganized in 1908 with 
Mrs. Andrew Johnson as president. Under the new system then inaugurated, 
the group met twice a month for sewing sessions.
The women had their clubs, the young people their Endeavor ’groups, so
^yratb°-ars, pp. 26-27. Protocols, of the Baptist Church in 
Stockholm, translated for me by Rev. Karl Lundh. Also, Lundh, 
Rev. Karl, Interview, June 18, 19h9.
2. ratio-hrs, pp. 18-19.
3. Ibid., pp. 17-18.
h, Ibid., pp. 13, 25. Seventieth Anniversary, pp. 16-17.
5. Fyratio-hrs, pp. 20-21.
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in 1936 the Brotherhood Society was organized in an attempt to bring 
the men into active service in the church. It was not very successful.
• • > - 4 '
Stockholm had a similar set of clubs. In 1911, the Baptist Church 
there had a membership of 51, and supported a Sewing Circle of ten 
members, a Missionary Society of twenty-five, and a Singing Club of fifteen
2
members•
The Swedish Baptist New England Conference with which the church 
had cooperated, held its annual meeting in New Sweden June 21 to 21i, 
1906. Nils Olsson, now eighty-five years old, was there to greet the 
delegates with tears in his eyes at this recognition of the little group
□ 
he had served at the beginning.
Then in 1911, the year after the town had had its fortieth celebration, 
the Swedish Baptist Church had its own celebration. Ten days of festive 
activity filled the church with large audiences from June 22, to July 2, 
1911.
According to the Protocols of the Oscar Frederick congregation in 
Stockholm, a small group of members of the **ew Sweden Lutheran Church 
withdrew to form their own organization. They held meetings with this in 
view? as early as November 2, 1905, when a group met and decided to try 
to form their own church in order to "get the benefits of a heavenly 
meeting house.” Signing the petition in 1906, were Olof Lind, Carl 
Sandstrom, Anders Gunnarson, Adolf Beckstrom, C.L. Beckstrom, John
1. Seventieth Anniversary, p. 37.
2. fyratlo-%rs, pp. £6-^7.
3. tbid., pp. 25-26.
U. Ibid., pp. 23-2h.
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Sjogren, Olof Swenson^ Olof ^nderson, J.E. Soderstrom, John Dalilin, 
and H.P. Randolph. The organizing meeting was held January 5> 1907. 
Olof Lind served as first secretary, and Axel P. Bjorkman was pastor. 
Membership was thirty-six at that time. Land for a building was 
donated by Olof Lind and Olof Swenson "as a gift for the caning gen­
eration.” John Sjogren donated some lumber and the other promised 
$30.00 payable in labor or in cash. Most of it was taken in labor. 
At one time construction had to stop because of lack of window and 
door frames; the steeple was not added until later, and the bell was 
obtained by subscription. To prove that his interest in the Swedes 
did not end in New Sweden, W.W. Thomas, Jr., presented the church with 
an organ
The two congregations early formed one parish, and one pastor 
served both, his salary being split between the New Sweden and the 
Stockholm churches. Somewhat later there was a split within the 
parish and two ministers were hired. Since Stockholm could not afford 
to pay the entire salary without aid, the Lutheran Board of Missions 
recommended strongly that the two congregations rejoin under one pastor 
The towns finally decided in 1935 to do so, provided that they could 
have a minister speaking both English and Swedish.
There is an amusing item about the name of the Stockholm church*,
1. Protocols, of the Lutheran Church in Stockholm, translated for 
-me by John Sjostedt.
2. Gustafson, Rev. Nore G.,(Secretary of the Lutheran Board of 
Missions)> to Mrs. Hjalmar Carlson,(Secretary of Oscar Fred­
erick Church), September 19, 1935• Henry Anderson to Mrs. 
Carlson, Ocotber 2, 1935. Henry Anderson to Rev. Gustafson, 
October 7, 1935. Mrs. Carlson to Rev. Gustafson, October 26, 
1935. (The last two are copies of the originals).
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several times there have been attempts to change that name,for Oscar
Frederick was not an especially good king to be honored by having a 
church named for him.^
It is significant, I think, in the development of the town and 
the church, that the records of the minister and of the Sewing Circle 
were written in Swedish, while those of the Luther League (Young People’s) 
and the Sunday School were written in English.
These youth groups had a nuirber of programs and activities within 
the church, and with the Baptist groups, too. For example, the two 
groups frequently cooperated on Christmas programs. Sunday School 
picnics in the early days were the events of the season. Everyone went 
in wagons and hayracks t. The picnics were held at Madawaska Lake, and 
the whole town gathered there. Everyone went in swimming,too. If the 
ladies did not have bathing suits, they went in with their petticoats 
on. One lady remembered once using a tablecloth pinned around her as
2a bathing garment. But everyone had such "funI
Just as Lewis Anderson built up the Baptist Church on the south 
side of the valley, his brother John became the pillar of the Lutheran 
Church on the north side of town. He and his wife took care of church 
visitors. For thirty years he served as treasurer, and she handled the 
Sewing Circle. In those days the minister had to come by team from 
New Sweden and spend the night, and as the minister in the summer was 
a theological student, Mr. Anderson fixed up a room in his attic for 
the pastor. And he was the father of eight children! Winters, "he
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It was under Rev. Mallard Nelson in 1937 that English became a 
permanent fixture of the church. Although there had been some English 
used in the twenties and thirties, it had not been much. Following 
1937, with Rev. Nelson’s service in both churches, the records are 
in EngLish. .^his is in keeping with the policy of the Swedish Luth­
eran Church in America, for it was not until 1921 that that group 
recognized the need for English to be learned.
In 1920, the Free Mission Chc/rch of ^ew Sweden joined the ' 
Congregationalists. Later, in line with the decline of Congregationalism 
when it began losing its fundamentalism, and Pentecostal groups were 
making inroads on it, the church followed most of the rest of the original 
Mission Churches into the Eastern Mission Association in 19bh, and in 
19b7, it joined the Evangelical Mission Covenant Church of America. 
Although they are "probably” not officialy removed from the Congrega- 2 
tionalists, they now have no link with them. The Mission Covenant Church 
has frequently been called the Swedish Mission because so many Swedes 
have belonged to it. But now the language is dropping out, and everywhere 
these churches tend to become a community church.
In Stockholm, the third church* was the Catholic. The first service 
was held in 1909 by a priest from Caribou. The first resident priest was 
Father Cromellion who held services up over the barber shop and pool room 
in the hall where movies were shown on weekdays. When that building was 
torn down, the Catholics met in the Eureka Hall. In 1928,they built their 
church on the * -South hill of the valley • As the mill was then running
5-* Stephenson, op. cit., p. 227. Nelson, ^bert, to Lenentine, Apr- 
il 7, 1990. Bangor Daily News, September 21, 19hh.
2. Johnson, Edwin, to Lenentine, April 13, 1990.
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there were about 131 families, a total of ?00 people, belonging to the 
church. The building was a large one, for there were no indications 
that the congregation would not continue to be as large. The building 
was never completely finished inside until last year. The present 
priest, Father Cyr, has cut off half the building, using the rear half 
as a recreation center. With the removal of the mills and the loss of 
population, there are now only three hundred members.
XIV
Education 1895-1950
Like many schools in Maine at this time, the Swedish schoolswere 
district schools. These were one-room buildings, or, as in the Capitol, 
held in one room, heated by jacketed stoves. The interior of the walh 
were covered with sheathing paper, and the black boards were simply 
that--painted boards. The old double seats were still used. Outbuildings 
were usually in poor condition. ^he schoolhouse itself sat close to the 
road with a small rough playground studded with rotting stumps. There 
were nine of these schools in New Sweden in 1895*^
Teachers in these schools were usually Swedish girls or men who had 
grown up in this town, and attended Caribou High School or Ricker Class­
ical Institute • Ricker offered a Normal Training Course which many 
took. Often students taught during vacation or took a term off from 
their own education.3
The school board and a school supervisor.were elected in town 
meeting. The pastors were usually on the board, and not infrequently
1. feossie, op. cit.
2. New Sweden *Town Report, 1916-1917, p. .20; 19OLi-O5, p. 12; 
1913-lh, pp. 21-22; 1918, p. 18.
3. Ibid., 1897-98, p. 11.
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one was the superintendent, as Rev. Norberg was in 1895. N.E. Ringdghl 
was the first to hold the position for several consecutive years in 
190h to 1907.1 23
1. New Sweden Town Report, 1901-02, pp• 16-17• Quarter Centennial, 
p. 13U.
2. New Sweden Town Report, 1909-10, p. 20; 1910-11, pp. 26-29; 1912, 
p. 23.
3. Ibid., 1902-03, p. 12, 1899-1900, pp. 16-17.
The school year was usually- twenty-eight weeks divided into a summer 
term of twelve weeks and a sixteen week winter term. It had only been a 
short time before that the school year had been lengthened from eighteen 
to twenty-eight weeks. Each superintendent advocated a longer year, and 
in 191^ Superintendent Norton was asking for a thirty week year, when
o Stockholm already had thirty-six weeks and Woodland had thirty-one.
There was a real need for this extra time, otherwise the students were 
not as well prepared for high school, and it was necessary to have nine 
grades.to make up for it.
Attendance in the early part of this period was rather poor, espec­
ially in winter. In 1899 one school had fifty-two students registered 
for the winter term with an average attendance of twenty-nine. The 
cold, and the sickness often accompanying it, often caus^/the school to 
close down for a week or two at a time.3
Direct supervision of the schools came for the first time in 1910 
when the ^nion system was adopted. Following this a number of improve­
ments were begun. The old schoolhouses were gradually replaced; a new 
one was erected at the Center in 1913-1U which was deemed very modern
Fig. 12. Veterans' Memorial Gate at 
the entrance to Thomas P rk, New Sweden,.Maine.
Fig.. 13. Kaffe Stugan,.operated by Henry Anderson,, New 
Sweden.
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with its steel ceiling and real slate blackboards. It cost $1582.60 
to build. The question of consolidation came up the following year, 
because of the poor condition of the rest of the buildings, but the 
problem of transportation seemed overwhelming so they continued to 
replace the old schoolhouses. 1
The students themselves took over the problem of beautifying 
their schoolrooms. By holding sociables and concerts they acquired 
funds to buy pictures, hanging lamps, libraries, and even organs. 2
The educational needs of children of Swedish rural homes received 
a good deal of attention during World War I. Superintendent Nieven 
in 1916 urged the teaching of studies with more attention to the real 
needs of the pupils, and asked for special emphasis on spoken English 
for these students coming from Swedish families. His successor, Elfrieda 
Neilander lengthened the school year*>and put the schools on a complete 
graded basis.3
By 1925 the school system was typical of that of rural areas in the 
State. All the traditional American holidays were celebrated, and school 
attendance had become more regular. The school teachers were hit vey 
hard by the depression and took three salary cuts during the year of 1933- 
311, lowering the average salary to nearly half its original amount, so 
that at the end of the year, teachers wages were from $10.50 to $13.00 
per week. It took a long time to pull back up to the previous level, and it 
was completed only by the prosperity which came with the beginning of 
another world war.
J* I^13-lh, pp. 7-8; 19111-15, p. 19.
2* 1901-02, pp. 16-17; 1902-03, p. 17.
Ibld*> 1915-16, p. 18; 1920, p. 2h; 1920-21, pp. 33-35.
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The Stockholm pupils had attended the Jemtland school until 
the Berquist school in Stockholm was built in 1896. After its or­
ganization as a plantation, and upon its rapid development into a village, 
two additonal district schools were built in 1902 and 190£-06. The 
latter was really a consolidated school, and when it burned in 191b, it 
was replaced by a four-room building, which supplemented in 1927 by 
a two-room building, served the village well?
District schools have not been as necessary for Stockholm, for it 
is a true town with the population clustered in one corner of the town­
ship, and most areas within easy reach of the central school. New Sweden, 
on the other hand, branched out early in al directions, and many areas 
were too far away from the center to have been able to be served by a 
consolidated school at this time.
As late as 192^, children entering school could not speak English. 
They learned very quickly, however, and ltrs. Sandstrom , who learned 
English from her children, says that it seemed like only two or three 
weeks until they were really speaking English. Now, students entering 
school cannot speak Swedish, in most-instances. 3
From the beginning a number of students attended the neighboring 
high schools from New Sweden and Stockholm. Beginning in 1912, there 
was much agitation for a high school in their own town. The proposal 
never seriously interested a majority, and they seem to have long since 
given up the idea. Stockholm established a three year high school , 
but later decreased it to a two year program. Many of the New Sweden 
students go there for their first two years, then both groups attend
1. Anderson, Fritz, op7 cit. Swenson, op. citT
2. Anderson, Fritz, op. cit. Anderson, Merrita, op. cit.
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Caribou, Washburn, Presque Isle, or Sicker, 1
Surprisingly enough, the Swedes as a whole have not been as
interested in education as they ought to be • Yet they are proud of 
the achievements of their youngsters who frequently have honor parts
in high school. The erection of the new consolidated school in New 
Sweden this year way very well be praised, not only as an achievement, 
but as the beginning of a realization of the importance of adequate 
educational opportunities.
XV
Social and Historical Interests
The Swedes in New Sweden, and more especially in Stockholm, have 
lost most of their old customs. But not all; Coffee at three o’clock 
is still fairly common among the older people. Church weddings are 
often sponsored by friends and relatives who decorate the church. No 
invitations are sent out; all who come bring refreshments under the 
supervision of the church refreshment committee. Thus, as a church 
project, it is possible to have a lovely wedding for a song. There are 
still surprise birthday parties held in both towns, especially for the 
older people. All the relatives attend these parties, which are often 
held on the Sunday nearest the birthday. Indeed, the one having the 
birthday is almost expected to invite his friends in to help h-im 
celebrate.
Historical celebrations of the anniversary of the founding of the
1. New Sweden Town Report, 1909-16,"^. 20; 1912? p, 26; 1913, pp.
50, 3S; 1916-17, p. 28; 1903-Ok, p. 9; 1920-21, p. 3h. Bangor 
Daily News, June 6, 19h3
2. Anderson, Merrita, op. cit.
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Swedish colony continued to be Observed. Every year since 1922 a 
union religious service has been held in the grove on the nearest Sun­
day. Every five and ten years a bigger celebration takes place. These 
have been financed by town appropriations. 1
About 1920 a group of people in New Sweden became interested in 
keeping historical objects, and commemorating historical places and 
events • Every year they tried to gain permission from the town to put 
appropriate markers on aH historical spots. W. W. Thomas had given 
the town the grove to the east of the Capitol, where the easterly 
slope of the hillside fonns a natural amphitheatre, and this became 
Thomas Park.
It was not, until an historical society was organized that real 
efforts could be made and achievements realized. The Sons and Daughters 
of the Colony of New Sweden, Maine was organized in 1929 with a purpose 
of protecting the memorable places in the colony. In 1920, Thomas had 
sent a check for two hundred dollars for a monument at the crossroads 
on the spot where the colony had first stopped. In December 1929, he 
wrote toixthe newly formed Historical Society that a boulder from New 
Sweden ought to be placed on the spot, but he could not remember having 
seen a big enough boulder on the township. A granite monument was un­
veiled in September 1926, the first real achievement of the Society.
Their next struggle was for the preservation of the Capitol. The
1. Portland Sunday Telegram, July 21, 1929.
2. Dloomstrand, John, Interview, October 29, 19h9* New Sweden 
Town Report, 1920-21, p. 39.
3. 'thomas to Hew Sweden, October 30, 1920. Thomas to Historical 
Society, December 17, 1929. Manuscript recording details about 
the Historical Society, in Collections of Historical Society at 
the Museum. Portland Sunday Telegram, July 21, 1929. 
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building was unsafe for large public gatherings and could not be used 
as a town hall. At a special town meeting in 1931 it was voted to 
destroy the building and make way for a new town hall. Indignation was 
registered all over the State. The Governor expressed his willingness 
to lead a li^t of subscribers to preserve the Capitol, with a *substan- 
tial donation.” Mrs. Thomas donated $22b2.00 and ^7h2.OO was used 
from the Thomas Fund, a bequest of $10,000 left by W.W. Thomas in his 
will to New Sweden, to be used for the upkeep of Thomas Park and for 
other historical purposes. xhomas had died in 1927, and the fund had 
been invested in bonds. By using some of that money, and with the 
generous donations of those who were interested in preserving the 
historical building, the Historical Society was able to save the Cap­
itol. The Society asked the town for, and received permission to, 
use the building for historical purposes. Since then it has been the 
New Sweden Historical Museum and the headquarters of the Historical 
Society. 1
The Society took part in the Tercentary Celebration of New Sweden, 
Delaware by sending John Bloomstrand as a delegate to the festivities 
there, and by preparing a scrapbook on New Sweden, Maine. A small 
celebration was also held here. 2
The historical Society tried to get permission to preserve the 
Jepson log cabin and to move it to the park, but the town refused to 
grant their wish. 3
1. Bloomstrand, op. cit. New Sweden Town Report, 1931, p. Mi.
1931’, April’ 25^1931’ 23 ’ Bang°r Dally Commerc^al, April 22,
2. Bloomstrand, op. cit.
3. Ibid. New Sweden Town Report, 19h0, p. Ij.5.
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These Swedes realize that soon they will have nothing left to?give 
them cultural distinction. Only by looking back to what they were, and 
to what they have had, can they prove that they are different; for they 
differ in that they have been different. Their origin was unique in the 
history of the State. Their background was unlike anything else in 
Maine or Aroostook. Never before had the State planned the mass 
importation of an agricultural colony. Nogfroup* since then? has Settled 
in a remote spot, proceeded to master the forest, and created a thriving 
community within a portion of a lifetime. For these reasons they are 
different. Thus when the Historical Society fought to preserve the 
Capitol they were fighting to maintain their identity. That some of this 
identity had already been lost only emphasized the increasing danger of 
Idsingctheir traditions and cultural heritage forever. Too many in 
these Swedish communities are ready to scoff at tradtions, old customs, 
become lost in the
melting pot, to merge their identity in the American race, to become 
an image of every other citizen in every Maine community.
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Some of the Swedish People of Northern Maine
As the position of the Swedish settlements has been rather a 
unique one in Maine History, it is to be expected that among their 
people have been those, who stand out as*leadersa exceptional citizens, 
or as peculiar individuals.
Among the first of the settlers of New Sweden to win notice as 
a leader was Rev. Andrew Wiren, already mentioned as pastor, teacher, 
and member of the governing committee in the early days of the colony. 
His house was one of the most comfortable homes in the settlement, and 
his farm was the most extensively cultivated. In 187h, he married the 
daughter of W.A. Vaughn, proprietor of the Vaughn House in Caribou. 
In doing so he set an example for his parishioners, for this was the 
first example of intermarriage of the newcomers with local Americans.
Mr. Wiren gave up the ministry,and in 1881, the Wirens moved to 
CariboU where they built a handsome house on New Sweden Street. In 
Carihou, Mr. Wiren went' into business with a Mr. Johnson, opening a 
general store where they were willing to accept grain and shingles in 
exchange for groceries and other wares. The Wirens soon began spending 
winters in Florida where they purchased farm and raised a variety
o 
of fruits.
Rev. Wiren took his talents elsewhere, but another minister 
served New Sweden for a life-time. Rev. Olof P. Fogelin was pastor of
1. North Star, April 10, 1872; April h, 187U.
2. Aroostook Republican, September lli, 1881; October 25, 1882; 
March lh, 1883; March 21, 1883; June 3, 1885; July 1U, 1886, 
November 17, 1886.
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the Free Mission Church for over twenty-six years. He had been born 
in Sweden in i860, and came to this country with his parents in 1871. 
At the age of twenty he was converted, and began to take an active part 
in religious meetings of the mission group. The elders urged him to 
preach, but he consented only after they had laid their hands on him 
and prayed for him. The society was then organized as the Free Mission 
Church, and he served faithfully for over a quarter of a century. Even 
after retiring, he continued to be active, filling in vacancies, and 
willing to serve at any time, until he died in 1917 A
Marie Valborg Malmquist grew up in New Sweden* attended Caribou 
High School^ and Salem Normal School, and taught school in New Sweden 
and Massachusetts for a number of years. Her religious interests early 
came to the fore as indicated when she established the Baptist Sunday 
School in the Madawaska district. it-
In 1917, at the death bed of Rev. Fogelin, she experienced what 
she believes was a visitation of the Redeemer. She again felt a 
similar presence in January 1918 at the birth of an infant. Since then 
she has felt it her mission to "MAKE KNOWN TO THE WORLD AT LARGE the fact 
that WHAT THE WORLD HAD ACCOMPLISHED UP TO 1917, AND THE WORLD ITSELF, 
despite its shortcomings, deserved the blessing THE REDEEMER OF THE WORLD 
pronounced upon it at that time."
She carries out this mission by writing; most of her work consists
1. Nordberg, ftev. N.E., a newspaper clipping on the death of Rev. 
Fogelin. Also a clipping dated December 9, 1910. Bull, Wilbur, 
to Mrs. O.P. Fogelin and Family, January 2, 1918.
2. Malmquist, Marie, The Larger Dura, Part One, 19hh, p. 8.
3. Ibid., p. 10. Malmquist, Marie, The Lesser Dura, (No date given, 
. but it is earlier than The Larger Dura.
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of pamphlets, verse, and songs. She has also gathered material for a
1 
history of New Sweden, but has not published it yet. Her work reflects
her background, and her feelings about her mission in the world:
We know not yeti But we shall know
How near to God we mortals go.
We may not lift the fated screen 2 
That veils the view we have not seen.
Again:
Christ. The babe in the manger
Is here in the world today;
Not as a helpless Stranger
Asking for leave to stay,;
But as a gleaming Presence,
The Glory and Light of the World* 
Of goodness and beauty the Essence, 
His banner o’er all is unfurled
One of the more interesting of her poems is one called, ”A Model
Invasion.” It describes a new invasion by Norsemen, comparing the settlers
in New Sweden to the Vikings and the Normans, except that this new invasion
was a peaceful one:
In this Model Invasion no one was robbed, 
No one slaughtered, and no one mobbed, 
America thanks to you.^
In her own way, Miss Malmquist continues to tell the world that all
is not lost, undismayed at the lack of attendtion'displayed by her
audience.
There has been no reincarnation of John Ericsson, but New Sweden
had had a few inventors. Arthur W. Weedin, was a New Sweden lad who
1. Malmquist, Marie, to Lenentine, January, 1950.
2. Malmquist, Marie, ”When We are Gone!” Carnal Avenue, World Echoes, 
C, (World Echoes is published in four issues, A,B,C,D), l&il, p.21.
3. Malmquist, Marie, ”Yuke Thoughts,” Beads Whereon to Pray, World 
Echoes, B, pp. 21-22.
I*. Malmwulst, Marie, "A Model Invasion,” Forest Echoes, Aroostook, 
19L5, pp. 11-18, quoted lines, p. 18. She has also published, 
LapptAcke, Nya Sverige, 2 vols, 1928, and 1929.
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later moved to Massachusetts. He,too, wrote religious poetry, but hiss 
mind was also creative along mechanical lines. His most spectacular 
discovery was "How to Tri-sect, Geometrically, Any Given Angle," convincing 
himself, if no one else, that he had found the answer to the age old 
problem
The other outstanding Swedish inventor of the settlement was F.O.
Landgrane, important citizen, town officer , correspondent for the 
Aroostook Republican, master of the Grange, and owner of the picnic 
grove. He invented a fare box, a change gate, a safety brake, and 
automatic bells for street railway cars. In 1889, he placed a |2000 
order with the Howard Street Railroad Company in San Francisco, and 
another order with Carter Brothers, manufacturers of street railway 
equipment. That year he went to California to superintend the manufacture 
of his inventions.
Two years later he left again. This time he went to New York
to supervise the manufacture of his newest invention, a potato digger. 
There is no record of the success of his devices, but his activity 
and enterprise is worthy of mention.
A number of Swedish sons have joined the professions successfully. 
John Hedman has already been mentioned as a professor at Colby. Melvin 
Anderson and Richard Nelson have done well as lawyers. Christian Nelson 
and the late John Larsson both successfully practiced medicine.
Ellen Peterson graduated from Colby in 1907, and taught at Coburn
1. Malmquist to Lenentine, January 1950. Weedin, Arthur W., a 
clipping from an unidentifiable newspaper* Aroostook Republican, 
March IL, 188?.
2. Aroostook Republican, November 6^1889; February 25, 1891; 
January 27, 1092.
3. Wieden, Mrs. Annie D., to Lenentine, April 2h, 1950.
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Classical Institute for a short time. She then became a missionary in 
China and was principal of Union Girls School in Hangehow for ten years. 
During the recent war she was captured by the Japanese, but was re­
patriated. When the war ended, she returned to China, but has not 
retired.
Among the first settlers in New Sweden was Captain N.P. Clase. 
While CoMhtssioner Thomas was in Sweden gathering his colony, the 
Captain returned from a narrow escape in China. His vessel had been 
caught smuggling salt into China, and according to a Chinese law all 
the crew members were killed. The Norwegian who had been the informer 
escaped, and Captain Clase was allowed to live because one of the seven 
languages he spoke happened to be Chinese.
The Captain’s young daughter, Agnes, was greatly impressed with 
this adventure and loved to relate the tale in her later years, as 
she also enjoyed recalling the exciting events of the journey to Maine, 
the landing in Halifax, -and the welcome in Fort Fairfield and Caribou.
When she was sixteen years old, Agnes Clase married Wilhelm 
Andersonl who had come to New Sweden from Vinalhaven where he had been 
working as a stonecutter following his arrival from Sweden. Her husband 
died in 1926, but Mrs. Anderson lived to be eighty-three years old. She 
was the mother of three girls and five boys, and was a staunch member of
1. ibid. An unidentifiable clipping in Adele 'fall's Scrapbook. 
Seventieth Anniversary, p. 38.
2. Lovering, "Last Settler," Portland Sunday Telegram, November,
2, 19b7. . ' -------
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the Lutheran Church, serving as organist for many years.
To the end her vivid memory impressed all who met her, and as she 
was the last surviving original settler, there were many who were eager
1 
to hear her recollections of the early days in New Sweden.
Although he never came to New Sweden, Captain G.W. Schroeder 
deserves to be mentioned, for he served well as Thomas’s agent in Sweden, 
helping direct Immigrants to Maine, as has already been discussed.
He was a founder of the First Baptist Church in Sweden, and 
inaugurated the evangelical movement in that country. He had been 
converted to the Baptist religion during a brief stopover in New Orleans 
in 18hh, Shortly thereafter he was baptized at the Baptist Mariner’s 
Church in New York. He then spent a number of years in Valparaiso, 
Chile, returning to Sweden in 1861. From that time on, he divided his 
time and activities between Sweden and the United States. While in Sweden 
he served as emigrant agent for a number of groups including the American 
Emigrant Company and the State of Maine. While in the United States, he
2 
lived for a while in California, finally settling down in New York.
Besides writing a History of the Swedish-Baptists, he wrote a 
number of articles about New Sweden. On his death, his heirs sold- 
his papers concerning New Sweden to W.W. Thomas, who later presented them 
to the New Sweden Historical Society, and these now comprise the majority
3 
of the Society’s collection.
I* Ibid. feangor daily News, March 2, 19U9.
2• Stephenson, George it., The Religious Aspects of Swedish 
Immigration, Minneapolis, 1932, p. 76. The Examiner, (New York), 
March 30, T911., pp. 3U2-3U5.
3, New Sweden Historical Society Collections. Bloomstrand, John, 
Interview, October 29j 19h9*
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The founder of New Sweden, William Widgery Thomas, Jr., was
born in old Falmouth in 1839, the son of William Widgery and Elizabeth
White Goddard Thomas. In i860 he graduated from Bowdoin College, and 
turned to the study of law. In 1862 he left his law course to serve as 
United States Bearer of Dispatches, carrying a treaty to Turkey. He then 
was appointed Vice Consul at Constantinople, and later was Acting Consul 
at Galatz, Moldavia. He next served as War Consul at Gothenberg until 
1865. 1
The following year he finished his law course at Harvard and was
2admitted to the bar, practising in Portland. It was then that he became 
active in the move to plant a Swedish colony in Maine, and in 1869 he 
was appointed Commissioner of Public Lands. The following year, he 
was able to create the colony of New Sweden.
After leaving New Sweden in 1873, Thomas served in the State House 
of Representatives until 1875, being Speaker in 18711-1875. In 1879 he 
served in the Maine Senate.
In 1879, he was a candidate for the Republican nomination but did 
not get the nomination. He served aS President of the Maine Republican
Convention in 1875> and was a delegate to the National Republican Convention 
in 1880. For his services in this election campaign he was made Minister 
Norway and Sweden. He served as such from 1883-1885, 1889-18911, and
1. Marquis, Alber kelson, ed., Who’s Who in New England, Chicago, 
1916, pp. 1059-1060. Who Was who in America, 1897-19112, Chicago, 
19112, vol i, p. 1231. Stephenson, George M., “William Widgery 
Thomas, Jr.,” Dictionary of American Biography, vol xviii, p. 11117. 
Sprague’s Journal of Maine History, vol viii, June 1920, p. 39.
2. Dictionary of American Biography/ p. Ui7 .
3. Ibid. Who1s Who in New England, p. 1060. A clipping from the 
Aroostook Daily News, approximate date 1920.
11. Aroostook limes, May 1, 1879; July 3, 1879.
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1897-190^. His previous experience in Sweden, his love for Swedish 
people, and his knowledge of their languages made him a particularly 
qualified man for the job.
.•.during those distant days when Washington did not 
deem it indispensable to send Ministers abroad who 
could speak some language other than their own, Mr. 
Thomas attracted favorable attention by his ability 
to express himself in Swedish.
In 1887, W.W. Thomas married Dagmar Torribladh of Stockholm. Her
father was a nobleman, scholar, author, orator, and the director of the 
Bank of Sweden. Among those attending the wedding were the chief officers 
of the diplomatic corps, the Swedish Cabinet, officers of the army and 
navy, and many ladies of the Swedish court. Rufus McGee, of Maine,
oThomas's successor as Minister served as his best man.
A son, William Widgery, died in infancy; another, Oscar Percival, is 
still living. Mrs. Thomas died in 1912. Three years later, Mr. Thomas 
married her sister, Aina. Mrs. Thomas and their son, Wolfgang, survived 
Mr. Thomas’s death in 1929
Thomas was well known as a speaker and an author. His flowery
oratory was well received. In the election of 1888 he stumped the Swedish 
settlements in seven States, speaking in Swedish. In 1888 he was orator 
at the 2$0th anniversary of the founding of the first Swedish settlement 
in the United States. In 1890 he delivered the body of John Ericsson to 
Sweden, and in 1901 delivered the unveiling address of the Ericsson 
monument. His lectures on ’’Sweden and the Swedes,” and ”A Ramble in 
Norway,” were in great demand in Maine J1
^L. Skinner, Robert P., to Lenentine, December lit, 19h9^
' " Aroostook Republican, November 9, 1887. Coe, Harrie B., ed., 
Maine, Resources, Attractions, and its People, A History, 
flfew York, 1928, 3 vols., vol ii, p. 2hl.
3. Dictionary of American Biogrpphy, p. hh7. who Was Who in America,. 1231e ---------------------------------
h. Aroostook Republican, December 12, 1888. Aroostook Daily News,
gP. cit.» Aroostook~Times, January 16, 1873, Republican, Jan,9, 109f>.
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In 1869, Thomas published a translation of Victor Rydberg’s Last 
Athenian, for which he received the thanks of the King. His major 
original work was Sweden and the Swedes, published in both languages.
On his retirement as Minister to Norway and Sweden he was honored 
for his many achievements. He had been the first American minister to 
hoist the American flag at Stockholm, and the first to speak to the king 
in his own language. Thomas had secured the offices of the Swedish king 
as arbiter between the United States, Great Britain, and German on three 
different occasions. He also obtained Swedish participation in the 
Louisiana Purchase Exposition after the Swedes had declined three times 
Secretary of State Hayes was pleased to write when Minister Thomas 
resigned:
You have had the longest, most distinguished, and the 
most useful term of service in Sweden and Norway that 
any American has ever had.
He tried one more for the -appointment in 1920, but failed. Thus 
ended his career of public service. His interest in New Sweden never 
diminished, and in his will he left the town a sizable amount for care
3 
of Thomas Park and other historic spots.
Olof Olsson Nylander was as unique as New Sweden itself. He 
was born, June Hi, 186h, in Oremfllla, Skivarp’s Soken, V&nenhog’s Harad, 
Malmfi Huslan, Skane, in southern Sweden, near Ystad on the Baltic Sea.
L. Who’s Who in New England, p. 1060. Aroostook Times, July 26, 1883. 
Thomas, Sweden and the Swedes, (1892), p. 36h. Dictionary of 
American Biography, p. hh7.
2. Who Was who in New England, p. 1060, Aroostook Republican, July 
7j 1886. Aroostook DaHy~News, op, cit.,
3. Aroostook Daily Nevis, op. cit~7
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His father, Ola Larsson Nylander, was a shoemaker, so people of all classes 
came to their home. The senior Nylander kept fr»’it orchards and presented 
all his customers with his best fruits. The mother served coffee and 
cake to the lady customers and gave them bouquets from the flower garden.
As a child the boy played on the shore. There he collected seashells 
which he found among the seaweed. These playthings were his first 
collection of shells and aroused an interest in shell collecting which he 
pnever lost.
Across the road from his home a shepherd boy was employed. Olof 
frequently played with him. The boys liked to amuse themselves by throw­
ing rocks at the sheep. As Olof picked up a rock one day, the other lad 
stopped him, saying that it was a witch’s head, and unless he spit on it 
and threw it over his head, it would bring bad luck, Olof did this but 
kept the rock, and put it in his mother’s flower garden, along with others 
which he collected from then on. He later found out that this was a 
fossilized sea urchin. As there were no living specimens of this marine 
animal on that coast of Sweden, the Swedes knew nothing of them. Some 
sailor cousins, told him, however, that they had seen places where sea
3 urchins were So thick they covered the sea bottom.
At the age of seven young Nylander found his first land shells and 
also became interested in flowers when a cousin took him to the Hdrte 
Skogen, (Hdrte woods). This was the only piece of virgin forest left
1. Nylander, Olof Olsson, Biographical Sketch of Olof Olsson Nylander, 
Prepared at request of Prof. Charles Schuchert of tale to be kept 
Ln his library and to be published after Nylander’s death, 1937. 
Unpublished. From a copy possessed by Reiner Bonde, Orono, Maine.
2. Nylander, Olof Olsson, Short Sketch of My Life up to my Seventy- 
Seventh Birthday, at the request of family and relatives. Caribou, 
June, 19hl. No page numbers. Unpublished. From a copy possessed 
by Reiner Bonde, Orono, Maine.
3. Nylander, Biographical Sketch, 1937, pp. 2-3. Nylander, Sketch,
19L1. ---------
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in southern Sweden. The boy was entranced with some yellow shells striped 
in brown which he found there ?■
His parent, upon discovering his interest, had shown him witches’ heads, 
pieces of amber, old copper coins/ and flint tools of Stone and Bronze ages. 
Such implements were frequently found in the fields., A neighbor’s son 
was engaged in buying these for collectorsWhenever he was at home, he 
invited the Nylanders over to see his newest finds. Olof was fascinated 
and began searching for some too. He found a few specimens, and by spending 
his pennies for others, he was able to build quite a collection.
About that time, Professor Sven Nilsson, a professor at the university 
at Lund came to see the elder Nylander on business. The Professor was 
also rector of Nobelov and Skivarp, a zoologist, a paleontologist, and 
ex-curator of the Riksmuseum at Stockholm. .Mr. Inlander showed him the 
son’s collection. As it contained items frequently overlooked by other 
collectors, Nilsson sent for the lad the next day.tb ask him where he had 
found these implements. When the boy left, Nilsson presented him with 
one of the books he had written.^
In 187h, I.L. Berquist, Nilsson’s assistant came to be the teacher 
at the local school. The boy was very impressed by the extent of the 
teacher’s reading, and he learned a good deal from him about shells
Learning of the museum at Ystad, Olof visited it to look over the 
collections. The next time he went, he took some of his implements to
1. Nylander, Biographical Sketch, 1937, p. 3*
2. Ibid., pp. 3^11. Nylander, Olof 0., to Reiner Bonde, April 30, 1935.
3. Inlander to Bonde, April 30, 1935. Nylander, Biographical Sketch
1937, p. h. ---------------------------
h. Nylander, Biographical Sketch, 1937, p. h.
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the Rector who bought some items which he had not obtained before.
One summer* when he was about twelve years of age, the boy was 
hired to watch for fossils turned up in a marl excavation on a neigh­
boring farm. He received 25 ore a day for this,,about six cents in 
American money. Later he was asked to watch for fossils in peat bogs 
in the neighborhood. One of his prize finds was a hammer made out of 
a stag antlerj he found it in 1880.
In 1880, it was time for him to decide what was to be his vocation.
He had spent a few weeks the two previous summers sailing with a cousin 
along the Baltic, seeing places, collecting specimens, and getting a 
taste of the sea. It was customary in the area for ambitious young men 
to go to sea, and most of his father’s relatives had done so. Several 
of them often visited the Nylander home relating tales of adventure and 
bringing beautiful shells. Olof was offered a chance to sign up for a 
four year apprenticeship on a new bark being built in Ystad. The papers 
were to be signed in the spring, and "my boy friends and my relatives 
felt that I had been offered the best bargain of any boy on the south 
coast of Sweden*” 3
That Christmas another cousin, Rasmus Halen, w leading painter and 
decoratdr of Stockholm came to visit. He persuaded the father thqt there 
were greater opportunities to be found in his occupation, and the boy 
was convinced when he heard about the museusm in Stockholm!*
The young man went to Stockholm in 1881, at the age of sevehteen. 
He work hard, and spent all his spare time in musuems or walking in the 
country. He asked many questions until he knew all about the items in the
1. Ibid.,pp. b-*5.
2. Ibid., p, U.
3. fbid., p. 6.
h. Tbid.
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museums. The curators were very co-operative, and he suspected it was 
because they were envious of his stag-horn tool.
He had intended to stay three or four years with his cousin, but
Mr. Halen fell ill. Olof’s brothers, Jacob and Lars, urged him to come 
to America. In the spring of 1883, he packed his belongings, books, 
the specimens of tools and fossils which he had not sold, his old coins 
and stamps, and sailed for America. Since it would cost him one hundred 
kronor whichever way he came, he deliberately picked the longest and 
most roundabout way, for, ”what a lot of interesting things there are to 
see.”2
He began work in a paint shop in Boston where he quickly learned 
enough English to get by with. That summer he worked at Nahant Islahd, 
where he had an opportunity to find all kinds of shells, starfish, and 
marine life along the beach. Along the Baltic there had only been a few 
varieties, but here, "What a difference I It fairly upset me. I wanted 
to get everything and to learn all about it."^
For the next three years he workedin Boston, visiting the museums 
and becoming acquainted with professors at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, and those at Harvard. He also made several trips to Woodland 
where a brother living, and managed to visit many sections of Maine and 
New Brunswick along the way. ,
He worked some time in New York and a while at Newport, Rhode Island. 
The winter of 1891-1892 he spent in Florida collecting shells. Here he 
found and catalogued many specimens previously unknown. Following that *
1. Ibid., p. 7.
2. Nylander, Sketch, 19bl. Quote from Nylander, Biographical Sketch
3. Nylander, Biographical Sketch, |937, p. 9. Nylander, Sketch, 19bl.
h. Nylander, Siogrpahical Sketch, 1937, p. 9.
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was employed by Professors Raphael Pumpelly and T.N. Dale to do field 
work in New York •
Mr. Nylander was now beginning to suffer from rheumatism in his legs, 
and finding that heat made it worse, he sought a cooler climate, and 
made a permanent home in Woodland, Maine. Here in 1893, he began his 
intensive work in northern Maine. That year he discovered Devonian fossils 
in the Chapman Sandstone. This discovery of graptolites remade the
2 geology ©f North American and especially of Main*.
Other geologists at that tire were trying to find the boundary 
between the Devonian and Silurian formations, and this discovery greatly 
interested them. Professor Williams of Yale, in 1897, obtained an 
appropriation from the U.S. Geological Survey to make field studies of 
this. He wanted to hire Nylander to work with him, asking him to give 
him all his information and specimens, and to sign a contract that he 
would give all the fossils he found to Williams. Nylander was convinced 
that Williams and his helper were out to get al] the credit, so he refused 
to sign the contract, deciding that he would give out no information on
3 
his work to Williams after that summer.
Nylander, if he had had sufficient education, and an ability to 
handle the English language, would probably by this time have been called 
to teach at a university. Since he was not equipped for this, since he 
was only an amateur, he was left to work alone. Embittered by the lack 
of recognition, Nylander determined to make a complete fossil collection
2. Ibid., pp. 9-11.
3. Ibid., pp. 12-13. Nylander, Sketch, 19hl. Nylander to Bonde, 
April 30, 1935.
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for Just his own enjoyment. However, in return for having his finds 
identified, he gave out information. In order to obtain copies of 
publications, he had his own work published or mimeographed so that he 
would have something to exchange for publications. He worked with 
Dr. Charles Schuchert and Dr. John M. Clark on the Devonian and Silurian 
boundary, making many trips to various areas, breaking rocks ’’from sun-
I
rise to sunset so as to get everything I could.”
His interest in plant life continued. He collected many specimens 
and suffered a severe disaster in 1923 when a forest fire destroyed his 
collection of growing plants.. Among his greatest discoveries was that of 
a rare orchid, until then unknown in the United States, and existing in
2
only a few other places in the world.
Nylander worked almost alone. Many specimens collected by him 
reside in museums in Sweden and various parts of the United States. His 
published material he sent only to friends pho sent him their own 
publications; more of his material would have been published, but,
I have no intention of doing it and no money to pay 
the bills, so I will leave it as it is but I am making 
collections and adding more data every summer for my 
own special interest and for the benefit of special 
friends in other states.3
That he recieved no aid made him very bitter:
...people often wants infromation but the will not pay 
a cent for itt so I migth as well cip wath I have.... 
The state geologists is trying every way to get my 
information buth I have desided not to give any. ’ Vay 
is ett the dont wont mi to get any ting for my work 
the ar paying large sums to oder worker there is doing 
very little and som ant doing any things....
1. Nylander, Biographical Sketch, 1937, p. Hi.
2. Nylander, Sketch, 19hl.
3. Ibid. “
li. Nylander to Bonde, June lb, 1935.
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Not much Is known about his family life. He never mentioned them 
in his writings or his letters. His parents had come to Woodland and 
were buried there. His marriage, he never mentioned, and his family 
only by stating in his biography in 19hl that his daughter was giving 
him a birthday party. Perhaps there were hard feelings in the family 
because he spent too much time on his rocks and plants, and none on 
painting, and let the farm fall into non-productiveness. In times 
of hard going, he packaged some of the beans which he had developed 
and sold them at ten cents a package. Little did his neighbors know that 
the Nylander Bean they were planting was resistant to Anthracnose and
1 
Halo blight, two of the diseases most frequently attacking beans.
As a person, Nylander was frequently called a ’’character.” Helen
Hamlin in her recent book said:
we (as children) had often seen this little old, stoop­
shouldered Swede with the long white handlebar mustaches 
excitelly and hurriedly loading a heavy high-sided boat 
at the wharf.(At Square Lake) He would wave his arms and 
talk volubly in Swedish...The next time he came to the lake, 
we went down on the wharf and showed him our bits of white 
fossils. He stopped loading his boat, peered at us from 
under his bushy eyebrows, and without further preliminaries 
delivered a lecture on the fossils. His Swedish accent was 
so thick, and his English so broken, that we had to listen 
intently to understand what he was saying. The fossils were 
crinoid stems.... 2
Had you aksed who this little old man was, you might have 
bben told that he was just a crazy old Swede who was always 
poking around looking for gold...Even on the day of h?s death 
...the people among whome he lived still failed to understand 
what he was looking for.3
His use of English, as she noted, was rather difficult to understand.
1. Bonde, Reiner, The Lj.fe of a Maine Naturalist, p. !•>. Unpublished
2. Hamlin, Helen, Pine, Potatoes, and People, New York, 19b.8, p. 211.
3. Ibid.
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It is easy to believe that because, as some examples already quoted
would indicate, he wrote as he spoke, with a heavy Swedish.accent•
Despite this difficulty, he could write inspiringly.
The Lamp-shells or Brachiopoda’s
In order to light a rome we nid a lamp In order to 
enlighten a world we nid knolige Millions of years ago 
the lamp-shells Lampades or Brachiopoda1^ ware the most 
commen forms of living tings in the oceans the lamp-shells 
ware attached by a pedleal to rooks or shells or any hard 
object on the sea flore, s ometimes in great clusters. After 
the hade past there cirkle of life the daid ther attachment 
losened and the fait into the mud and war entombed, the mud 
hardened and become rock, the shells so entombed is often wery 
perfectly preserved and dos we cal fossils By collicting 
in different rocks in all parts of the world several tusends 
of diferent specios has bin discovered studiad and illustrated 
in tousend of books, by mini illustreious workers And a wery 
complite history of the time the lived is made noen....
The name lamp-shell was aplid by some of the early writers as 
the*shape resembled forms of antique-lamps such as was yoused 
by Creaks and Romens two tousen years ago.
July 29, 19h3, Olof Olsson Inlander died. Thus Maine lost her 
unique little amatuer geologist, mineralogist, conchologist, paleontologist, 
and naturalist. He had become so embittered that he felt even his best 
friends were now enemies. His last workds were, "Take me back to my 
museum, n the little building built for him by the town of Caribou in 
1938 with the cooperation of the Maine Development Commission. Since his 
death the building has been closed, and only recently reopened, with all 
his collection boarded up in one room, the rest of the building is being 
o
used as a recreation center.
t. Nylander, to Dr. Edith fatch, April 10, 1935.
2. Bangor Daily News, July 30, 19U3. Bonde to Dr. Edith Patch, 
August 10, 19h3.
APPENDIX A
An act to promote inmigration and facilitate
the settlement of public lands
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in Legislature 
assembled, as follows?
Sect. 1. There shall be a board of immigration in this state composed 
of the governor, secretary of state, and land agent, but the members 
of said board shall receive no compensation for the services they 
may render by virtue of this act.
Sect. 2. It shall be the duty of said board to collect statistics and 
other useful information concerning the climate, soil, and resources 
of the state, and the amount of unsettled lands, togfether with the 
terms offered by the state to settlers and such other information as 
said board may deem proper, and to cause the same to be printed and 
translated into the Scandinavian languages, and distributed in Sweden, 
Norway, and such other countries as may be deemed desirable, best 
calculated to promote the purposes of this act, provided the.whole 
amount expended for this purposed shall not exceed the sum of five 
hundred dollars;
Sect. 3. Said board may appoint some suitable person as agent, to 
proceed to Sweden or Norway for the purpose of obtaining a first 
colony of immigrants, and superintending their passage to this state 
and their settlement on the public land; and the salary and entire 
expenses of said agent shall not exceed the sum of three thousand 
dollars•
Sect. h. The agent aforesaid shall be sent out for the purposes herein 
provided as early as practicable in the-year eighteen hundred and 
seventy, and shall return with the colony as soon thereafter as may be.
Sect. The board aforesaid may cause said first colony of immigrants 
to be settled on any of the public lands of the state not otherwise 
appropriated, and assign to each head of family and male member of the 
colony twenty-one years of age, one hundred acres of land, and the 
land agent shall, at the expiration of said five years, cause each of 
the persons aforesaid to whom lots have thus been assigned to receive 
a deed of warranty, or other valid title of the lot thus assigned them; 
provided each of said persons has established his residence ohthe lot
Acts and Resolves of the Forty-Ninth Legislature of £lie 
State of Maine 1870, Augusta, 1870, ChapL 173. pp. 133-13L.
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assigned him, and has built him a comfortable house thereon, and 
has cleared not less than fifteen acres of land, within the time 
aforesaid, ten of which shall be laid down to grass; and all the 
immigrants thus settled shall be exempt from state taxation until 
January first, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 
and seventy-six.
Sect. 6. The board aforesaid may, if. in their opinion the cir­
cumstances of said first colony of immigrants-upon their arrival 
shall require it, cause advances to be made to them of such 
provisions, tools and implements, as may be necessary to enable 
them to commence labor; provided the whole amount thus expended 
shall not exceed one thousand dollars.
Sect. 7. The governor is hereby authorized to draw his warrant 
upon the treasurer for any of the sums specified in this act.
Sect. 8. All acts and parts of acts inconsistent with this act 
are hereby repealed, and this act shall take effect when approved.
Approved March 23, 1870.
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APPENDIX B
Lots Received by First Group of Settlers 1
New Sweden:
Nicholas P. Clase Lot No. 135
Nils Olsson 115
Carl Voss ml
Gottlieb T. Pilts ilk
Oscar G. W. Lindberg lihi
Jdn Persson 116
Sven Svensson 117
Karl,G. Harleman 118
Janne L. Laurell 1214
Truls Persson 133
Nils Persson 13h
Olof G. Morell 1354
Johan Petter Johansson 136
Anders Johansson 137
Anders Svensson 138
Olof Olsson 138|
Woodland:
Pehr Petterson Lot Letter A
Solomon Johansson B
Jonas Bodin C
Jonas Bodin, Jr. D
Frans R. W. Flank E
Jacob Johansson F
1. Lots drawn July 25, 1870. Certificates given to these 
and later settlers October 25, 1870, given in Quarter 
Centennial, p. 132, and in Land Office records in forest 
Service Office, Augusta.
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APPENDIX C
Expenses for the Board of Im igration 1870
Salary and entire expenses of Commissioner of
Immigration in Sweden and in Maine.............. I 3000.00 
Printing documents and distributing then in
Sweden..............................................................••..••••• $00.00
Total Expense of the Commissioner.......... $ 3500.00
Provisions and tools furnished colonists and
to be paid for by them in labor at
$1 per day...............      I hOOO.OO
Expense of erecting 26 houses on State land and
still owned by the State, at $125 each........... .. 3250.00
Expense of 25 stoves for the houses..,.......................................55U.63
Erecting a store-house on State land, and still
owned by the State.............................  ••••• 2000.00
Goods on hand in the store-house.••••.............. ............... 1000.00
Felling 125 acres of trees, opening roads and
incidental expenses.................. ............. ♦ ...............  •• .__  538. 86
Total Expense besides Commissioner.... ............
I. Journal of the house, 1871, p. 281
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